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Informed buyers make 
better buys. 
Experience Micom Accounting 
Software. 

MICOM 
ACCOUNTING 
SOFlWARE 
GENERAL LEDGER 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Responsible purchasers of accounting software 
demand proof of performance - up front. 

They call MAXON for a demonstration. 
Ask MAXON to demonstrate Micom Accounting 

Software - award winners for three consecutive years. 
Ask MAXON to show how Micom software is 

designed, optimized, and continues to be enhanced 
for the Data General environment. 

Ask MAXON about Micom's high functionality and 
unparalleled performance. 

Ask about installation. 
Ask about training. 
Ask about support. 
Seeing is believing. 
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS INCORPORATED 

• THOfUZEO t. I:>at.a~ SYSTEM OfSTRIB TOR 

Call: ( 212 ) 227-1922 

o I want more information about Micom 
Accounting Software. 

o Contact me regarding a demonstration. 
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\dtln· .... 

ew York. I \\' York 
10022 

5 Scarsdale Road 
Toronto. Onlario. Canada 
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BUY 

Q_uality. 
DG users appreciate it. 

They know the only way to be the best is to demand the best. 

If you're in the market for pre-owned Data General equipment, you 
need a dealer who appreciates quality as much as you do. 

Catalina Computers. 

Service, selection, and value have earned us a reputation for quality. 

CATALINA 
COMPUTERS, INC:. 

1001 W. Arbor Vitae St., Inglewood, CA 90301 

(213) 215 - 0641 
FAX # 213/649-1065 

SELL TRADE Systems· Peripherals • Communications • Spare parts 
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WordPerfect Corporation 
(WPCORP) is now offering 

an annual Software Subscription 
Service for its products which run 
on Data General's AOS/vS com
puters. This service entitles sub
scribers to ongoing 

signed between Data General and 
WPCORP. This agreement applies 
to DG's AOS/vS operating system 
for its Eclipse MV minicomputers 
and also to MS-DOS for its IBM 
PC-compatible units. 

File Compatibility 
WordPerfect users can trans

fer WordPerfect files from the PC 
to a DG computer and back again, 
with no conversion software 

necessary. This 
cross-over compat
ibility has led an 
increasing num
ber of large 
government and 

dPer•ect® SoftWare i~~~~~t~_ 
'VTor 11 A., -lable Perfect,includ-
VV' • S nVai ingEFHutton, 

Subscription ~t~t~e;'S~~~IY, 
I!.~~~~_~~~f:::~and the Federal De-

1II
.1II.!II •••• ~_~.e'= partment of Justice. 

It will not The Justice Department's 
updates, en- affect any other agreements Civil Division, which acts as de-

hancements, and bug fixes for WPCORP has with its DG OEM re- fense counsel for almost 200 fed-
one charge. It is a particularly sellers. eral agencies, has made WordPer-
good investment in view of Growing Popularity fect an integral part of its auto-
WPCORP's focus on product de- mated management information 
velopment and support for DG In line with WPCORP's com- system, AMICUS II. This system is 
machines. mitment to DG, Guy Pribyl, for- comprised of 1,400 work stations 

merlya regional marketing man- consisting of various PCs, print-
Update on the way ager in California, has been trans- ers, and minicomputers, scat-

Arn Perkins, Manager of Prod- ferred to the corporate headquar- tered across the United States. 
uct Development for WPCORP's ters as Marketing Manager of 
DG division, notes a new version WPCORP's DG division. Give us a call 
is well underway and is slated for WordPerfect products have To learn more about WordPer-
release in September. The 32-bit consistently achieved impressive fect's Software Subscription Ser-
update will include an extensive sales performance in the Data vice and to sign up for it, call us 
thesaurus, as well as on-screen General market. Guy attributes a at (801) 227-4100. 
columns, a concordance feature, great deal of WPCORP's PC suc-
the ability to add non-printing cess to the popularity of its prod-
comments, a document summary, ucts for the DG. WordPerfect now 
expanded list files capabilities, controls 30% of the market share 
and substantial improvements in for the IBM PC and compatibles, 
product speed. roughly twice that of its closest 

But it doesn't pay to wait. DG competitor. 
customers who buy WordPerfect Sales Manager Judy Hopkins 
now and sign up for the annual reports that considerable interest 
Subscription Service will receive on the part of DG resellers has 
all updates at no extra charge for substantially augmented the DG 
that year. resellers list. WPCORP is still 
Agreement signed seeking qualified resellers. To 

An independent software ven- sign up, contact Judy at 
dol'S agreement has recently been (801) 227 -4115. 

WordPerfect 
CORPORA TI ON 

Circle 49 on reader ervice card. 



THE PRESIDENT'S PAGE _______ _ 

NEW FACES 
AND OLD FRIENDS 
NADGUG needs both 
by Calvin Durden 
NADGUG President 

I exp ct to ee a lot of new faces 
in La Vega. That's a pretty afe bet 
because every ADGUG conferenc 
e m to draw a lot of new members

a well as a lot of old friend . How ver, 
wh n the ADGUG Executive Board 
first d cided to hold Conference 87 
in Las Vegas, severa l m mbers said it 
would never fly. They were worried 
that en sible companies and agencies 
wouldn't pay to send their employees to 
a venu b tter known for gambling and 
glitter than for conducting bu ine . 

Th ir concern wa reasonable, and 
no doubt, th re are om companie 
that won't end their u r to Confer
ence 87. On th other hand, I ee more 
and mor evidence that attendance will 
be better than ever. There wa an in
cr dibl r pon e to our ca ll for paper 
and exhibitors, and the ag nda and the 
xhibit hall are already overflowing. 
onf r nc regi tration packets w re 

mail d rec ntly, and th early returns 
10 k very good ind ed. 

But back to tho n w face ... 
ADGUG i ble d with an active 

and energetic group of volunteer . If 
you have been following th "Roundup" 
article in Focus, you're probably aware 
of th large number of r gional interest 
group that are forming all the tim . 
Thi i a trong chann I for bringing in 
n w leader hip to th national group. 

ADGUG made a wise decision a 
few year ago to h Ip RIG and SIG 
m t the expen of nding omeon 
t repr nt them at meetings of the 
Executive Bard . It' b en wi for two 

n : fir t, it make u more of a 
r t organization with lot of 

... 
input from members, and second, it 
makes it ea ier for people who are al
ready active in a RIG or SIG to get 
involved in the national organization. 
Many of these RIG/SIG rep come 
as new faces, but come back as old 
friends . Even better, many volunteer 
to help out on one of the ADGUG 
committe s. 

Being relatively rich in volunteers, 
ADGUG was able to establish another 

precedent that has proved to be very 
good for the organization. We try to 
keep moving people around into new 
po itions. That way they get a chance 
to try different things, and the job 
don't get identified with just one p r
son. This help build continuity be
cau e the committees develop their 
own policies and procedure , rather 
than depending too heavily on the tal
ents of just a few p ople. And with the 
frequent changes in committee posi
tions, our volunteers get a chance to 
show what they can do in a lot of areas. 
Those who how initiative in a couple 
of different po itions are likely to be
come officers if they don' t watch out! 

ADGUG has benefited greatly from 
making it easy for people to get in
volved . That being the case, I want to 
emphasize again that the welcome mat 
is out. We hope every RIG and SIG will 
end at lea t one representative to Las 

Vega -even if it mean we have to find 
a bigger room to meet in . (With more 
than 40 people at the pring meeting of 
the Executive Board, it wa getting a 
little crowded.) Even if you're not active 
in a RIG or SIG, we'd like to have you 
drop in. Be advi ed though- new face 
hav a way of turning into old fri nd . 
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Would you like to: 
• Prototype with COBOL 
• Have standardized, error-free ource code-No d bugging 

needed 

• Generate complete, full-featured file maintenance and update/ 
report program with code guaranteed to work th first time. 

You can with C/SCRIPT II 

• 

Getrl tI·~g:,1o\.. 
.~. ~~;1\" 'l" 

C/ CRIPT II addre e the need of everyone developing bu in application in AO , 
AO /V or Intera tive COBOL. C/ CRIPT II increa e productivity, tandardize program 
development and provide a reliable menu y tern with e urity for your runtime environm nt. 

Announcing C/SCRIPT II Enhancers-------. 

C/ CRIPT II enhancers now available 
from Lee Yo afat, C /SCRIPT II di trib u
tor. Developed using the C/SCRIPT II 
customizahle skeleton file y tern. 

• equential file upport in th updat / 
repOli generator. 

• Header/ rolling detail maint nan 
and inquire . 

• rolling look up of upplem ntal file . 

a ina a ailabl . 

(205) 821.0075, ext. 33 
In th United Kingdom call: COMPACT 3000 SYSTEMS LTD.- 0902-880088 

or Contact any Data Gen ral al Offi 

Threshold, Inc. 
C/SCRIPT 1$ a uademark 01 Threshold. Inc 
INFOS lI.s a uademark 01 Dala General CorporallOf'l 
PROXI and MAGIC are trademarks 01 Oa18 General Corpor8110fl Circle 45 on reader ervice card . 



OPINION 

A LEG TO STAND ON 
Users in the UK find 
little protection in 
computer purchase 
contracts 
by Nicholas Benwell 
Special to Focus 

The keynote peaker at the Spring 
meeting of the UK Data General User 
Group was Ted Sumbridge, who i 
known in Europe for his work on 
Model Conditions of Contract for com
puter purchase. 

Ted formerly erved as a purchasing 
officer for Britain's electricity supply in
dustry, the Central Electricity Generat
ing Board (CEGB). Soon after he 
started work for the CEGB, he found 
that when buying specia lized equip
ment on their behalf, it was es ential to 
read the small print. He also found 
that, despite acting on behalf of one of 
Britain's biggest employer, and al
though he was placing contracts that 
were worth millions of dollars, it was 
n arlyalway impo ible to get the ven
dor to modify tandard contractual 
condition by even a word or two. Even 
if an oral or written agreement existed 
b tw en Ted and a ale per on, which 
both of th m agreed wa not in line 
with th tandard conditions, it wa 
not enough to get them modified. 

"Tho are our tandard conditions; 
we can't change them," was the u ual 
reply. When a discrepancy between th 
d al struck by the sa lesper on and the 
tandard condition was pOinted out, a 

second reply was forthcoming: "Don't 

6 

worry-we would never apply our 
standard conditions to the CEGB. We 
have too much at stake." What, then, is 
the object of a written contract? 

As a result of his frequent and u u
ally abortive attempts to persuade 
manufacturers to change their condi
tions of ale, he eventua lly approached 
the Institute of PurchaSing and Supply 
(IPS). He a ked if they would spon or 
the production and publication of com
puter model condition in the same 
way that the professional institutes of 
mo t other industries have published 
model conditions to cover the fields 
of their associated manufacturing 
interests. 

The IPS asked Ted to fo rm a working 
party to carry out the task. He was able 
to recruit a mixture of commercial, 
technical, and legal members from both 
the public and private sector , but 
there was one vacancy. It was a po ition 
reserved for a representative from the 
manufacturers, who steadfastly r fused 
all invitations to participate. 

The objective of the committe wa 
to design model conditions that would 
b fair and reasonable to both parti s . 
Furthermore, they should be easily 
read and practiced. 

When their report wa submitted to 
the UK' Office of Fair Trading before 
publication in 1979, they were cleared 
as "not being registerable." This mean 
that they were considered to be fair and 
reasonable and produced by an inde
pendent profeSSional institute. 

It is fair to say that the manufac
turers did not welcome the publication 
of the model condition, and initial re-

sistance to their use was high. The first 
successes were between large u er and 
small manufacturers, but slowly the 
conditions cam to be recogni ed by 
more manufacturers . They are now 
widely used in the UK eith r in their 
original form or a a ba i for a pe
cially negotiated set of conditions. Ted 
emphasizes that the IPS conditions are 
model conditions, which means they 
are intended to be amended to me t 
the requirements of any particular con
tract. This distinguishes them from the 
standard conditions that manufacturer 
try to insist are unalterable. 

At the moment, there is only one 
manufacturer doing business in the UK 
that will neither accept the IPS condi
tions, nor u e them a a basis for nego
tiation . A lot, however, till depend 
on the value of the contract and the 
persistence of the customer a manu
facturers will not willingly depart from 
the protection that their own condi
tions of sale usually provide; it is for 
cu tomers to in ist on their rights . 

Data General terms and conditions 
Delegates had been listening pa

tiently, but it was clear that what wa 
uppermost in their minds was how did 
DG tack up? They were sad to hear 
that Ted considered DC's conditions to 
embody most of the examples of condi
tion that h considered d trimental to 
equitable contracting. 

His first impression was that DG's 
contract provisions were not intended 
to be read. They were printed on thin 
paper on the reverse of a quotation, 
which made it very difficult to ee the 
print clearly. After 40 years of contract-
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Dataram now offers you the first 
MV/7800 memory alternative 

We Ii tened when you told us improving 
sy tern performance wa of critical 
importance. And we gave you our 
DR-280 add-on memory. It ha 
ince gained overwhelming 

acceptance among MV/4000, 
MV/ IOOOO, and 5/280 
u ers worldwide. 

We Ii tened when you told u 
that you needed a reliable, high 
performance add-on memory alter
native for the MV17800. And now we 
offer the DR-7800-the newe t addition 
to our growing family of DG compatible 
product . 

We listened when you 
said you wanted a 

risk-free alternative 
o Dataram offer the mo t comprehen

ive support program in the bu ine . We'r 
o confident in the reliability of our memory 

y tern that we tand behind them . .. forever. 
And Dataram memory will not affect your DG 
ervice contract. 

Dataram even provide an on-board Enable/Di able 
switch to implify the troubleshooting proce . By 
di abling the board, any uncertainty about the ource 
of a y tern problem i eliminated. 

Dataram-committed to the DG user 

Available in 4, 8, and 10 megabyte capacitie , thi inno
vative memory y tern will boo t the performance of 
your MV17800. With the DR-7800, you can ervice 
more u er , handle more application and improve 

For twenty year, Dataram has pecialized in the de ign 
and manufacture of advanced memory y tern . With 
office located throughout the .. and internationally, 
we have re ponded to the need of DG u er world
wide. Our family of DG compatible memory includes 
product for N VA, ECLIP E, MV/4000, MVIlOOOO, 
and 1280 y tern . Dataram' MV17800 memory i the 
most recent addition to thi product line. 

sy tern re pon e time. 

We listened when you said you wanted a 
reliable, cost-effective alternative 
Like all Dataram memory, the 
DR -7800 lists Jor about one third 
less than comparable DG product . 
And we de igned our memory to 
require absolutely no maintenance. 

Here's why. The DR-7800 u e tate
of-the-art 1 Mbit technology (Data 
General u e 256 Kbit). A are ult, 
our memory u e far Ie compo
nent and fewer electrical connec
tion . It' inherently more reliable! 

ince our memory require no 
maintenance, your actual cost oJ 
ownership will be reduced by as 
much as two thit'ds! 

TIlEDATARAM 
SUPPORT PROGRAM 

v Lifetime Warranty 

v Expre pares 

v ervice Call 
Reimbur ement 

v Ri k Fre Trial Period 

v Ea y In tallation and 
Trouble hooting 

v Phon -in Technical 
A i tance 

Give us a call today at 
800-822-0071 
A k for more complete information 
about the DR-7800 and our unique 
upport program. Find out why 0 

m<'ny D u er are turning to 
Dataram. 

Tell u what you need ... we'll Ii ten. 

DATARAM 
DATARAM CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 7528 
PRINCETON, NJ 08543-7528 
(609) 799-0071 (800) 822-0071 

REGIO AL FFI ES-Boron(6I7)890·007I ; hicago(312)574·37 10; LosAngeles( 14)836·5988 

E ROPEAN HEADQ ARTER - nited Kingdom: DOlly's ottage, Dedmere Road, Marlow, Bucks L7 IPD, Tel: (06284) 748 15; TLX: 846272 

Circle 14 on reader service card . 



OPINION ________________ _ 

ing, Ted has grown accustomed to small 
print, but thi wa some of the smalle t 
print he had ever seen, he said. 

Be ide readability, Ted' overriding 
criticism was that DG's conditions favor 
DG, and in most areas where decisions 
have to be made, DG ha that unilateral 
right. 

He took the DG contract to task in 
the following points: 

• It contains no guarantee that the 
hardware will work a intended . 

• It puts no restrictions on DG's ac
cess to cu tomers' premises. 

• It makes no guarantee of delivery 
by an agreed upon date. 

o variations from the contract 
terms are allowed. 

• There i no provi ion for the cu -
tomer to determine test on 
completion. 

• It payment terms specify cash with 
order. 

• There i no guarantee that continu
ing maintenance ervice will be 
provided. 

• It contains no guarantee that spare 

will be available. 
• It makes no guarantee that the soft

ware will work with the hardware. 
• There i no right of the customer to 

make attachments to the equipment. 
Ted picked out general clauses in

cluded in DG's conditions for particular 
criticism: 

"The terms and conditions of the 
Agreement will prevail notwithstand
ing any variations or additions con
tained in any order or other document 
submitted by the Buyer and DGL [Data 
General Limited] hereby objects to all 
such variations and additions. 

"This Agreement is the complete and 
exclusive tatement of the agreement 
between the parties relating to the sub
ject matter hereof and supersedes all 
prior oral and written communication, 
proposals, agreements, representa
tions, statements, negotiations, and 
undertakings between the parties with 
respect to Products ordered here 
under." 

What does this mean in plain En
glish? Ted paused and surveyed the au-

SVSGENDATALtd. 
I I MARKETING 

• DataGe ral COMPUTERS & • • ne PERIPHERALS WORLDWIDE 

SYSTEMS 

MV SOOO, 9600 SERIES 
4MB, AMI-S, ATI-16 
6026 TAPE DRIVE 
IN STOCK/CALL 

MV 4000, 2MB, 6161 
1AC-8,6125 
IN STOCK/CALL 

Ml6oo, 1 MB, 6026 
ALM-S, ALM-16 
BIB •••••••••• S3,SOO 

MEMORY 
ECLIPSE 256K 
NOVA 256K 
MV 4oo0-2MB 
MV 10oo0-SMB 
MVSOOO-2MB 

CPU 
MV SOOO, 4MB ••••.•.• S10,775 
MV SOOO 114MB ...•.•. S2S,750 
MV 4000 2MB IN STOCK-CALL 
MV 10000 4MB IN STOCK-CALL 
M/6oo, 1 MB •..•.•..... $2,000 

DISKS & TAPES 
6236 
6239 
6061 

6122 
6026 
6299 

CRT & PRINTERS 
6053 
0-200 
0-214 NEW 
0-215 NEW 
0-411 NEW 
0-461 NEW 

TP 2 
LP 2 
8-300 
900 LPM 
421S SIS 

COMM 
IAC-S ATI-16 ALM·1 6 
IAC-16 ALM-S 4251 
AMI-S 

SPECIALS 
MVSOO0-2MB .....•• sa,500 
ATI-16 •••••..••••••• Sl ,375 
AMI-8 .•.••••...•.•••• S995 
6053-M CRT .......... $150 
TP2 BLUE w/KSR •.... $650 

DG LASER ......... $2,S50 
4327-A •.•••.••.•.•. $2,350 
4244-900LPM ....... $l,S50 
6026 SIS •.••. FROM S2,S50 

END USER FINANCING SHORT AND LONG TERM LEASING 
PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS 

ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS WARRANTED FOR 30 DAYS 
WE ALSO DISTRIBUTE IBM PC, XT, AT, COMPAQ & PERIPHERALS 

77 AIR PARK DRIVE, RONKONKOMA, NY 11779 (516)737-4300 fax: (516)737-4317 
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dience (each of whom had signed at 
least one of these). It means that DGL 
will re ist any alteration to their condi
tions and is under no legal obligation 
to observe any of the customer's written 
specifications or requirements. And, fi
nally, any promi e, either written or 
spoken, made in addition to the con
tract has no relevance in law. 

But then, what is the object of a writ
ten contract? Ted's view is that custom
ers are just as entitled a manufacturer 
to be protected in law. It is about time 
both customers and manufacturers 
made a genuine attempt to ensure that 
the rights and obligations of both par
tie are properly represented in the 
written contract. t:. 

Niclrolas Bell1(1ell is tire news/elter editor for tire 
Ullited Killgdolll alld Irelalld Data Gelleral User 
Grollp (DGUG) alld a professor at tire College of 
Mallllfactllrillg of tire Crallfield Illstitllte of 
Tecll/lology. Tlris article is based 011 a talk by Ted 
511111bridge presellted at tire April lIIeetillg of ti,e 
DGUG. 

ALGOMA UNIVERSITY 
D200/210 EMULATION + 

Here at Algoma University we have more 
IBM PC/XT/A T' connected to our DG 
y tem than DG terminal ! 

Here' why: 
A PC is more versatile than a dedicated 
terminal. Key may be programmed on the 
fly to provide ingle key troke command in 
CLI, SED. CEO, IDEAS, etc. Snap hot of 
screen may be aved on the PC 's di k. A PC 
makes pos ible file transfer between the PC' 
disk drive and DG . 

If you desire the e capabilitie and more, 
write or phone u today. If you have any idea 
that you feel would improve our product , let 
u know and we'll make every effort to 
incorporate them into future revi ion of our 
oftware. A we improve and develop our 

prodUCI, all old cu tomers will receive updates 
for ju t the cost of the disk and shipping. 

ow for the unbelievably low price of 99 
U.S., you can have D200/2 10 emulation. 
programmable key , file tran fer, and dedi
cated customer upport. 

So why go any other route? 

ALGOMA UNIVERSITY 
Computer Services 
1520 Queen St. E. 
Sault Ste. Marie, 

Ontario, CANADA 
P6A 2G4 

705-949-2301 
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---------- ROUNDUP 

TRIPLE HEADER 
Ohio RIGs cover 
all the bases 

In the past month, three new re
gional intere t groups have been orga
nized in Ohio. Two new RIGs ar in the 
early planning tages, and a former 
u er group is being restarted. 

The orthea t Ohio MV U er Group, 
which ha n't m t ince pre ident Paul 
Duck left the ar a everal months ago, 
i being revamp d as th orth a t 
DG U er Group through the efforts of 
Tom Bruns of Lubrizol. Brun has been 
making plans with DG repre entative 
Mike Dudzin kyo Tentative plans call 
for an initial kickoff meeting on July 30. 

The ortheast area encompa e 
Cleveland, Akron, and Young town. 
According to Dudzinsky, there are ap
proximately 50 MV user covered in 
th se areas. Although the previou 
group emphasized 32-bit MV computer 
user, Brun wants to include u er of 
all DG equipment. The group will meet 
on a bimonthly basi . 

For more information, call Tom 
Brun , 216/943-1200 ext. 3890; or Mik 
Dudzin ky, 216/459-0990. 

About 20 people from the Cincinnati 
and Dayton area m t for an organiza
tional r ception and meeting on June 
11. The two citie are about an hour 
apart. 

With almo t 300 Data Gen ral u ers 
in the area, th re i a great deal of in
tere t in the new organization, accord
ing to DG branch manager John Ander-
on. Data General ent out a mailing to 

a u er ba e of 210 companies. 
The first official meting i sch duled 

for August 13, with a planning meeting 
to be held in July. The RIG will meet 
bimonthly. 

For more information, contact Vince 
Thomas of Thoma and Thomas at 
513/961-5311. 

In Columbus, an organizational 
m ting pearh ad d by Raymond 
Mill of the Online Computer Library 

en ter (OCLC) wa held June 18 at 
the Marriott Hot I. Approximately 36 
people attended. After brief introduc-

Focus 
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tions were made and a hort presen
tation given by Tom Brun , the group 
decided to postpone the election of 
officer and the approva l of bylaws 
until their next meeting, scheduled for 
July 23. It will be held at 6:30 p.m. at 
the OCLC in Dublin, Ohio (ju t out ide 
of Columbu ). 

According to DG sy tem engineer 
Kevin To hok, there i a user ba e of 
about 175 companies in the area. He 
also said they hope to have an occa-
ional function with member of all the 

u er group in Ohio. 
If interested, contact Raymond Mill 

at 6141764-6000. 6. 

Fresh start 
Three memb r of th inactive orth

ern ew England Data General U er 
Group ( EDGUG) are tirring up 
the group again. They have cheduled 
the first meeting for September 21 at 
6:30 p.m. at Arthur D. Little Inc. in 
Burlington, Massachusetts. 

Alan Sibert of Dataram, Brad Fried
lander of Arthur D. Little, and Tom 
Harper of Y EX are getting together 
a preliminary late of offic r , sending 
out a letter to cout intere t, and calling 
people on the ADGUG directory list. 
There are about 50 name on the Ii t, 
bu t they hope to reach even more 
people. 

At the kickoff meeting, bylaws and 
the organizational tructure of the 
group will be establi hed, and Fried
lander will give a talk on DG int rface . 
They will also send out for pizza. 

If you are intere ted in attending or 
joining, contact Alan Sibert at 617/ 
890-0071. 6. 
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DATA ACQUISITION 
AND DISPLAY 

PROBLEMS? 

We've got low cost color ($1500) video 
controllers as well as high speed digi
tisers (24MHz-$2500) and coordinate 
converters to get that data onto the 
screen and processed without consum
ing CPU or I/O bandwidth. 

Get your Medical, Engineering or 
Remote Sensing data into a useable 
form without months of Assembler 
programming. 

Use your DG system (Nova/Eclipse/ 
MY) to its fullest and avoid incompatible 
black boxes. 

Build a DG based display system using 
low cost Nova or Eclipse hardware. 

We bet we can solve your problems for 
less!! 

CD INTEGRAD 
l[CH OLOGlfS I C. 

18 Watterson Rd. 514-457·9465 
Baie d'Urfe. Quebec fax: 514·457·9738 
H9X 3C2 tlx: 05-821639 

Circle 25 on reader ervice card. 

~ERIFY 
Your Backups 

with the 

Dis., Backup 
and 

Recovery 
System 

Great for MV/2000 Users 

801·484·3333 

DMS S stems Inc. 
Your Backup and Recovery Experts 

1111 Brickyard Rd . • Salt Lake City, UT 841 06 
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Focus ON: REAL TIME 

Real-time processing 
under AOSNS. Well, 
almost ... 
by Thomas C. Johnson 
Special to Focus 

TI,is illlaxe depict a 10llg lille of /I,""derstorlll cells across tire SOlltlr ce,IIral regioll of /I,e Ullited States . 
It was takell by /I,e GOES East weatlrer satellite Oil l'IIIe 10. 1987 at 2100 Greel/wid, Meall Tillie (GMT). 

Som how the term "AOS S" and 
"real-time" don't go together. VS is a 
multi-user time haring y tem with a 
complete et of to I for bu in sand 
commercial applications, and real-time 
belongs with RDOS and RT/32, right? 

ot nece sarily. With good d ign 
and carefully written oftware, you can 
do a urprising amount of real-time 
proce ing along with your time haring 
u er . Although AOS S was not de-
ign d to be a data acqui ition y tem, it 

ha mo t of the facilities needed to de
velop re pectable r ai-time applications. 

Thi 3rticle de cribe the function 
and de ign of an MV-ba ed system that 
acquire, proc e, and di tribute an 
a ortm nt of weather data and related 
information . The y tem i owned by 
Kavoura , Inc., a Minn apolis company 
that II the information to radio and 
t levi ion tation , tate agencie , pri
vale and corporate aviator, commercial 
airlin , and oth r nd-u er . Cli nt 
r ceiv it in a number of way , includ
ing a ynchronou dial-up time haring, 
d dicated phone line , packet witched 
and m aging network, and commu
nication atellit . 

Mo t of th acqui ition and proc 
ing of the raw data i done in real-time 

r "almo t" real-tim b cau of th 
time en itivity of the data. Client of 
Kavoura expect their weather informa
ti n to be ab olutely current, 0 th 
data ha to be proc d and mad 
availabl a rapidly a po ible. Thi 
differ from ome real-time application 
in which acqui ition i done in real
time, but proce ing occur later in an 
off-line program . 

R ai-time mean different thing to 
diff rent p ople. In thi articl , [d fin 
it a the exchange of inf rmation, u u
ally in fairly high volum s, betw n a 
comput r and out ide ource that can
nOI "wait" on th computer. In mo t 
ca c, th out id ource are other 
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electronic d vice . I us the term "al
mo t r ai-time" to de cribe a p ct of 
y tem de ign , ometim in th form 

of hardware, that allow hort-duration 
buff ring or pre-proce ing of data 
prior to tran ferring it into the pro
ce or. The e technique can reduce 
total y tem co t and implementation 
time. 

I hould mention that b cau e th 
Kavoura ystem i very complex, the e 
de cription are implified . Th entir 
y tem actually include an MV110000, 

an MV/SOOO, four MV/4000, a CDC 
mainframe, and an array of peripheral 
electronic proce sing equipment, in
cluding everal microproce or sy tem . 
Becau e of the need for load balancing 
and redundancy, different operation 
ar dynamically witched among th 
diff rent MV . However, all of the fea
ture de crib d in the article can b 
(and ometime ar) run concurrently 
on either the MV/SOOO or the MV/10000, 
which I refer to a "the central y tem." 

S veral characteri tic make thi y
tem unique: 
• the wide variety of high-volume real
time activities it performs while con
curr ntly upporting cu tom rand 
developers 
• the u e of peripheral hardware to 
build ela ticity into the data acqui ition 
ection 

• the use of special oftware d sign 
techniqu to reduce the overall hard
war requirement. 

In the following ection I will de-
crib the function the y tem per

form for it u er , it major hardwar 
and oftware components, and the 
general de ign of everal of the more 
intere ting oftware application 

Data services 
Th data input to th sy t mare: 

1. Alphanumeric w ather r port 
uch a current weath r ob ervation 

from offic s of the ational W ath r 
Service ( WS) . Thi data arrives through 
four dedicated line at data rates of 1200 
to 4800 baud. There are about 2S0 differ
ent types of reports, received from ome 
S,OOO citie worldwide; they are more or 
less randomly intermixed in the data 
tream . Each report type is dited and 

stored eparately. 
2. High-r olution graphics image 

from the G 0 tationary Orbiting Envi
ronmental Sat llite (GOES) Ea t and 
We t weather atellite . The image in
clude both visible and infrared graphics 
data, and are r ceived into 4.5 meter 
receive-only dishe and amplifying 
el ctronic . 

3. Monochrome graphic map im
age, which are produc d by other Ka
voura computers and by computer at 
the ational Weather Service. Th WS 
maps, commonly ref rred to a fac-
imil map , or imply fax, are tran -

mitted across the U.s. through dedi
cated line or via atellite. Th Kavoura 
image are tran mitted along variou 
local communication path . 

4. Color graphic map image pro
duced by Kavoura m teorologi ts . 
More than 50 diff rent map ar cr
at d , including temperature gradient 
map, for ca t , di play of upper-level 
wind, etc. These image are produc d 
on standalone microproc s or color 
graphic y tem and downloaded to 
the central ystem over a ynch line . 

The peak and vall y in th in tan
taneou data volume ar a critical f a
ture of th e data type . For example, 

f the alphanumeric data circuit 
carri all report from all U.s. weather 
ob erving station . The e r port ar n' t 
paced venly around the clock; in fact , 

every tation report to Wa hington 
D.C. five minutes before th hour. 
Shortly thereafter, all th report come 
acro th d dicat d line in a continu
ou data stream that la t about 10 
minut . The total volum of alpha data 
i about 1 MB per hour, but half of that 
data arrive in a lO-minute period. 

Similarly, each GOES weath r atel
lite cr ate two image per hour, but 
the tran mi ion i an lS-minut bur t 
of 320 MB of data. In n ith r ca e can 
the c ntral sy tem r que t that data b 
r tran mitt d. Although external buff
ering could be mployed (and it i to a 
limited ext nt), a ignificant delay in 
the availability of data to the u er i n't 
acceptable. 

Cu tomer can acce thi data in the 
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Go wi 

NAOGUG's 

Conference '87 is your best shot at finding answers to the problems you face every day. It's four days of seminars; 
roundtables; exhibits; and technical, management, and end user sessions. You'll talk informally with the experts, and 
make your needs known to the people who provide products and seNices to the Data General community. 

By now you should have received your Conference '87 registration packet. If you register before September I I, 
you'll be eligible for great prizes-including a DG/One and a free trip to the 1988 UK Users Group Conference in 
England. 

There's a 575 late fee for registrations received after September II, and the Tropicana Hotel can't guarantee reseNa
tions after this date. If you need more Information, contact the NADGUG staff at 617 /898-4067. 

~==October 19-22, 1987 • Tropicana Hotel, Las Vegas==::/ 
For more information 
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ETHERNET TCP/IP 
NOVA/ECLIPSE, RDOS/AOS 

For RDOS or AOS systems, 
Claflin & Clayton offers high 
speed file transfers or re
mote logins via Ethernet be
tween systems with TCPIIP 
support such as VAXs. Soft
ware includes FTP (file 
transfer) and TELNET (virtual 
terminal) applications. 

Providing innovative commu
nications solutions since 
1978, we also provide DESK
TOP and AOSIVS packages. 

Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 
117 Maynard Street 

Northboro, MA 01532 

(617)393- 7979 
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• Do I have enough 
memory? 

• Is m, cache adequate? 
• What's m, response 

time? 
• What's m, bottleneck: 

CPU, mem~ry or disk? 
:PERFMGR can help you find 
the answers to these and other 
questions about your AOS/VS 
configuration . 
Includes a logging facility with 
report generator, real-time 
screen mOnitor, file structure 
analyzer and performance 
analysis tutorial. 

AOS/VS :PERFMGR $399 
10 DAY TRIAL COPY FREE! 

:SYSI18B 
Software tor System Managers 
A DIVISion of B.I. Inc 

109 Minna Street , SUite 215 
San F'ranclsco, CA 94105 (415) 550-1454 
TELEX 296544 BJ INC SF'O UR 

ircle 44 on read r ervic card. 
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Weather reports from arounel the 

worlel are receiveel in blocks of ASCII 
elata, each of which contains from 1 to 

100 inelivielual reports. 

following way : 
1. Dial-up timesharing users can re

que t any alphanumeric report received 
in the la t 24 hour by report type, city, 
region, route-of-flight, etc. A request 
typically invoke a program that make 
keyed data ba e lookups. 

2. Dial-up time haring users with 
certain models of printing t rminals 
can request graphiCS images of atellite 
picture , radar Signals, and fax weather 
map . The e are delivered as gray- cale 
graphiC produced through a "pseudo
halftoning" technique that generate 
urprisingly usable images on equip

ment of fairly low resolution (and 
price). Minnesota and Wi consin have 
installed these printing terminals in 
more than 80 public airports a a ser
vice to private and corporate pilots . 

3. Dial-up time haring user with 
pecial microproces or-based graphics 
y terns produced by Kavouras can also 

have any of the alpha data or the color 
graphics images downloaded through 
the phone line. 

4. High-volume u ers of th alpha
numeric data can have specific groups 
of data sent at regular intervals to their 
computer or standalone printer through 
dedicated phone lines or messaging 
networks . Commercial airline receive 
enroute weather foreca t for their 
cheduled flight this way. 

5. High-volume u ers of both graphic 
and alphanumeric data can downlink 
data from a commercial communica
tions satellite into p cial Kavouras mi
croproce or systems. The data i trans
mitt d continuou ly from the central 
sy tern at 56 K baud using a large dish 
and tandard digital ate ll ite tran mi -
sion electronics. The data stream in
cludes radar, satellite, and weather map 
images a well as a high volum of al
phanumeric data. 

System configuration 
Figure 1 how a implified block 

diagram of the major components of 
the system. Most int rconn ctions are 
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switchable among the various pro
c sor to balance loads, allow systems 
to be brought down for maintenanc , 
etc. The diagram shows the single MY 
configuration. The other MYs are actu
ally linked by an MCA-ba ed XODIAC 
network; other processors are linked by 
a ynchronous lines, Ethernet cables, 
and non-XODIAC X.25 links . Transmis
sion to the atellite use a ynchronou 
protocol. 

Some of the data must be pre-pro
ce sed by xternal hardware before it 
can actually be acquired into the cen
tral sy tern . GOES satellite data, for ex
ample, is transmitted in a erial data 
tream that i unique to weather atel

lites. It must be reformatted and con
verted several times before it is in a for
mat that is acceptable to a conventional 
computer interface. Similarly, WS fax 
data i sent in a unique erial bit-graph
ic pattern designed to be input to a 
special printer. Other electronic inter
face convert thi bit tream into a byte 
format acceptable to the central system. 

Alphanumeric data acquisition 
Weather report from around the 

world are received in blocks of ASCII 
data, each of which contains from 1 to 
100 individual report . Block vary 
from 20 to 15,000 bytes in length, and 
are terminated by one of everal de
limiters . 

Incoming data i fed to a small serial 
"buff r box," which can tore up to 64 
KB of data . This buffer i included pri
marily to provide accumulation of data 
during witchover to backup computers 
or, in the event of power failure, to the 
backup power generator. It al 0 pro
vid s a degree of elasticity in the data 
acqui ition equence. If a large number 
of events occur in the central sy tern i
multan ously, the buffer will hold data 
until the acqui ition proces can catch 
up . In practice, th program is never 
more than 1 KB b hind even during 
peak period ; 1 or 2 bytes is typical. 

A ?READ assembly language routine 
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is called from a Fortran 77 program to 
read in and perform minor translations 
on a block. The block is then written to 
a shared sequential file containing all 
report for the current hour. There are 
24 of these files- one each hour
allowing the system to rebuild the last 
day's worth of data if necessary. While 
the first program goes back to read an
other block, a second program reads 
the block from the sequential file as 
oon as it is written. 
Thi program extracts individual re

ports from the block and calls one of 
some 300 subroutines (one for each re
port type) to edit the report as neces
sary and file it in the master data ba e. 
From the data base, records are re
transmitted via the satellite uplink. (See 
satellite retransmission section below.) 

Focus 
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This "decoupling" of the data acquisi
tion and editing functions is a critical 
feature of the design because it builds 
more elasticity and, thereby, reduces 
the time-critical component of the 
processing. 

A single program deSign, even if 
multi tasked, would need to finish edit
ing and filing the reports of the previ
ou block before the block currently 
being transmitted overran the lAC's in
put buffer. A second advantage of thi 
method is that, if a power failure should 
cause data ba e damage, the second 
program can be started to reproce 
data from just prior to the failure. At 
the same time, the acqu isition program 
continues to bring in new blocks that 
accumulated in the buffer boxes. 

The data base us s I FOS keys with 

Fo(us ON: RUl TIME 

partial records, but data records are 
tored in full disk blocks. Since the re

port types and citi s that report them 
are known in advance, th I FOS in
dexes rarely change, and are open for 
read only. U e of block I/O has proven 
to b much more efficient than a total 
I FOS data ba e design becau e it re
duce the number of di k acce re
quired to obtain a de ired r cord. 

Weather satellite image acquisition 
A receiving dish and its as ociated 

amplifying electronics are in place for 
each of the two GOES weather atel
lites. The Ea t satellite transmit an im
age of the whole earth on the hour and 
30 minutes after the hour; the We t at
ellite doe the same at 15 and 45 min
utes after th hour. The data i trans-
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WITHOUT DATA GENERAL, INTEGRATING YOUR 
COMPUTERS IS LIKE PITTING MAN AGAINST MACHINE. 

DATA GENERAL GIVES YOU THE BEST 
SOLUTIONSFORCON.WUTERThnCG~D 

MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS. 
Are the levels of your manufacturing operation locked in 

hand to hand combat? Our total integration solutions can 
make them all work together. Hand in hand. 

Our computers and solutions span key areas. Linking 
Engineering with Manufacturing. Planning with Sales. 

We give you advanced productivity solutions. Like TEO:N 

our technical automation system. And CEO~ our business 
automation system. To combine with major CIM applications. 

Data General is firmly committed to industry communi
cations standards. Like MAP, SNA, X.2S and Ethernet~ They 

help you forge different systems into a single information 
mainstream. 

What's more, our MVlFamily computers are price/perfor
mance leaders. Which make these solutions more affordable. 

If your company is wrestling with today's complex manu
facturing needs, call1-800-DATAGEN (Canada 1-800-268-5454). 

t. Data General 
a Generation ahead. 

" 1986 Data General. 4400 Computer Drove. MSC228. Westboro. · ~Ilil~~~ MA 01580. TEO IS a trademark. CEO IS a reglSt red trademark of 
_ Data General . Ethernet IS a reglster~d trademark of Xerox Corp. 



mitted serially at more than 2 megabit 
per second and lasts 18 minutes . 

Special electronic convert the atel
lite data from serial to parallel "frames." 
One frame is a stripe of image across 
the globe, starting from the orth Pole, 
taken as the satellite spins in space. 
This is similar in theory to the raster 
lines that make up a TY picture. 

The frames are in turn moved into 
multiple microprocessor-ba ed system 
developed at Kavouras (known as "sat
ellite engines") . These boxes reduce the 
resolution of the image, which is much 
higher than can be displayed in video 
or hardcopy formats. 

The satellite engine also decodes sat
ellite navigation and control informa
tion used to determine the satellite's 
position. In theory, geostationary satel
lites don't move with respect to the 
earth, but in fact, they do. 0 satellite 
orbit is perfect, and the earth itself 
wobbles and twists all the time. The 
satellite is constantly navigated by its 
controllers on earth to keep it in po i
tion . The point of view of the image al
ways differs slightly from one image to 
the next. At the receiving end, the im
age must be navigated to align it with 
previous and subsequent images. 

There are three engines. The primary 
engine handles the orth American im
ages; another prepares the full earth 
image from GOES East, and the third 
receives data from GOES West. 

Before it can be used, the raw GOES 
data must be sectorized- broken into 
regional images. Satellite images are re
transmitted to users serially, as the re
gional images are completed, from 
north to south . 

Data is transferred serially from the 
primary engine into the central system 
over an Ethernet link. The high speed 
of the Ethernet link allows further pro
cessing of the image to begin soon after 
the raw data is received . Sectorizing of 
primary images is performed by the 
MY rather than the engine in the inter
est of making these images available as 
quickly as possible. Acquisition in the 
other engines continues without plac
ing a load on the central system. 

Data from the secondary engines is 
transferred asynchronously. As in the 
case of the alphanumeric data, the risk 
of data bing dropped b cause of over
runs must be eliminated. In this case, 
the volume of data is so high that the 
?READ system call to a "standard" lAC 
cannot keep up with the data. 

To solve thi problem, a program was 
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The satellite 
is constantly 
navigated 

by its 
controllers on 

earth to 
keep it 

in position. 

written to run in the lAC to read the 
data in blocks. Data is read into the F77 
application on the MY by shared mem
ory transfers from the lAC. Many AOS/ 
YS users are unaware that an lAC is a 
separate processor (resembling a small 

ova) that runs its own program. Data 
General supplies a general-purpose 
program that is loaded into the lAC 
board at system boot time (if it is gen
ned into the system). This program has 
many capabilities for reading, writing, 
and translating data . However, it is de
signed to handle terminal VO for mul
tiple processes under the control of 
PMGR, and isn't efficient enough for 
high-volume data acquisition . Because 
this particular application always moves 
data of a fixed type to a single pro
gram, the special lAC program can be 
designed for maximum throughput. 

After the data has been transferred 
into the central system, it is converted 
into several image display types. Satel
lite images are available in 8 and 64 
gray-level versions for video display at a 
resolution of 640 by 480 pixel (or im
age "dots"); the 8-level version is also 
converted to a form suitable for print
ing on a dot matrix hardcopy printer. 

Finally, the images are compressed to 
reduce their size, which also shorten 
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their transmission time to users. Tech
nique known a run-length and delta 
encoding were developed for this pur
pose. Run-length encoding compresses 
by counting the number of successive 
pixels that have the current gray-level 
or color. Delta compression encodes 
the change in gray-level or color of the 
current pixel from the previous one. 

The central system software also per
forms contrast enhancement and color
ization for images to be used in color 
video di play. Completed images are 
then stored on disk and sent to the at
ellite uplink. (See satellite retransmis
sion section below.) 

A purist wouldn't consider this a true 
real-time data acqui ition since the data 
is buffered before it gets to the central 
system. Again, there are multiple ad
vantages to the almost real-time ap
proach. First, although an MY can 
handle an incoming data rate of 2 mega
bits per second (with some help from 
peripheral hardware), it certainly can' t 
process it, store it to disk, and continue 
to support 50 or more other processes. 

Second, use of the ngines allows the 
central system to begin preparing North
ern Hemisphere images even before the 
satellite completes its total sweep. This 
makes the high-priority graphiCS avail
able to users faster. Third, the engines 
serve as an accumulator of data if the 
central system were to fail for orne 
reason. It is less costly to provide unin
terruptible power to an 8-bit micro than 
to four heavily loaded MVs. 

Facsimile map acquisition 
Fax maps are received from three 

sources: the WS dedicated fax circuits, 
other Kavouras mainframes, and spe
cially designed in-house color graphiCS 
workstations. 

NWS and mainframe fax maps are 
black and white line drawings . Those 
from the WS are accumulated, con
verted from a serial bit stream to a byte 
stream of graphiCS commands uitable 
for dot matrix printers, tored, and up
linked. Tho e from the mainframes are 
received through a non-XODIAC X.25 
link, processed for inc1u ion in both 
video and hardcopy displays, tored, 
and uplinked. The total fax data vol
ume is about 1.3 MB per hour. 

Color fax maps are being continu
ously prepared by meteorologi ts on 
microprocessor system. The com
pleted images are transmitted through 
asynch line to the central system 
where they are stored and uplinked . 
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Satellite retransmission 
Most of the data that is proces ed or 

generated elsewhere in the system is 
transmitted to the communications sat
ellite in a process called the uplink. Ka
vouras makes available to its customers 
small receive-only earth dishes that re
ceive this data into a microprocessor
based communications subsystem 
called a downlink. Any downlinked 
data can be transferred to the graphics 
sy tem for viewing, printing, or 
rebroadcasting. 

Data i uplinked directly from the 
central system in real-time at 56 K baud 
using a proprietary synchronous pro
tocol. Although DC offer a number of 
synchronous software packages, none 
are fficient enough to generate contin
uous output at this speed in a multi
user environment. 

These packages are also designed for 
bi-directional rather than broadcast 
communication. The approach to this 
problem was to again build a program 
to run in the controller itself, in this 

No time like real-time 

Knowledgeable users who see the 
Kavouras system in action are quite 
surprised that a single MY processor 
can handle the load without running 
out of steam. Needless to say, it was 
not always this efficient. 

The initial effort was to design a 
single program to read in and file data 
from one 1200 baud asynch circuit. A 
sy tem was produced that worked, but 
it ate 75 percent of the MY/8000's ca
pacity. Subsequent refinements were 
achieved through a painful process of 
trial and error; many intermediate de
signs were scrapped after significant in
ve tments of time. Those who were fa 
miliar with the real-time world quickly 
found the limits of their knowledge. 
Engineers, meteorologists, and pro
grammers were pressed into the ranks 
of real-time development, despite their 
be t efforts to avoid it. 

This is how a great many real-time 
sy tems (and sy tems developers) are 
born. My first DC computer program 
was a simple transfer of parallel 16-bit 
data into a ova 3 running DOS. I 
poke Fortran fairly well, but was a bit 

baffled when I couldn't find the "Read
From-Parallel-Port" routine in the DC 
manuals. After their laughter died 
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case a DCU or ISC, and to transfer data 
from the application to the controller 
via shared memory. This is a multitask 
program that reads the fi lenames of im
age and alphanumeric data files from a 
list that is being continuously updated 
by other acquisition programs. The 

by Thomas C. Johnson 
Special to Focus 

down, my friend ly local sales and sys
tems engineers explained that I would 
need to write a multitasking program 
that called an assembly language inter
rupt service routine . 

Several sleepless weeks, 100 pro
grams, and 99 failures later, I finally got 
it to work. I even understood what I 
was doing. I believe that no amount of 
training and reading substitute for 
hands-on experience when learning 
real-time design. The learning experi
ence of making mistakes is invaluable. 

This brings me to a few philosophical 
points about how to embark on a real
time project: 

1. Be prepared to learn about your 
software tools through trial and error. 
This means conSiderably more than 
reading the manuals. You can memo
rize the AOS/VS System Call Dictionary, 
but it won't help you design a data 
channel device driver. 

2. Don't use the I/O statements of 
high-level languages to move data in 
real-time. Learn how to use system 
calls. 

3. Bite the bullet and learn at least a 
little assembly language; you'll be 
amazed at the power of some of the MY 

contents of these files are read into the 
tran fer buffer via block I/O system 
calls. The synchronous controller 
writes data to the transmitter from one 
large buffer while the application is fill
ing another from disk. This approach 
produces continuous output while 
using less than 5 percent of the horse
power of an MY/8000. 

Philosophy of real-time data acqui
sition 

Actually, there is no such thing as 
true real-time data processing. No mat
ter how fast your machine, you cannot 
move even a single data bit from an in
put port to anywhere else in a nanosec
onds. Computers have finite cycle 
times and do their work sequentially. 
Merely bringing data into a controller 
b6ard or CPU accumulator is never the 
goal: something must be done with 
the data before you can consider it to 
be "acquired." This may include stor
age, processing, and/or retransmission. 
These operations take time. Therefore, 

instructions, especially in the handling 
of character and floating-point data . 

4. On the other hand, don't use as
sembler and other low-level techniques 
if high-level language support exists. 
You'll have a hard time writing more 
efficient math routines than the ones in 
F77. 

5. Recognize that vendor-supplied 
utilities are excellent general-purpose 
tools, but they may not be adequate in 
a real-time application. Smart controller 
drivers for communications boards, 
and utiJities for data bases and net
works are notable in this regard. 

6. Learn everything you can about 
intertask and interprogram communi
cation before you start coding. The dif
ferences among IPCs, Signals, pipes, 
and shared page communication can 
dictate success or failure aU by them
selves. If you start a multiprogram or 
multitask real-time application without 
completely thinking through the com
munication design, you'll probably 
have to start over after 80 percent of 
your coding is complete. 

7. Be prepared to learn about your 
hardware. Practically aU real-time ap
plications deal with the world outside 
of the computer, which means some 
sort of electronic interface will be in 
place, even if it's only a simple asynch 
line. In general, DC hardware is excel
lent gear, with many capabilities you 
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Peaks and valleys in the momentary 
data volumes are so extreme that the 

worst-case capacity requirements 
may be more than 10 times the 

average load. 

knowing how much delay your applica
tion can tolerate is a basic question for 
designing a real-time system. 

Recognizing that there is no such 
thing a "true" real-time, the Kavoura 
y tem was built around an "almost 

real-time" philo ophy that significantly 
r duced the design requirements of the 
ystem. Our reasoning went like thi : 

1. Data being acquired cannot be 
dropped for allY reason; completene 
of data i critical in the weather busi
ness. Murphy' law teache u that if a 

won't know about unless you inves
tigate. 

8. If you're going to be working with 
really high-speed data, check out the 
general-purpo e boards for data chan
nel and burst mux transfers. They are 
relatively inexpensive, and work a ad
vertised. You' ll have to a k your sales
per on to hunt for product information. 

9. If high- peed communication is 
required, learn more about DC's smart 
communications controlJers. The hard
ware and programming manuals you 
receive with your lAC or ISC are not 
DC's way of trying to baffle you with 
excess information: they're valuable 
tools for learning how to get the most 
out of your hardware. 

10. If you're not a digital engineer, 
you'll probably need to find one, pref
erably one who knows about software. 
A data channel schematic makes perfect 
ense to an engineer; to us software 

types, it's a little like 50 RS-232 connec
tions that have run amuck at a zillion 
baud. 

11. Don't be reluctant to make use of 
specialized external hardware. Opera
tions like protocol conversion, analog 
data processing, data reduction, and 
the like can be performed rapidly in 
dedicated external boxe. They can 
often be done in software, but the over
head is usually high . 

12. Make sure you have a spare ma-

FoCl/s 

single weather report is dropped, it will 
surely be a tornado observation at the 
Lo Angeles airport, or omething 
equally embarrassing. 

2. The computer must never fall be
hind. A system that supports multipl 
concurrent real-time operations must 
have enough capacity to ensure that, 
even in worst-case conditions, it will al
ways be lightly ahead of the data it i 
acquiring. 

3. In this application, peaks and val
leys in the momentary data volume are 

chine. Real-time programs tend to 
dominate the CPU. Untested applica
tions that do I/O to and from smart 
controllers, data channel, and burst 
mux devices wreak havoc on other pro
ce se , including AOSNS, with their 
annoying habit of writing into the 
wrong memory pages. Usually this can 
be fix d only by resetting the processor 
and rebooting VS, an action that will 
make you unpopular among u er who 
may be on the system. 

13. Don't be afraid to ask for help. 
Since many real-time applications are 
unique, developers tend to feel they are 
alone in a confusing world. Thi is not 
the case. There are a number of system 
builders who have gone through the 
real-time school of hard knocks, and 
they are usually willing to share their 
tips and techniques. A good hint can 
save you weeks or months- but you 
have to ask around. 

14. Set realistic schedules. The 
tongue-in-cheek rule for estimating 
software development time is to make a 
wor t-case estimate, then double it. For 
real-time applications, this is hope
lessly inadequate unless you've been 
doing it for 10 years. Most project es
timations come down to someone with 
experience making a mental guess of 
how long it will take to design and test 
a piece of code. In the real-time world, 
di tinguishing the easy work from the 
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so extreme that the worst-case capacity 
requirement may be more than 10 times 
the average load. 

4. Therefore, the system designer 
has two choices: buy 10 times the com
puter capacity in order to handle a 
peak .load that may occur only once a 
month, or build elasticity into the ac
quisition techniques to eliminate the 
possibility of dropped data . The deci
sion is obviou for any cost-conscious 
y tem designer. 6. 

Tom /oill/son is CEO of Riacor COl/su/ling IIIC., 
a fi rm Illal specializes ill CIIslolII soflware de
veloplllelli for DC lIIacililles alld PCs. He was 
forlllerly Ille vice presidelll of Syslem Develop
lIIelll al KavolIYlls, Illc. COlliact IIilll al 9001 E. 
81001llillg10I/ Freeway, 81001llillglol/ , M N 55420; 
612/884-1605. 

Tile author would like to tltallk Ka
vouras, Illc. and lames Block, v ice presi
dent of Systems Development, for their 
help in preparing this article. 

difficult is a challenge. If you can't tell 
the two apart, increa e your estimate. 

15. Prepare yourself for frustration. 
Murphy resides in the computer world, 
and his favorite room is surely inside 
your real-time application. Th re will 
be many days when the only progress 
will be of the one-step-forward, two
steps-backward variety. Being prepared 
for this is important, especially when 
there are many people working on the 
same project. Frayed nerve and short 
tempers can be avoided if everyone ac
cepts in advance the pitfalls that are al
ways encountered in this type of proj
ect. You can bypass some of the pitfall 
with careful design planning, but you'll 
never eliminate them. 

If you've gotten the impression that 
doing real-time work means you have 
to go through a lot of up-front prepara
tion and planning, then I've done my 
job in this article. Although thi is 
good practice for any oftware develop
ment, it is critical in real-time work. 0 

amount of planning will eliminate all 
the problems, but in my opinion, there's 
no such thing as too much advance 
work. Time spent in careful design in
variably pays off in shortened develop
ment and testing cycles and always re
uuce the frequency with which work 
has to be redone. It can also turn a 
seemingly impo sible project into a fun 
time for all. Well, almost. . . . 6. 
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What is reaJ-time? 
And what role can 
Ada play in 
producing real-time 
systems? 

by Richard A. Lehman 
Special to Focus 

If you visited 10 different system 
managers and asked each one to de
scribe the meaning of "real-time," you 
would probably get 10 different re
spon es. It seems that everyone has 
their own definition. 

You may not know it, but many daily 
situations involve real-time applica
tion . For example, if you dropped by 
the local catalog store and submitted an 
order for a camera, the order entry sys
tem could be considered real-time. 

The next time you visit your favorite 
car dealer, you will probably wait in the 
back office while a nice salesperson 
types into the real-time order entry 
sy tem. AI 0, think about how many 
airline trips you've taken in the last 
decade. Every time you made reserva
tion via telephone or through a travel 
agent, your ticket selection was han
dled by the airline's real-time reserva
tion system. So again, what is real
time? 

Within the space huttle system, 
real-time i defined a event that occur 
within 40 msec. A lot of things can oc
cur in 1 second either during a launch 
or during the operation of a space sta
tion in orbit. 

Where does Ada come into play 
wh n we talk about real-time sy tems? 
Ada ha been mandated for use in the 
U.S. Department of D fen e' mission
critical computer systems. Because of 
it unique attributes, Ada ha also been 
el cted a the language of choice for 
pace tation software. Many of the 
ub y tem within the pace station 

will operate in a real-time or a near 
real-time domain. 
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Ada is appropriate for real-time pro
cessing because it supports items such 
as concurrent processing, exception 
handling, host-to-target systems sup
port, and machine representation spec
ifications. How many other languages 
do that? 

What is concurrent processing? 
Multitasking is not new to AOSNS. 

For a real-time system to support con
current processing, system-defined in
terface structures must be developed 
and supported. With Ada, a program 
unit can consist of one or more tasks as 
defined by the Ada Language Reference 
Manual. 

Real-time systems may have to pro
cess a number of different activities 
concurrently. Ada provides parallel 
threads of control for concurrent pro
cessing, and can be used for concurrent 
actions and controlling resources in a 
real-time environment. Ada tasking 
provides for direct mapping of real-time 
designs to the language, so the system 
designer doesn't have to introduce com
plex data structures and additional code 
often associated with other sequential 
languages. 

This means that program constructs 
can be mapped directly to real world 
applications. For example, one task can 
be allocated to monitor inputs from 
severa l sensors and another task as
signed to control effectors or output 
device . Both of these tasks run within 
the scope of a single Ada program run
ning on one or more physical CPUs. 

Concurrent programming constructs 
in Ada communicate through the use of 
the rendezvous statement. A rendez
vous is like an AOSNS mailbox or an 
IPC. The major difference is that mul-

tiple parameters may be passed from 
one task to another as defined within 
their specifications. A rendezvous can 
also be used to synchronize two tasks 
when one is dependent on another. 

Exceptions 
In the Ada language, an unexpected 

error is ca lled an exception. Exceptions 
are similar to BASIC "0 ERROR" state
ments or PUI "conditions." Remember 
our visit to the catalog store to buy a 
camera. If you decide to pay with a 
credit card, the salesperson will place 
a call to determine if you are good for 
the amount of the purchase. On the 
other end of the phone line, something 
like this is executing: 

IF CurrenLBalance + CamerCLAmount ) 
CrediLLimit 

Then NO_CAMERA! 

This is an exception to your credit 
limit. With Ada, we can define those 
conditions that can occur: 

CrediLLimiLExceeded : Exception; 
CrediLLimit : CONSTANT 

REAL := LOOO.OO; 

CurrenLBalance := CurrenLBalance + Purchase; 

Exception 
When CrediLLimiLExceeded = ) 

Put (" Grab the sucker's credit card!!! " ); 

When Others = ) 

Put ("Something else wrong ... " ); 

This isn't the best example of how to 
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use the exception in Ada, but it gives 
an idea of how they work. The e un
expected situations can include Numer
ic..Error, Storage-Error, Con trainLEr
ror, or any UseLDefinecLError such 
a CrediLLimiLExceeded as well as 
others. A ConstrainLError corre ponds 
to a variable going out of range. For ex
ample, pressure within a payload con
tainer may exceed the maximum mea-
urable range (e.g., 5,000 psi). With · 

Ada, a derived type can be defined 
with a range of 0 to 5,000. 

Type Payload_Pressure is delta 0.25 range 
0.0 .. 5000.0; 

With this constraint placed on the 
variable used to receive a value from a 
ensor, the Con trainLError exception 

will be raised whenever an algorithm 
attempts to store a value outside this 
range. A umeric..Error will be raised 
whenever an arithmetic error occurs 
such as a divide by zero. 

Ada defines an exception as a halt to 
sequential execution when a particular 
condition is reached and a transfer of 
control to some known memory loca
tions where the condition may be han
dl d. This allows the builder of a real
time system to provide fault tolerance 
as well as a planned reaction to any 
condition. 

CurrenLBalance : = CurrenLBalance + Purchase; 

Exception 

When CrediLLimiLExceeded = ) 
Restore_CurrenLBalance( ); 
Put ("Would you like a smaller camera?" ); 
WaiLFor_Customer_Response( ); 

When Others = ) 

Put ("Call the Manager ... " ); 

As you can see, any kind of correct
ing logic can be executed within the ex
ception processing. For example, if 
during a boost pha e of a rocket, one of 
the engin s shuts down because of a 
~ mperature_High-Alarm exception, th 
oftware can check if thi i the la t n

gine running. During th execution of 
this exception, the software can check 
if thi i the la t engine running. If 0 , 

it can query a flight controller becau e 
h may want to ignore the sensor (i.e., 

maybe the ensor is bad, not th engine). 

Right on target 
Many real-time systems run in a tar-
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get or embedded processor. A pro
gramming language for the space sta
tion must support both d velopment 
y tem (the ho t) and a target system. 

Ada code was designed to be developed 
on one physical machine (such as a 
large MY Eclipse) but to rU/1 on a target 
machine (e .g., a 1750A microprocessor) 
that doesn't have the same address 
space and peripherals as the host. 

Many of the Ada oftware tools sup
port host-to-target configuration . On 
the host machine, the Ada source code 
is developed into Ada Libraries, but the 
Ada code can be targeted to a different 
processor than the host. When the Ada 
Loader/Linker is invoked, a target pro
cessor can be specified . The Ada Loader/ 
Linker will extract from the Ada Run
time Library the necessary code to sup
port a bare-bones software environ
ment within the selected target 
processor. 

If one target processor is only re
quired to do a simple function (for ex
ample, a device queuing/buffer), only 
the Ada software drivers needed to op
erate the communications devices will 
be extracted from the Runtime Library. 
This code is included within the target 
build. If the Ada program is a multi
tasking program, the Ada Runtime Li
brary will include a Kernel Runtime 
Scheduler as well. The ho t-to-target 
tools can configure an Ada process to 
run on top of a bare-bones micro
processor. 

Machine representation specifications 
Machine representation specifica

tions are necessary when a function is 
only possible with hardware. To sup
port a real-time system, the data struc
ture may contain representations that 
require manipulation at the bit level. 
Ada provides feature for exploiting un
derlying hardware features without 
leaving the high order language. 

Machine representation specifica
tions can allow for more efficient use of 
the underlying hardware by mapping 
abstract data to physical hardware, by 
building physical representation of val
ues, by controlling storage through 
pecifying the amount of storage a so

cia ted with an object, and by overriding 
the amount of storage normally associ
ated with an object. For example: 

Type MACHINLWORD is range 0 .. 1023; 
For MACHINLWORD SIZE use 10; 

would tell our compiler to use 10 bits 
for the data type MACHI E..WORD which 
has the range 0 to 1,023. We can al 0 

control the location by pecifying a re
quired storage address for an object. 

Type REGISTER is range 0 .. 15; 
Type OPCODE is (ADD. SUB . MOV); 
Type MACHINLINSTRUCTION is 

Record 
CODE : OPCODE; 
R1 : REGISTER; 
R2 : REGISTER; 

end Record; 

For MACHINLINSTRUCTION Use 
Record at mod 2; 

CODE at 0 range 0 .. 7; 
R1 at 1 range 0 .. 3; 
R2 at 1 range 4 .. 7; 

End Record; 

The "at mod 2" tell the Ada com
piler to align on a double byte bound
ary. By using variations of this, the 
software structures can be directly 
mapped to specific hardware. Actual 
machine code or assembly language 
code can be inserted into the Ada pro
gram using Ada tatements when it is 
nece ary to gain the required efficiency. 

Ada is more than just another pro
gramming language. This language 
provides many powerful con tructs to 
support real-time programming. Devel
oped to be used in all Department of 
Defense embedded computer system , 
Ada represent an environment and 
supports modern software engineering 
principles and methodologies . 

Besides the ba ic Ada compiler and 
Ada Loader/Linker, the Ada Program
ming Support Environment (APSE) in
cludes many tools to support real-time 
software systems throughout their life 
cycle, from requirements analy is to 
maintenance and enhancement. 

According to the Stoneman docu
ment (Department of Defense, 1980), 
the APSE was designed as an entire 
programming support environment for 
embedded (real-time target) system; it 
provides all necessary program devel
opment and support tools. Real-time 
software systems need the e capabili
ties, and Ada i a co t-effective olu
tion. /1 

Richard A. Lehmall is the Ada task mallager fo r 
the Aviollic Sy tems Departmellt with Lockheed 
Ellgilleerillg Mallagemellt alld Services Co., 
whicll provides Ada research assistallce to the 
NASA Aviollics Systems Divisioll at lolli/SOli 
Space Cellter. He Cnll be reached at MC-C07A, 
2400 NASA Rd. 1, HOllStOIl , TX 77058; 7131 
483-8329. 
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Minicomputer specialists since 1973 
Data General and Compatible Equipment 

SYSTEMS & CPUs MEMORY 

MV 10000 System, 2MB .. . ........ . .... CAll MV Universal Memory, 8MB ...... . .. . .... $ 13,500 
MV 6000, 2MB (8724-C) ................. $ 13,750 
MV 4000, 2MB ........................ 4,950 
ECl S230, 256KB, EAU 1 &2 ............ 1,950 
ECl S140, 256KB, 16 slot .............. 2,650 
ECl S140, same as above w/BMC .. ..... 4,995 
ECl S120, 16 slot, 512KB .............. 2,095 
NOVA 4X, 16 slot, 256KB ............... 2,295 
NOVA 3, 64KB ........................ . 695 

DISK & TAPE 

6070 20MB Disk SIS . ................... $ 
6060 96MB Disk SIS ..... . ........ ... . . 
6061 192MB Disk SIS ................. . 
6310 38MB Add-on wi Power Supply for 

Desk10p ........... . ............... . 
CDC 9766 300MB Disk, Flat Cable ...... . 
CDC 9766 300MB Disk, Round Cable ... . 
Priam 6650-20 68MB Disk ............. . 
6021 800BPI Tape SIS . ............ from 
6026 800/1600BPI Tape SIS ... . .... from 
6125 Streaming Tape SIS . ............. . 
CIPHER F880 Tape Drive .............. . 
CIPHER 910 Tape Drive ................ . 
6060/6061 ControlierlAdaptor Set ....... . 
6160/6161 Disk Interface, "Kismet" Ctrl. .. . 
MSC 1300 Disk Interface, SMD .. ....... . 
SPEC 20 Diskl Tape Interface . . ........ . 
ZETACO 295 SMD Disk Controller ....... . 

PRINTERS 

DG 6193, TP2, 180CPS, RO Printer ...... $ 
DG 6194, 180 CPS KSR Printer, 

Earthtone . . ........................ . 
DG 4320 letter Quality Printer .......... . 
DG 4327 300lPM Band Printer w/DCH 

CTRl ............................. . 
DG 4433 150CPS Matrix Printer ........ . 
DG 4434 Desktop Multifunction Printer ... . 

550 
1,050 
1,950 

1,295 
2,300 
1,500 

675 
800 

3,300 
1,295 
1,650 
1,650 

350 
1,050 

525 
750 
750 

750 

1,295 
600 

3,500 
950 
295 

MV Universal Memory, 2MB for 
MV4/ 1000 ......................... . 

MV 18000 2MB Memory PCB (8708) ..... . 
S140 256KB (8687) ................... . 
MOSTEC 256KB ...................... . 
ECl 256KB MOS Memory, (DG-8656) ... . 
NOVA 4 256KB (8387) ................. . 
NOVA 3 32KB (8343 /8543) ............ . 
Desktop 20/30 512KB (8736-RT) ....... . 

VIDEO DISPLAYS 

DG 6053 Dasher 0-2 CRT wi Detached 
Keyboard ........................... $ 

DG 6106 Dasher 0-100 CRT w/Detached 
Keyboard .......................... . 

DG 6108 Dasher 0-200 CRT wi Detached 
Keyboard ............ . ............. . 

DG 6110 Dasher 0-200 CRT w/APl 
Keyboard .......................... . 

DG 6167 Dasher 0-460 Graphic CRT 
w/ Keyboard ...... .. ................ . 

DG 6168 Dasher 0-210 CRT wi Keyboard . 

DG MISCELLANEOUS 

DG Cabinets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. from $ 
DG 5 Slot Chassis ....... . ..... . .. . .... . 
DG 16 Slot Chassis ................... . 
DG 16 Slot Chassis-FCC compliant .... . 
DG 4241 UlM 5 ............... .. ..... . 
DG 4255 AlM 8 ............... . ...... . 
DG 4257 AlM 16 PCB only ............ . 
DG 5899 Radial MCA System 

(Star Config.) ................. . ..... . 
DG 8663 ECl S/140 Hardware Floating 

Point PCB ......................... . 

Much more equipment available. 
Call with your requirements. 

Prices quoted are cash with order, FOB Sunnyvale, 
California, and include standard MCE warranty. 

Depot repairs· DG terminals' Disks' Boards 

(408) 733-4400 
FAX: 408-733-8009 

• all equipment subject to prior sale' 

Circl 33 on reader rvic ca rd. 

2,500 
2,600 

650 
395 
495 
650 
145 
650 

225 

175 

195 

275 

850 
450 

250 
250 

1,000 
1,500 

245 
250 
350 

4,950 

800 
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REAL-TIME STANDARDS 
RUL TIME 

The only way to make 
transmissions automatic 
by Richard T. Kouzes 
Special to Focus 

Standard , whether endorsed by an international organiza
tion or simply accepted as general practice, provide a basis 
for the efficient operation of many aspects of the computer 
industry. In real-time applications, tandards help make po -
sible the integration of components from diverse sources into 
operational systems. 

The definition of real-time depends on th application, 
ranging from "faster than a human" to nanosecond response 
times. In the scientific data collection and control applica
tions I will discuss, real-time is typically measured in micro
seconds. How do you get a computer, which may take a 
micro econd to add two numbers, to respond on such a short 
time scale? The solution requires the u e of specialized front
end hardware, distributed intelligence, large VO bandwidth, 
and well-written software. 

There are a number of data acqui ition options on Data 
General computers, including support for recognized stan
dards, with products manufactured by Data General or from 
specialized vendors. You may not discover these options from 
Data General salespeople so I will discu everal of them here. 

Standards 
How does an instrumentation techniqu become a stan

dard? The American ational Standard Institute (A SI), a 
nonprofit organization of trade associations, professional so
ci ties, and companies, is the clearinghouse for voluntary 
standards in the United States. 

One of its member ocietie, the In titute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE), has initiated standards such 
as GPIB (General-Purpose Interface Bus) and CAMAC 
(Computer-Aided Measurement and Control). Another A SI 
member, the Electronic Industries Association (ElA) has 
brought us such favorites a RS-232 and RS-422. (By the way, 
the RS comes from the original name for EIA, which wa Ra
dio Electronic and Television Manufacturer As ociation 
(RETMA), and stood for RETMA Standard.) 

A SI i a member of the International Standards Organiza
tion (ISO), which is a memb r of the International Tele
communications Union (ITU), an agency of the United a
tion . Some tandards are formulated, documented, and 
pushed through the process by members of profes ional or
ganizations, uch as the IEEE, who are solving their specific 
need . For example, CAMAC originated in the physics labo
ratory. Other standards originate in private industry and only 
become official standards long after they are accepted a de 
facto tandards. 

The bus 
A real-time system usually con ists of ignal source, front

end analog or digital hardware, some form of communica
tion bu, and a ho t computer. The bus (or buses) used in a 
y tem often d fine th rest of the ystem components. We 
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can divide buses into computer buses and instrumentation 
buses, though anyone bus may have applications in both 
areas. 

Most buses have originated from vendors, while a few have 
been drawn up by standards organizations. Figure 1 gives 
some of the properties of these buses, including important 
erial buses. The values given for the approximate maximum 

speed (in MB/sec) are indicative of the capabilities of the bus, 
but true bus performance is usually significantly below this 
theoretical maximum. For example, the GPIB bus is capable 
of 1 MB/sec, whereas Data General's ver ion of the GPIB 
board has a maximum peed of only 125 KB/sec. The 
ize shown is the number of data lin s in the largest bu 

component. 

Figure 1 

Bus Vendor or standard Speed Size 
UNIBUS DEC 2 16 
QBUS DEC 1.6 16 
SI DEC 13 32 
VME Motorola 50 32 
Multibus I & II Intel (IEEE P796) 10 32 
S-100 Altair (IEEE P696) 3 16 
IBM/ PC IBM 1 B 
NuBus Texas Instruments 40 32 
futurebus IEEE P896 40 32 
GPIB HP (IEEE 488) 1 8 
fASTBUS IEEE 960 40 32 
CAMAC IEEE 583 3 24 
Ethernet IEEE 802.3 1 1 
RS232 EIA RS232 0 . 002 1 
RS422 EIA RS422 0 . 2 1 

Choices 
When choosing a bus for assembling a real-time data ac

quisition sy tem, there are a number of parameters to con
sider beyond raw speed. The e include the di tance limita
tions, the maximum number of instruments to be attached, 
the selection of commercial modules available, the noi e im
munity, and the software overhead. One advantage of using a 
tandard bu and the a sociated module instead of a singl 

vendor's proprietary sy tem is the availability of a variety of 
tested modules from multiple sources. 

The four tandard mo t relevant to high- peed data ac
quisition systems are: VME, GPIB, FASTBUS, and CAMAC. 

VME is a modular, 32-bit computer bus e pecially u eful 
for standalone systems or sy tems requiring integral micro
computer and memory, in addition to the data acquisition 
module . Many vendor provide module for thi tandard, 
which is very economical. Connection b tween a VME bu 
and other computers can be made in a variety of ways includ
ing RS-232, GPIB, Ethern t, and dir ct interfaces. I expect 
Data General to come out with a direct VME interface in the 
near future. 

GPIB i an 8-bit instrumentation bu u eful for mall sys
tems of low to intermediate data rate . Interface to thi stan
dard are available for most computers, and the widespread 
usage of this standard in measurement instrum nts makes it 
attractive for many application . The limitation of GPIB in
clude a maximum of 15 devices per bu and a 20-m ter length 
restriction (though bus extension is possible). Software and 
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CUSJD~CONFIGURE {. 
ANY D~tM GENE~L SYSTEM 

,. 

10)(01l PECIFICATIONS 
And We Mean Your Specific-... ·r 

.. 
r1I 

WE LISTEN 

When you order 0 system 
from us, you get it complete 
- down to the last nut, bolt, 
and cable. When you require 
specific revision levels on your 
system components, that's 
what we deliver. 

HARDWARE THAT 
LASTS 
We check out, ond if 
necessary totally recondition, 
every item we sell. Nothing 
leaves our facility without 
being: 

• Fully tested 

DELIVERY TO MEET • Completely cleaned -

A GUARANTEE 
CAN COUNT ON 
We guarantee every piece of 
equipment we deliver to be 
complete, fully operational, 
and eligible for servicing by 
the maintenance company of 
your choice. 

WE'RE KNOWN BY 
THE SATISFIED 
CUSTOMERS WE KEEP 

YOUR SCHEDULE -- like new --

Our many present customers 
already know about our high 
quality, superior service, and 
competitive prices. That's why 
we've grown to be one of the 
lorgest volume Dota General 
used equipment dealers. They 
also know we offer the best 
deals on purchasing used 
Data General equipment. Buy 
your next Dota Generol 
system or peripheral from us, 
and discover the Security 
Computer Soles difference for 
yourself! 

When you specify a delivery 
time, that is important to us. 
Whether it's a complete 
system or just a coble. We 
make every effort to assure 
that your equipment arrives 
when you need it. 

• Properly pockaged 

Security Computer Soles, Inc. 
622 Rossmor Building 

So· 

r--_______________ P~HONE: (612) 227·5683 FAX: (612) 223-5524 

II 

We're so sure you'll like doing 
business with us, we're offering 0 

speciol bonus iust to hove you give us 
o try. 

With ony order of $ 1.500 or more. we 
will send you 0 Deluxe 5" Bentley 
Portoble TV (retail value $169.95), 
with 82-channel receiver C1nd VHF/UHF 
electronic tuner. This ultralight. 
compoct (5 pound) TV operotes on 
"0" botteries or. with AC/OC 
odopters, from stondord household 
current or the cigorette lighter of your 
cor, boot. or mobile home. 

Just make your best deol with one of 
our solespeople, ond send in the 
coupon with your order. 

Circle 43 on reader ervice card . 

My Order Is Enclosed. Pleose Send Me My FREE B I " 
ent ey 5 Portoble TV. 

NAME: ___________________ _ 

COMPANV. __________________ _ 

ADDRESS __________________ _ 

ClTV. ___________________ _ 

STATE. = ___________ _ 



protocol overhead usually limits the data pe d ignificantly 
below the maximum bu peed as mentioned above. Data 
G neral has a GPIB interface board that currently ells for 
$2,400. It i upported with a oftware library under the AOSI 
YS, AOS, and RDOS operating systems . 

FASTBUS is a very high-speed, modular, 32-bit data bus y -
tem for data acquisition, data processing, and control applica
tions, particularly when there is a requirement for very high 
data rates, many data channel, or di tributed intelligence. 
Originally developed for the high-energy physic community 
to enhance or super ede CAMAC system, it versatility, 
speed, and addressing capability make it attractive for many 
other typ s of application . FASTBUS, for example, would be 
cho en instead of YME for application in need of any of the 
following: many data channel , large physical board size, large 
geographically distributed ystem, or very high speeds. 

AMAC i a high-speed, 24-bit, modular data acquisition 
standard exten ively used in phy ic and other disciplines. 
More than 50 companie manufacture more than 2,000 mod
ules for a sembly of acquisition and control systems. Parallel 
interface are available for virtually all computers. Interfaces 
al 0 exist in CAMAC for connection to GPIB, RS-232, Ether
net, FASTBUS, and YME. 

CAMAC ha been u ed exten ively for almost 20 years, and 
b came an IEEE tandard in 1982. The modules that can be 
a embled in CAMAC crates cover a vast range of capabilities, 
including analog and digital input and output, transient re
corder for data logging and ampling, stepper motor control
lers, video drivers, microcomputers, and memory. 

Th microproce ors availabl in CAMAC modules include 
th micro ova, the LSI-ll , the TI 99000, the Motorola 68000, 
and pecialized processors. The data acquisition and control 
module in CAMAC (about $1,000 each) fit into a crate (about 
$1,900) that provide all the power and the data bus. A con
troller (about $1,200) that sits in the crate make th con
n ction to the host computer via a bus- which can be th 
parallel CAMA bu, the rial CAMAC bu , GPIB, RS-232, 
Eth met, or a proprietary bus. This flexibility of connection 
is one of the advantages of using a mature and accepted stan
dard . Anyone who wants a copy of an IEEE brochure on 
CAMA (including vendor name and addresses) may re
que t one from me. 

Data General products 
Before I ay more about implementing the CAMAC stan

dard, I want to mention the products Data General officially 
upports . Data Gen ral treats manufacturing and indu trial 

proces ing as an area where they can support tandards, 
mostly in the form of n twork . It is clear that their support 
of the MAP, TOP, and TCP/IP protocols, and a socia ted net
work hardwar is a wise move. In my area of data acqui ition, 
networks playa role in providing communication to remote 
sy tems, but they are generally not fast enough for our front
end need . I di cu sed network standards in greater depth in 
the December 1986 i ue of Foell . 

In addition to the GPIB product mentioned above, Data 
G neral upport a proprietary modular data acqui ition 
product. Data Gen ral till upport their DG/DAC data ac
qui ition product, but about two year ago, they elect d 
Comput r Product Inc. to upply ystem of thi form . Com
puter Products produce an interface board that can support 
up to ight of their crates containing up to 128 cards provid
ing analog and digital input and output at intermediate data 
rate . Software driver are availabl for AOS S. The co t for 
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such a system is about $3,000 plus $100 to $1,000 per data ac
qui ition card. 

CAMAC for Data General computers 
For Data General computers, a high-speed parallel interface 

for CAMAC is manufactured by BiRa Systems Inc. We use the 
BiRa interface (costing $2,000), which is a standalone box that 
plugs directly onto the Eclipse backplane. For an MY ma
chine, the interface connects to an MY VO bus xtender card 
(co ting $1,500). So, the total co t for implementing a high
speed CAMAC system on an MY computer is about $6,600 
(crate, controller, interface, and I/O extender) plus $1,000 p r 
module. 

One crate can hold 25 modules, and a system can include 7 
crate on a parallel highway (which is limited to a few hun
dred feet) plus 63 crate on each of any number of serial high
ways originating from the parallel highway crates. The paral
lel highway operates at 3 MB/sec, while the erial highway, 
which can b wire or fib r optic cable pread over several 
miles, can also approach this speed. 

I have developed CAMAC driver software in as embly lan
guage, including interrupt handling and DMA tran fer, for 
both RDOS and AOSNS. ACQUIRE, a large and sophisti
cated data acqui ition software system u ing this driver 
(which I described in a Focus article in December 1985), has 
been used in our lab for several years. Copies of this softwar 
are available at no charge to anyone assembling a CAMAC 
ystem. 

Interrupts under AOSNS 
One important capability of a real-time sy tem i the ability 

to define to the system a device driver that can perform I/O 
and receive interrupts. AOSNS provid this ability through 
system calls in a manner similar to the equivalent RDOS 
implem ntation. 

To execute VO calls, u ers must fir t have th privilege to 
access devices in their user profile provided by PREDITOR. 
When the proce is tarted, it must be PRO ed with the fA -
CESS DEVICES switch . Further, if a proc is to r ceive inter
rupts, it must also have the fRESIDE T witch to allow the pro
cess to remain memory re ident . 

Before an interrupt receiver can be defined, any pages of 
m mory required at interrupt level must be locked into m m
ory u ing the WIRE system call. For example, in Fortran 77, 
the code egment to wire the entire program into memory i : 

EXTERNAL ?ZBOT, ?NMAX, ?SBOT, ?NTOP 
IS = LITERAL (?ZBOT) 
IE = LITERAL (?NMAX) 
CALL WIRE(IS,IE,IER) !Wire lowest ZREL to highest unshared 
IS = LITERAL (?SBOT) 
IE = LITERAL (?NTOP) 
CALL WIRE(IS ,IE,IER) !Wire lowest shared to highest shared 

where the function LITERAL returns the addre of its argu
ment, and the subroutine WIRE make th WIRE ystem call, 
a seen in Figure 2. 

Defining an interrupt-receiving routine with name I TER

RUPT requires the a embly code shown in Figure 3. It i 
worth mentioning that the DCT table hould not be changed 
after the ?IDEF system call. At least part of the table i copied 
by this routine, and later changes to the table ar n't een by 
the y tem. 

Once the d vice ha b n d clared to the y tem through 
the ?IDEF system call, interrupt from the d vice will b 
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pas ed to the location given in th OCT table ( I TERRUPT, in 
this case). The code that receives the interrupt must clear the 
cau e of the interrupt, do whatever interrupt proce ing i 
n cessary, and then exit. 

(col/til/ued 01/ pnge 58) 

Figure 2: LITERAL.SR and WIRE.F77 subroutines 

OEfA~CS 

!:>EE'TMPS 

fUNCTION LlTERALC"ALIJE) 
Retu:-n ':he Llt.e~al val'ole of ;an a!""JUment 
(:or getting an ~~drese 1n Fortran) 

T!TLE L!7ERAt. 
NREL 

DEE' VALut: 

FENTR'{ 
LWLOA 
LWSTA 
i'R£T 
END 

LITERAL 
2.il/AWE.J 
2.FRTN.J 

: Plck up the fortran var.aole address 
; Store thIS AS t.he !unct~on 'Jalue 

C- -- --- - -- -- -- -- - - - - - - --- - . -- - - - - ---- -- --- --- - ---- - -- - - - - - -- -- - - -- - - --
SUBROUT!NE WIRE( lS"ART. IEND.IER) 

C THIS ROUTINE WIRES IN nt£ MEMOR'! FROM {STAaT TO rEND 
C ARC~EN7S PASSED I'!ICnr BE OE' = FCRM, 
:: CALL WIRE(WORD/DDR(ARRA'lSTART) .WORDAODR(ARRA·t::~IO). lER) 
C 
C 

c 

C 
C 

INTECE;t '4 ACO.AC1 . AC2 

:NCWDE Qsm. ,77 . IN 

ACO=ISTART 
AC1=IEND 
AC2-0 
IER=lSYS{i:SYS_WIR£.ACO.ACl,AC2) 'Syst.em call to ""1re In -nemorj' 
REI'URN 
;NO 

C-- --- - -- --- - - - - -- - ----- --- ----- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - --

Figure 3: Segment of assembly code 

DC':' , 

OCM, 

'CEBL 
''''Ba 

System ca 1 ':0 declar~ de"lce access ~:-: • .:Iie 
Err?r return - an e:tel. ••• ~oop 

'''LOA. 60-1S1.0 t.oad ACO 'Jlth the ~!"lyslca~ de'JICe code a:'l";! 

LL.Z, 1. ocr 
~:'£F 2.OC:"t 

set ':he high bl t ':.J ~ec la:-~ use of a ".p :abie 
:'oad ACl ... :.,:h the de'Jl;::e -:ont:ol. taoie .ddres. 
Lo,ad AC2 '''' lth t!1e map ~.bie address - tr .... s 1S 
.,nly r-equlred ·."hen US1:'lg a c:!e'/~ce :hat 
performs DHA tC'ans!'ers 

' IDEF 

'~BR 

aLi< 
:.oc 

. DWORD 
~C 
JWORD 
toe 
DWORD 
toe 

. OWORD 
LX 
'''ORD 

. t.X 

. • ORD 

. Loe 

. SLK 

. LOC 

. WORD 
!.OC 
WORD 
LOC 
'''ORD 
!.OC 

.WCRD 

. Loe 

. WORD 
~.x 

Do the .system cal t? dec:4t>e the In:e:-n.:pt 
recel'/er 
Error retu:n - an ~r.C:!less loop 

'00["''1 ; Length of DC':' :abl'! 
OC':'·?UDVXM 
0 ;~Io ? IMSG pOl:'lter needed 
x-r"'UDVIS 
i~EnRUP7 ; Addr"!lss ,! 1nter:-upt hanc:!linq :"=>u:;.ne 
!)CT " "JOVBX 
0 .No "t tAM':' mailbox :'leeded 
OCT " "JODRS 
-I ;No ~ower!'ai 1 r~s":!I:t :outlne 
OCT· 'UDv'MS 
177771 : tnt e rrupt ser/lce oasi< 
OCT-'L'DRS 
0 ;iteser/ed 
OCT" 'UOLN 

'UOLTH : Length of map • lOcatlon table 
DCM"'OOIO 
'000'" :Use tne OCR A map 
OCM·'UDNS 
1 d s lot needed 
OC:-..'trD (0· "JOELTIi 
'UOOA :Use t.he OCH A map 
!>eM· ' UONS" ?'JOEt. 7H 
1 ;1 slot needed 
OCM· ?UDELnf· 'UDELTH 
-1 :~nd of the table 
DCM* ?~l.nf 

Figure 4: Code fragment 

:NTE~RUPT , WLOAI 4C .0 

FoclIS 

DOC 0.00 
WLOAI 33753.0 
OOAS O.SO 

'IX:T 

Load the data "alue 40 into ACO 
Send t~e data to deVice 60 
Load che next data value 
Send ~~e value co devicd 60 and star: 
tne devl-:e to clear the lnte~rupt source 
EXlt the !nte~~~pc 
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9-Track Tape Subsystem 
for the IBM PC/XT / AT 
XENIXor 
MS-DOS. 

The solution to your 
micro/ mainframe 
communications 
problem is 
available today! 

Qualstar's new 
V, inch 9-track ,. 
MINISTREAMER brings full ANSI data interchange capability 
to the Pc. Now you can exchange data files with virtually any 
other computer using 9-track tape. 

Available in both 7" and lO y," versions, the MINISTREAMER 
weighs in at only 27 pounds and uses less desk space than an 
ordinary sheet of paper, yet provides full 1600/3200 BPI 
capability at an affordable price. Up to 134 megabytes of data 
(depending on format) can be stored on a standard 10' ,," reel of 
tape, thus making the MINISTREAMER a highly-reliable an wer 
to your backup requirements as well. 

Tape subsystem includes tape drive, coupler card, cables, 
dust-cover and MS-DOS or XENIX compatible oftware. 
Prices start at $2,995. 

386 READY! 
Discover the many advantage 
9-track tape has over other 
Micro / Mainframe links. 

If Call us today! 

DURLSTRR. 
9621 Irondale Avenue, 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
Telephone: (818) 882-5822 

SUPERIOR 
SOFTWARE SERVICES 

from 

INFODEX 
SYSTEMS • 16-8il to 32-8it Macro 

Assembler Conversions 
• RDOS to AOS & AOSIVS 
• Migration to and from 

Data General 
• Communications 

APPLICATIONS • Design & Implementation 

SUPPORT 

• Real Time and/or Process 
Control Programming 

• Facilities Management 
• Documentation and 

Software Maintenance 

Call us today at 
(201) 662-7020 

INFODEX Incorporated 
Information Systems Consultants 
7000 Boulevard East 
Guttenberg, NJ 07093-4808 

(Nole INFOOEX Incorporaled '5 a "sottware only- hrm 
We ale not an OEM. nor do we 5e" hardware) 
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MARKETING TO ANUFA 
OG's industrial 
marketing strategy 
and real-time 
applications 
by Geri Farman 
Focus staff 

"Until about two year ago," aid 
~ rry Bennett, director of DG' Manu
facturing rndu trie Marketing, "Data 
Gen ral wa n' t focu ed along indu try 
marketing line ." After a period of mar
ket analy i, however, DG tarted 
concentrating it effort on di crete 
manufacturing, proce manufacturing, 
financial ervic , government, edu
cation, m dicine, telecommunication, 
and utiliti . 

"We're not trying to cover that ntire 
waterfront uniformly at thi point," he 
aid. "Our major f cu at thi time i on 

di rete manufacturing and the petro
leum indu try." 

By ana lyzing where the company 
had done be t in the pa t, they found 
that in the e area, Data General tend 
to be mo t ucce ful with compa
nie that have complex manufacturing 
environm nt . 

"After we made thi genera l ob erva
tion," Benn tt aid, "we tried to look at 
th olution or oftware vendor that 
have b en favored b tho e cu tomer ." 

"We mapped out the oftware we've 
been ucce ful with there," h aid, 
"and found that we have very thorough 
coverage acro the entire p ctrum 
with quality oftware vendor . Ba d 
on that ob ervation, our trategy ha 
b en to ign up the 'be t of breed' in 
each functional area." 

Benn tt draw a harp contra t be
tween DG' approach and DEC' . By 
focu ing on key vendors in pecific 
functional area, he f el that DG ha 
the right oftwar for cu tomer , and 
can offer more value to the vendor 
through their exclu ive r lation hip . 

Thi trategy al 0 make it air for 
the ale force t advi customer. 
"We've been plea ed with thi trategy 
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a oppo ed to the DE trategy of ign
ing up virtually everyone and turning 
their al force in to an analogy of an 
independent in urance agent." DEC 
and IBM al 0 attempt to do a great deal 
of the hop-floor hardware th m elve , 
wh rea DG i igning on partner for 
thi work. 

Slightly I than half of DG' manu-
facturing bu ine i done through 
OEM . The Manufacturing Indu trie 
Divi ion work clo ely with the Di tri
bution Divi ion and tho e OEM. 
"What we've added to the Di tributi n 
Divi ion trategy i a focu ed ale pro
gram to offer tho OEM or VAR ," 
B nnett aid. "We'll actively go ell 
with them a part of our effort to b 
r cogniz d a a olution uppli r." 

Data General's work with Ore-Ida 
Food, Inc. i an example of their " 0-

lution " approach in a real-time en
vironm nt. DC' ale force wa work
ing with Ore-Ida to help automate 
operation when the need to automate 
potato proce ing ar e. Th ale force 
worked with the indu try marketing 
group to identify a et of olution to 
offer their cu tom r. 

The heart of the y tem that wa 
ventually in tall d i Flexcon uper

vi ory Control and Data Acqui ition 
(SCADA) oftware from GeoControl 
Sy tem , Inc., combined with two Data 
General MV/4000 to handle data ac
qui ition, data ba e management, and 
communication with other node in 
Or -Ida' network. 

Data throughout the plant i acquired 
primarily from a Foxboro Video p c 
proc control y tem . Gould Pro
grammable Logic ontroller (PL ) 
and other intellig nt in trum nt feed 

data to the Flexcon y tem. There are 
10 di tin t urce of information com
municating with the proce control 
y tem that monitor betwe n 6,000 

and 9,000 data point thr ughout the 
plant. 

" It's really interesting to ee what 
g e into producing tho e tater t t you 
might have had la t night," aid Julie 
Doro, manager f Data General' Manu
facturing Automation Marketing. In the 
pa t, large amount of the fini hed 
product had to be di carded due to 
error in the control y tem . The type 
of data that need to be track d include 
uch fact r a the water and tarch 

content of the potatoe , peeling and 
cutting requirement for varying p tato 
typ ,optimum coking oil temp ra
tur and cooking time , wat r fresh
ne ,acceptable pr duct ize, etc. 

With i land of automation thr ugh-
ut the plant, correcting err r during 

proce ing often took two to thr e 
hour . U ing the D y tem to inte
grate the variou real-time proc 
they've been abl to cut th r pon 



tim down to two or three minute . 
" Even figuring that potatoe are a rela
tively inexpen ive commodity," aid 
Doro, "you can e that inve ting in a 
up rvi ory control y tem i going to 

pay back Or -Ida v ry quickly." 
A variety of product development 

ar lending upport to Data Ceneral' 
new mpha i on olution for manu-
facturing. On f the key product i 
MAP (Manufacturing Automati n Pro
tocol), a et of communication tan
dard pearheaded by C neral Motor 
and almo t 300 other u er compani . 

Data eneral announced it MAP 2.1 
product in May 19 6, and it i currently 
in beta ite te ting. MAP 3.0 hould be 
r ady for it fir t public di play at the 
MAP OP OS v nt in June 19 . 

"On of our key deci ion in thi 
area and in term of r ai-time applica
tion ," aid B nnett, "i to join with 
All n-Bradley for the active control 
element. For a minicomputer manufac
tur r and a PLC and contr I manufac
turer t reach the type of agreement 
we have giv people a tremendou 
p ctrum to choo e from in building a 

FOCII S 

ON: RUL TIME 

Dntn Gel/eml's plIsh iI/to 
il/dllstry mnrketil/g il/ellldes 

((( I n I/ew relntiol/ship with 
G£'s Tllrbil/e Bllsil/es GrOllI" 

Dntn Gel/eml hns helped Ore- Idn f oods, II/c. nlltomnte their 
potnto processil/g. 

control y tem in an integrated hierar
chical environment." 

Allen-Bradley is an IHV (Indepen
dent Hardware Vendor) for DC- up
pi ing component uch a remodu
lator that are needed to build a MAP 
network. DC al 0 worked with them to 
d velop a oftwar driver and modem 
interface for Allen-Bradley' proprietary 
Data Highwa . DC, in turn , act a an 
OEM for All n-Bradley, putting Allen
Bradley' chip et on DC' mod m 
board to interfac DC' product line 
with the MAP network. 

"Po ibly the mo t important thing," 
B nnett aid, "i that we ar going to 
ubcontract cabling ervice for our 

cu tomer to Allen-Brad l y. They have 
in tailed more mile of cabling in hop
floor environment than probably any
on el e. They can a ur our cu tom
er that it will function cleanly." 

In other development, DC ha 
aligned it elf through an IHV agre -
ment with Computer Product Inc. 
(CPI) in Pompano Beach, Florida for 
RTP (Real-Time Product) data acqui i
tion and control equipment. "At one 
point, we developed and old our own 
line known a DCIDAC, but a we 
moved into an indu try marketing 
focu , we r aliz d it made more en e 
for u to conc ntrate on our capabilitie 
a a computer uppli r," aid Doro. 

DC identified CPI a the leading do
m tic vendor of en or VO product 
and through them ha dev lop d an in-

terface upported under AOSIVS and 
DVS op rating y tem . Thi interface 
give DC y tem the ability to coli ct 
ignal of virtually any typ . With thi 

interface, application programmer can 
de ign their own data acqui ition or 
monitoring y tem or tie the e to their 
own application program. 

Other development that upport th 
indu try marketing thru t include the 
new relation hip with CE' Turbine 
Bu ine Croup. Th n w agreement 
ha DC taking over maintaining and 
nhancing the Factory Management 

Sy tem dev loped by CE. ow known 
as DC/FMS, thi oftware integrate 
hop-floor control, factory communica

tion, direct numerical control, and main
tenance logging. CE, in turn, h Ip 
market and in tall the y tem . 

"Our ability to attract people like 
Allen-Bradley and CE to the e type of 
r lation hip prove our claim that we 
ar a very trong cont nd r in thi 
marketplace. The key to indu try mar
k ting, we believe, i finding the right 
partner who hav leading capabilitie 
in their fie ld and who are flexible, in
ventive bu ine partner ," Bennett 
aid. 
"Ware now focu ed on a uring 

that we have the complete and d fini
tive et of capabilitie that omeon is 
going to need to do factory automation, 
for example. And our ale force i 
focu ed on developing revenue that 
wi ll keep tho e third-party r lation-
hip healthy." ~ 
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OA TODAY 8 Y CHARLENE K I R I A N 

PROBLEMS'? 
Just report them to 
the Customer 
Support Center 

Data General' u tomer Supp rt 
enter ( SC) in Atlanta i und rgoing 

om major r organizati n t help re
pond to cu tomer need. The n w 
oftware Problem Manag ment Depart

ment (SPMD) ha the re pon ibility of 
routing oftwar Trouble Report 
( TR) to the appropriate area in a 
timely manner. They end the STR to 
th orporat ftware Development 
( D) Gr up in We tboro. They are 
al 0 th centraliz d di tributor for th 

Figure 1 

from DG. To under
tructu r, ref r to 

goe like thi : When 
(1- OO-D HELP ), a 

di patch r gather informati n uch a 
your name, your company' nam, th 
machine you u e, and the type of oft
ware a ociat d with the problem 
y u' re reporting. The call i then r uted 
to the appropriate Pr blem ld ntifica
tion (P.!.) Group. ( EO ha it own.) 

Problem identification 

help 
Operatinl; 

CEC system/ 
line System 

customer ~ dispatcher • software 

on-site 
NSTS 

l I I SSR -

internal 

SSRg<oUP~ 
answer I • ~orporaTe 

SPMD software - division 

answer J + answer I 
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A EO sp cia Ii t will a k you to ex
plain the probl m in detail. It' imp r
tant to tilth m a much a you can 
about the probl m. The P.!' Group ha 
30 minute to ch ck for imilar r port 
and to ee if th ria patch or a tem
porary workaround already available. 

If nothing i found, th pr blem i 
ent to the int mal Software upport 

R pre ntative (SSR). They try to r -
pr duc the problem from the d tail 
you r ported. Depending on the 
urgency of th pr blem, a 10 al SSR 
may b dispatched to your company's 
ite. If th problem cann t be r olved 

by the local SSR, it i turn d over to the 
ational Software Technical Support 

( STS) Group. Thi group al 0 r cr -
at th pr blem and works directly 
with th SD roup to r Iv it a 
quickly a po ibl. 

If a 10 al R i n' t di patched, the in-
t mal R will write up an STR and 
a k you to end any nece ary tape or 
upp rting material. Th STR i then 

proc d to SPMD for review. The 
SPMD a ign a priority I vel from the 
f llowing criteria: 

• L v I 1 = urgent/critical (can't work 
ar und) 

• Level 2 = imp rtant (can work 
around until a patch i obtain d) 

• L v I 3 = n ncritical (can wait for 
the n xt revi i n) 

The TR i ent to 

an w r. 
If y u aren't happy with th olution, 

call the CS and tilth m you would 
lik the STR r -op ned. (U a con
trolled voice level- they don't receive 
y u w II if you're creaming and 

h uting.) 
Dori locum, th STR coordinator, i 
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the person to call for the status of your 
STR or to regi ter a complaint. (Forgive 
me, Doris. Your boss gave me your 
name.) Dori will b g tting a direct 
line, but in the meantime, she can b 
reached by calling 1-800-DGHELPS. 
Her boss, Madeleine Andrews, as ured 
me that if critical information i missing 
from the STR that wa ubmitted, a 
repre entative will call you, in tead of 
sending it back with "In ufficient infor
mation to reproduce" stamped acros it. 

She ncourage u ers to call the cen
ter and have a staff member fill out the 
report and ubmit it, rather than end 
in th information your elf. They know 
what to ask to complete a report. 

Still, if you would rath r fill out 
th STR your elf, follow the e thr e 
guid lines: 

1. Each STR hould de cribe only olle 
problem. 

2. STR forms hould be filled out 
compl tely and conci Iy. Giv enough 
information for them to reproduce th 
problem. 

3. All necessary upporting informa
tion (as may be specified in th product 
relea e notice) hould be upplied with 
the STR. 

The following i a fairly comprehen
ive guide to filling out th r port: 

Product information-The first ev
eral lines ask for problem-specific infor
mation about your com put r equip
m nt. List th oftware program where 
the problem i believed to exist, the re
vision and update under which th 
problem exists, the name and revi ion! 
update number of the operating system 
that upports the oftware with th 
problem, any oftwar that hould be 
examined as part of the problem, and a 
brief but compl te Ii t of the hardwar 
components on which the problem 
occurr d. 

Company information-Enter the 
nam of the company ubmitting th 
STR, along with th complete and cor
r ct addr s. 

STR originator information-Li t a 
contact per on to whom all qu stion 
and corre pond nce should b di
r cted, the dat the STR i ent to the 
proce ing center, and a number a -
ign d by you for your internal tracking 

purpo . Be ure to indicate any sup
porting media or documentation you' re 
ending with the STR-then don't for

get to end it. 
Problem status-Indicate if you ca n 

work around the problem. I it non
critica l? R memb r, not very problem 
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OA'-O ______________________________ __ 
can be urgent or nothing will be 
re olved . 

Frequency-Indicate how often the 
problem occur . 

Hardware diagnostics-List the 
name and results of the last diagnostics 
tests executed on the system. Include 
the dates these tests were run . 
Type of failure 

Panic or fatal error number-A panic 
code fo r RDOSIICOS/DOS is indicated 
by five six-digit numbers that appear on 
the master console when the system 
crashes. Under AOS, the fatal error 
may be printed on the console and fol
lowed by a number. Record the panic or 
rror number in the space provided. 

Any additional numb rs should be re
cord d in the "Problem de cription" 
section of the STR form. 

Hang, halt, or loop-A hang is evi
dent wh n all or some of th consoles 
are locked out of the system. Refer to 
specific instructions for your machine 
to determine a halt or loop. 

Trap: user or ghost-The word 
" trap" will be printed on the console 

followed by five ix-digit number , 
qualified by "user" or "ghost" on AOS 
y terns . For other operating ystems, 

all trap messages mean "user." 
Incorrect results-If computational 

errors occur, check the "Incorrect Re
sults" box. 

CPU state-Mark the illuminated 
lights as appropriate. 

Processes running-Include informa
tion regarding the environment (e.g. , 
list processing, etc.). 

Sequence of events preceding fail
ure-List programs or events that oc
curred prior to the symptoms. 

Problem description-Describe in 
detail the conditions, circumstances, 
prior keystrokes, commands entered, 
error messages, respon e, and fre
quency. Include the terminal type, con
figuration , and if necessary, support
ing media or documentation. 

You may want to create your own 
problem report to help gather and re
port this information, using the items 
listed above as your guideline. If you 
would like a sample copy of what I use, 

feel free to contact me. 
When a user completes the report, it 

hou ld be routed to the per on that 
handles reporting problems to DG. Be
fore call ing the CSC, try reproducing 
the problem so you are aware of exactly 
what happens before, during, and after 
the problem occurs. This will save you 
and the CSC staff considerable time 
and frustration . 

Calling the support center can be 
painless if you have the necessary infor
mation at your fingertips . If you don't 
receive the service you think you 
should, don't hesitate to call and air 
your concerns. The staff in Atlanta 
wants to help you with your problems, 
and if they're not doing their job, we 
hould let them know it. 6. 

Charlelle A. Kiriall is PClOA illslruclor for Ihe 
Olllille COli/pliler Library Celller, IIIC., 6565 
Fralliz Road, DlIblil' , OH 4301 7; 6141764-6435. 
She also serves as presidelll of NADGUG's 
OASIS (Office AlIlolI/alioll Special Illieresl 
SlIbcoll/lI/ittee) . 

TOTAL DATA GENERAL SYSTEMS SUPPORT 

From the Desktop Generation 
to the MV/20000 

• Custom Programming 
• Consulting , Field & 

Systems Engineering 
• Hardware Sales - New & Used 
• MV/7eOO Upgrades 
• 4GL Languages 
• Fuel Oil (Jobber) 

Distribution Package 
• 911 & Custom CAD Packages 
• Accounting - Desktop RDOS or AOS 

thru MV/20000 AOSNS, etc. 
• System Timesharing 
• Emergency Backup - Hot Site 
• Media Conversions 

(Including MV/2000DC) 

FREE! Your first two hours of time
sharing free with any order of 10 

hours or more of MV/class timesharing! 
and/or 

FREE! Your first month of hot site backup 
free with a one year hot site service contract! 

For more information call 
Mike Collins, V.P. of Sales at 

301-247-5244 

COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

AUTHORIZED ~.DataGeneral OEM 
3922 Vera Road, Baltimore, MD 21227 

Offices in: Baltimore, MD • Cambridge, MD • Washington, DC • Pittsburgh, PA 

SUPPORT SERVICES AVAILABLE IN : DC, MD, VA, PA, DE, OH, WV 
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At Interface Electronics, we believe truly emulating hardware should run any diagnostic that 
D.G. hardware runs and should, if at all possible, be pin-to-pin compatible for sparing purposes. 

In keeping with our philosophy, Interface Electronics offers 
to every MV/Eclipse user a truly emulating lAC device 
that can offer you lAC features and benefits, for con
siderable cost savings to both OEM's and end 
users alike. 

To succeed, we had to do more than 
Data General for less. We hope 
you'll agree, we have succeeded 
with our SLIM (Sixteen Line 
Intelligent Multiplexer) device. 

Extended warranties, improved relia
bility, full compatibility, and a cost savings all 
contributed to the hundreds of SLIMs already 
installed in the field today. Call us for more details. 

Contact these distributors for possible free installation 
and immediate availability 
In East: Hanson Data Systems (617) 481-3901 
In Central: Choice-Tech Inc. (612) 521-4366 
In West: Interscience Computer Service (818) 707-2000 
In Europe: Dataproduce (U.K.) 44442827015 
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INSIDE ICOBOL B Y TIM BOY E R 

GO RIGHT TO THE SOURCE • • • 

Why not give users a 
chance to fix it 
themselves? 

When I ran into a little problem with 
A ALYZE and REV th other day, I de
cid d to try DC' On-line Information 
Service. Th results were intere ting 
enough to b pa sed along. 

It eems that occasionally-seem
ingly at random-when I try to bring 
up A ALYZE or REV from a mux line, 
the programs fail. With A ALYZE, for 
in tance, the main creen came up with 
the m ag "A OT OPE FILE: 

870331," and I'd get a STOP RU . A 
imilar thing happened with REV. As I 
aid, it happened only occa ionally, but 

once it popp d up, I couldn't get the 
program to work until I brought the 
yst m down and back up again. 

"Aha," I aid to myself, " that data 
look su piciously like omething from 
my LI KAGE section. But LOGO doe n't 
contain a LI KAGE ection-what i 
going on here? So I decided to try the 
On-line Information Service. OIS is a 
god end for tho e of u who don't have 
oftware llpport . Later on in thi epi
od , I wa a ked why I was running 

without oftware support. I replied 
that, inc th re will be no new revs of 
r gular RDOS or lCOBOL for RDOS, I 
aw no good r a on to pay $1,000 a 

year in order to not get my problem 
solved . Howev r, I'll gladly pay $70 per 
hour to upl ad my pecific probl m 
and get an answer. ow that the DC
TALK portion of OIS i fr e, you only 
pay for th co t of th telephone call. 

So, I logged onto OIS, got into the 
DC-TALK ction, and po ted my 

32 

problem-complete with my LI KAGE 

section su picions. It took about a 
month and everal false starts before I 
finally got back the three most dreaded 
words in the English language: submit 
nil STR. 

At this point, I put my plea on the 
ADCUC bulletin board spon ored by 

Rational Data Systems. A few days 
later, I got a message from Larry 
Mayberry telling me that, not only did 
he know about the problem, STR 
USKC-7881 told about the fix for it. It 
eems that this is a situation where th 

int rpreter doesn't clear out the old 
pa ing fields, and A ALYZE and REV 

ee these field a a request. It is sup
posed to be fixed in th next rev of DCI 
RDOS. Since there is no next rev of 
regular RDOS, we'll just have to come 
up with a olution by our elve . 

ote to my elf: Check out the STRs 
on the OIS bulletin board before 
pending a lot of time and money on 

DC-TALK. Since the STRs are now easy 
to browse by keyword, this will be my 
first step in the future. 

ote to DC-TALK: Check out the 
STRs on the OIS bulletin board. 

Anyway, DC/RDOS users will have a 
fix in the next rev. I don't know about 
the AOS{VS} users-either it isn' t 
broken, or I'm sur that it will be fixed 
in the next rev. But what about all of u 
still using good old RDOS? Well, there 
are three ways to fix this problem. 

The first is probably the simple t. Put 
a LI KAGE ection with a 255-byte long 
record in LOGO . Move low values to it 
fir t. You'll never have a problem again. 

The econd way is more creative. 
After all, this probl m i n' t a bug, it's a 
fenture. Put the LI KAGE section in 
LOGO , and if A ALYZE or REV ar in
voked, r que t a filename. Put the file-

name into your linkage record, and the 
programs will work automatically. 

Although this work , I can see no 
great u for it. The only possible u e 
would b from within other pro
grams-if you get a file error, move the 
filenam into the link record and run 
A ALYZE. However, I think it' much 
impler just to put a me sage into the 

program telling the user to run A A

LYZE. If they don't know how, then they 
won't know what to do with the num
bers they get when it runs automat
ically. All in all, I think it would be 
better if the LI KAGE section wa 
simply removed from the offending 
program . 

That's the third-and best-solution. 
If DC would give us the source code, 
we could take out the LI KAGE ection 
ourselve . 

I can see why the good p opl from 
Lotus or WordPerfect don't give out 
ource code with their programs. But 
omehow, I ju t can't imagine thou

sands of people illegally posting copies 
of CREV up on the local bulletin board . 
I mean, CREV has to be about the 
simplest routine you can write in 
ICOBOL. I just wrote one for the heck 
of it- the procedure division is les 
than 30 lines long. (In case anyone is 
intere t d, the rev numb r i the ixth 
byte of th .'po). 

But CREV i a rath r trivial matter; 
after all, I use it about once ev ry year. 
There ar other programs that would be 
very u eful if only we could g t the 
source code. 

A prime example i AL. As it 
stands now, CAL is not very useful. 
The tim s that I need CAL happen 
when I'm running another program 
and n d to add up a few numbers . In 
order to u it, I would ne d to E 0 out 
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__________ INSIDE ICOBOL 

of the program, g t to LOGO , get into 
AL , do my calculation, write it down 
n a piece of paper, exit AL, hit es

cape to get back to LOGO ,and g t back 
into my program. Instead, I have a cal
culator by my desk and SideKick up on 
my computer. 

Look how useful CALC could be. If 
w had the ource code, we could u 
th ALL .. EX IT statements of ICOBOL 
1.3 and get into CALC from any point of 
a program, do the calculation , and re
turn to the am point. ow that would 
b useful! The modifications r quired 
wouldn't exactly b major: change on 
TOP RU to an EXIT PROGRAM. With th 
ALL tatement, AL al 0 will not wipe 

out any of your variabl . You can call 
AL , do a calculation, return to your 

program, call AL again, and th origi
nal variable and value will till be 
there. 

That i exactly what I did with OTES 
when DG topped supporting it and 
r lea ed the source code. I'll admit that 

OTES ain't exactly SideKick, but on a 
6053 it's quite useful. People here can 
break out of a program, jot down a 
note, and get back to the arne point. 

Ther are plenty of other candidates 
for releasing the ource code. How 
about the alarm clock? I don't u e it 
now becau I don' t want to ti up a 
terminal with a illy digital clock. If I 
had the cod , however, I might do a 

ALL to the program whenever I left a 
menu and have it appear when th 
alarm i about to go off. 

But back to AL. Even without 
having th ourc, there's a way to 
change the object code 0 that i doe 
an EXIT in t ad of a STOP RU . Before 
I tell you how, I must i ue a few 
warning. 

I've b en running ALC this way for 
months, and I've never had a problem. 
This doe n't m an that I won't have one 
in th future. Keep a copy of your 
original file. This modification will 
on ly work with ALC rev 1.31 because 
arlier revs don't do a STOP RU - they 

return to LOGO . 
First, we need to invoke the octal edi

tor by typing OEDIT CALC. PD. When th 
period appear on the creen, type 
1440/ and the number 047115 hould 
appear. If it do n't, stop right there- it' 
the wrong revi ion . Anything you do 
could wreck the program. If 047115 
show up, typ 074515, pres enter, 
and type (ES APE)Z. Your new ver ion 
of AL is now ready. To get into CAL , 
your program should ay CALL" ALC" 

FoclIS 

rather than CALL PROGRAM "AL." 
Now, go in and change every program 
that you hav so that it uses this. S ri
ou ly, go around and a k your per on
nel when they u e a calculator while 
keypunching . At tho e point , call 

AL . I have it 0 that a SHlfT-CTRL-F8 
will invoke CALC ince the am com
bination will get you out of AL . Your 
code would look like thi : 

DISPLAY ITEM-l , ACCEPT ITEM-l . 
ACCEPT ESCAPE-CODE FROM ESCAPE KEY. 
IF ESCAPE-CODE = 33 

CALL " CALC", 
PERFORM RE-DISPLAY-SCREEN , 

ELSE .... 

Remember that after you invoke 
ALC, you'll have to display the creen 

again. For the mo t part, therefore, I 
allow a call to CAL only b fore any 
data has been entered. 

• 
Now, onto something from the MS-

DOS world . 
In many way , I consider my elf a 

radical, but when it com s to oftware, 
I tend to be a pure con ervative re
actionary. After all, I am running 
ICOBOL under RDOS on a 16-bit ma
chine. It hould come as no surpri , 
therefore, that my preferr d MS-DOS 
editor is WordStar. 

Rev 4 of WordStar brings the venera
ble old processor into the modern age. 
It includes an on-line spell checker and 
thesaurus, handles math function, 
and can finally support ubdirectories, 
along with macro capability, linelbox 
drawing, U DELETE, and more than 100 
other enhancements. 

The main r ason I want to mention 
WordStar is that MicroPro i doing 
omething special for current WordStar 

u ers, and I don' t know how long they 
will keep the offer open. All you have 
to do i end the $89 plu $5 hipping 
and the serial number from your cur
rent version, and they will send you 
the new program and manual- no 
questions asked. At $495, I still like 
WordStar. At $89, it's unbeatable. 
MicroPro's address is: Order Update 
Department, P.O. Box 7079, San Rafael, 
CA 94901-0079. Their number is 
800/227-5609 or 800/343-3000 xt. 651. 6. 

Tim Boyer is EDP mallager at Dell/llall Tire 
Corp. alld presidellt of the Northem Ohio Data 
Gelleral Users Associatioll. He may be reached 
at P.O. Box 951, Warrell, OH 44482; 
2161898-2711, or all the ADGUG blllletin 
board at 4151924-3652. 
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PCIVS" 
PopTerm'] 
200 ... lheRal~nal 
approach to personal computing 

From the experts in 
LANs and micro-mini integration 

Rational 
Data 
Systems 
5725 Paradise Or. Corte Madera, CA 94925 
415/924-0840 
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J-----I\CRO 
MN 
TOUR 
How did you ever 
manage without 
these? 
:ERRATA 

A few years back, I started using the 
term "AOS{ S}" to indicate applicabil
ity to both AOS and AOSNS. Well, 
someone finally pointed out that the 
more correct form is "AOS[ S)" be
cause that matches the documenta
tion convention used throughout DC's 
manuals . 

For those of you who routinely skip 
the section labeled "Documentation 
Conventions" in the DC manuals, 
brackets are used to enclose optional 
items, and braces are used to enclose 
multiple choices, where a choice i re
quired . I suppose I could use "AOS{ 1/ 
VS} (" I" indicates "or"), but AOS[NS] 
takes fewer keystrokes and is easier to 
read . Starting with this column, I'm 
going to follow DC's "Documentation 
Conventions" as closely as possible. 

Ju t 0 you know that I don't harbor 
bad feelings about being corrected, I've 
shipped the reader a genuine original 
Coca-Cola can encased in Lucite (only 
the second one awarded to date) . ow, 
did I or didn't I remember to empty out 
th nerve gas? Hmmm. 
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Figure 1: GELBITMAP.CLI 

l! "QUAL. t3%.) 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRI re 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 
IoIIUTt: 

lIs<'!IQG: ,.\t disk-unit-name bitmap-addl'es,", bitmap-size 

Use th$ s i mple diak-unit-name (omit thu '~ ' ). bitmap-address 
and bitmap-size are the o c tel numbors from CFMTR. 

Example: %\% DPF13 614663 205 

[!ELSE) 
COMMENT Convert 1st block no. to decimal & add invisible space 
VARO (!UAOO.[!OECIMAL %2*).8) 
COMMEtlT Compute ending b 'lock no . in decimal 
VARI (!USUB.[!UADD.(!DECIMAL %3%).(!VARO]).I) 
X DISPLAY/fIRST-[!VARO)/LAST-[!VAR1]/NOLIST 0%1% %1%.BITMAP 
WRITE The bitmap is in %1'.BITMAP 

[! END) 

Figure 2: BUILD.CLI 

[!EQUAL.%I%.) 
WRITE 
WRITE Usage: %\t(!ASCII 333)/switches(!ASCII 335) & 

build-filen<'!lme [!ASCII 333)template .. . (!ASCII 335) 
WRITE 
WRITE A list of qualifying filenames is written to build-filename 
WRITE form<'!lt suit~ble for framing. The following switches can be 
WRITE 
WRITE •••••••••• /AfTER/BEfORE/TCR~/TLA~/TLM;/TYPE~ 
WRITE 

[!ELSE) 
[!NEQUAL.(!fILENAME %1%).] 
WRITE 
WRITE Sorry - %1% already exists. 
WRITE 

(!ELSE) 
fILESTATUS%/%/CPL~I/NHEADER/L~%I%/SORT %2-% 
[IUNE.[!SIZE \1%).0) 

X/M SPEED %1% 
<3DIDS\ 
\;-IMIiII\.&\IM> 
ZJ-3Ml0 
FUH 
) 

[! END] 
(! END) 

[! END) 

in " 
used: 
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sa eSt 
• ere IS 

not consi ere 
our etter wor 

a 
, 

At eRe, we can offer you, the 
customer, USED computer 
components to meet your 
needs. We offer top-quality 
USED hardware at highly 
competitive prices. 
We pride ourselves on the 
excellent condition of our 
entire USED inventory. We 
recondition and test all 
equipment until it looks and 
functions like new. 

- ---- -----------
BECAUSE THERE IS NO UPSIDE TO DOWNTIME 

And once we close the sale - we 
don't close the door. Our sales 
and service staff team up to 
provide ongoing support. In fact, 
we guarantee your first follow-up 
call no later than 5 days after 
you receive your order. 

At eRe, USED equipment 
makes sense. Sense for the 
industry and cents for our 
customers. 

19 NORFOLK AYE., SOUTH EASTON, MA 02375 
(617) 238-2090/1-800-225-5615 

A SubsidWy of American Express 
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SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG ______________ _ 

Figure 3a: AOOSEA.CLI 

l! EQlI AL. VI 1'\;.) 
WRITE 
(!EQUAL.\1\. ) 

WRITE Usage : %\\ di~-name ... 
WRITE 
WRITE This mac~o add$ the spec,fied directo~y names t o the FRONT of 
WRIT E you~ cu~~ent sea~chlist. If the directo~y is al~eady In you~ 
WRIT E ~ea~chlis t then its position wil l be left unchanged . 

(!ELSE) 
\\%/11 ('-%) 
WRITE Your new sea~chlist is "(!searchl1st)" 

( ! EN D) 
WRITE 

[!ELSE) 
SEARCHLIST %1% (!SEARCHLIST) 

(! END) 

: BACK. TO_ THE..FUTURE 
This month, I'm going to tart giving 

you a mini-tour of my macro directory. 
It 01 lik ev ry tim I u e th 01 with 
omc ne looking over my houlder, 

th y ay thing like, "H y, that's neat. 
Mind if I grab a copy?" I gu there n 

DIMENSION 
THE ORIGINAL 

BUSINESS BASIC 
APPLICATION GENERATOR 

A founh generation language 
for all Data General ystcms 

Don't ,eule for a mcre program generator. DIME 
10 i':1 complete. maturc. tried and proven six yenr 

old data ba~ oriented application generator that 
work,. Dcvelop complete. sophi.ticated application, 
in week, inMe:ld of year> . 

tand:trd femure, include: 
- ,horthand COding command, 
· dtlHl dictionary 
- \Creen builder/editor 
- full funclion text editor 
- intelligent ,pooler 
- lran,lalor/compiler 
- ,upport ulililie, 
- automatic documentation 
-prngr:IlTI gencrmor, (entry. maintenancc. and repon) 

Ulcmlly (UlY Bu,inc ... , 8a>ic :lppli mion can be develop
ed wilh DIME 10 . Available tod.1Y for ROO . AOS 
and AO IV . Dc,ktop' through MVII()()()(). 
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COMMERCIAL OAT A SYSTEMS 
CORPORATIO 
1000 Soulh Pioneer Drive · Smyrna. GA 30080 

404/799·1000 
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DEC · DG · IBM 
lock 
lock 
550. 
lock 
lock 
lock 
lock 
lock 
550. 
250. 
lock 
495. 
795. 
lock 

95. 
295. 
900. 
lock 
250. 
350. 
lock 

50. 
500. 
lock 
lock 
lock 
500. 
lock 
300. 
400. 
50. 

lock 
I 00. 
1195. 
I 00. 
lock 
lock 

Ames Sciences, Inc. 
Chancellor Pt. Road 
Trappe, MD 21673 

301-228-8100 

ircle 2 on reader ervice card. 

ed ited to make th 01 more palatable to 
typ etter. In 010 t ca , [ ju t took 
out a lot of the comments and revision 
history info and di carded ome of the 
fanci r feature that took up too much 
pace. one of the tuff I tore out ha a 

material affect on the usability of th 
macro. You can re-embelli h them to 
your h art' content. 

Before we b gin, I t me point out a 
few of my quirk when it come to 
writing macro. Fir t, if a macro re
quire argument, th n u ing th macro 
without argument will cau e a mini
h Ip to be output. Second, I nev r 
abbreviate command and p udo
macro - that en ure no futur prob
lem when th CLI gets nriched. 
Third, [ u e Roman numeral witche 
(/II, fIll , flV, ... ) to indicat r cur ion. 
I' ll switch to decimal witche when 
DC switches from octal to hex . La tly, 
my macros never "know" their own 
name; in tead, th y u % \ %. Thi 
allow you to renam th 01 with ut 
having to modify them. 

Resource 
Accounting 

System 
• Complete Resource Chargeback 

and Project Accounting System 

• Monitor CPU, Disk and I/O 
Usage 

• Print invoices for individuals or 
groups 

• Adjust rates for prime and non
prime time usage or for 
different user groups 

• Uses standard SYSlOG data 

• No overhead processes 
required 

• Supports XODIAC networks 

801·484·3333 

DMS S stems Inc. 
Your Backup and Recovery Experts 

1111 Brickyard Rd. - Salt Lake City, UT 84106 
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______________ $VSTEM MANAGER'S LOG 

:CONTIGUOUS_DISK...BLOCKS 
Apparently, a lot of y t m manager 

ar intere ted in how fragmented the 
remaining space is on their disks . 
Seemed like a reasonable reque t to 
me, 0 I developed a little macro to dis
play the available pace on ingle-di k 
LDUs in a crude fa hion. Here' how it 
work: 

Fir t, you hav to be abl to RELEA E 

the drive you're interested in. If you're 
on a ingl di k Y tem, I'm afraid 
you're out of luck (probably in more 
ways than on ). 

Figure 3b: APPSEA.CLI 

( ! EQU AL , V II %, ) 
Wt<ITE 
[!EQU AL,'tl\.) 

WRITE Usage: %\% d1r-name ... 
WRITE 
WRITE This macro appends the specified directory names to the END cf 
WRITE your current se~rchl is t . If the directory is already in your 
WRITE ~earchl1st then its pos i tion will be left unch~~Qe~ . 

[!ELSE) 
%\%/11 (%-~) 
WRITE Your new searchlist is '[!SEARCHLIST]" 

(! IONO) 
WRITE 

[!ELSE) 
SEARCHLIST (!SEARCHLIST] %1~ 

[! [NO] 

behavior). 

After you r lease the drive, do a 
"partial" DFMTR (without read-only sur
face analysi ) to di cover th di k ad
dre and the size of the bitmap. Using 
on of my 277 MB drive a the test 
ca e, I found a bitmap di k addr s of 
614663 (octal) and a size of 205 (octal) 
block . Don't fall into th trap of u ing 
my addre s for your 277 MB drive: the 

ure 1. It tak thr argument: the 
disk unit nam and the bitmap address 
and ize (both pecifi d in octal). 

Once you have copied the bitmap, 
you can reI ITIALIZE the di k to put it 
back in rvice. This way you can ana
Iyz the bitmap file at your lei ure . 

I know this won't dissuade the com
pul ive from writing xotic analy i 
program , but about 99 perc nt of th 
bitmaps I've xamined exhibit similar 
characteri tic : the va t majority f 

actual addre d p nd on variou At thi point, you have two option : 
you can simply x 01 PLAY DPXX .BITMAP 

to the contents of the bitmap (nor
mal b havior), or you can write a pro
gram to report the numb r of hoi 
by size and by location (compulsive 

mpty pace, except for a few odd
ized 1, 2, or 3 block hole , i at th 
nd of th di k. That' becau e the DFMTR options that you may have e

I cted differently. 
ow u e DISPLAY to copy the bitmap 

t a di k file for analysis. A copy of a 
macro I u e to do this i hown in Fig-

AOS[ SI algorithm for allocating disk 
pac i (correctly) bia ed toward r -

allocating the mo t r cently deleted 
space. That effectiv Iy make AOS[NSI 

* * * 
.. Only .. 
~ $69.95 {X .. ... 

{1 ~ 

FOCIIS 

Data General 210/211 Terminal Emulation 

Standardize your Company's PC Communications inexpensively using 
the PereLine Data Communications Package for MSIDOS 2.0 or later! 
PereLine is more than just a terminal emulation and file transfer 
program -- Its a .. , 

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTIVITY TOOL 

• User customized menus 
• Converse with 2 separate 

computers simultaneously 
• Learn mode builds scripts 

by copying your keystrokes 
so you can replay them 
whenever you want 

• Terminal emulations 
DG 210/2111 ANSI/VT1001 
VT52IIBM3101/VIDTEX 

• Error free file transfers 
XMODEM/YMODEMI 
KermitiTELIN K/Capture 

Terms 
Per onal/Company Checks, 
Cashier ' Check/Money Order 
Add $3.00 hipping/handling 
CA re idenlS add 7% sales lax 

• Command recall that remembers 
your last 25 commands. 

• Remote operation 
• Unattended operation 
• Automated Logons 
• Printer pass through support 
• Keyboard lockout to clear screen 

and stop access by snoopers 
when you are away 

• Automate CEO file transfers 
• Flexible Script Language 
• Auto dialing directory 
• 250+ page user guide 

Make Checks Payable To: 
Peregrine Data Systems, Inc, 
5365 Baron Drive 
San Jose, CA 95124 
(408) 356-6105 

Note: PereLine works great on the new IBM PS/2 Systems 
(3 112 inch format diskettes available) 
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behave like a di k compactor when 
there is any amount of DELETE/CREATE 
activity on a drive. 

How often do I perform this little 
procedure to check my disks? Almost 
never. Once you know how AOS(IVS] 
behaves when allocating disk space, 
there's usually no need to check. The 
only exception is when a disk has be
come extremely full at some point (e.g., 
more than 90 percent), after which 
ome pace ha been recovered to bring 

the disk back below 90 percent. This 
situation will often produce a disk with 
plenty of apparent pace, but few large 
contiguou block . Even in thi ca e, I 
still don' t perform the analysis because 
there's nothing to di cover other than 
what I already know: the di k has to be 
dumped to tape, full DFMTRed (u ing 
the old bad block info to save time), 
and reloaded. 

:BUILD.CLI 
Every time someone pots me using 

my BUILD macro and says, "Hey! That's 
great! Where do I get one? " I wonder 
how anybody gets along without it. 

Basically, a BUILD macro produce a 
file containing a list of filenames that 
meet some combination of criteria and 
that can be u ed a part of a CLI com
mand u ing "( )" or "( )." Suppo e you 
want to print a large collection of files, 
but you want them printed in alpha
betical order by filename . If you just 
use QPRI T +. LS, the files will be 
printed in hash-code order. Alter
natively, BUILD allow you to do thi : 

) BUILD FOO + .LS 
) QPRINT [FOOl 

BUILD FOO +.LS creates a file called 
FOO containing one filename per line, 
followed by ",&" (except for the last 
one, which is followed by "&"). 

Have you ever wished you could do 
thi : 

) RENAMEITYPE= \ LNK +.COB OLD_+ .COB 

Well, you can. BUILD accepts any 
switch or template supported by the 
FlLESTATUS command, and like FILE
STATUS, defaults to "+" if no arguments 
are supplied. 

) BUILDITYPE= \ LNK FOO 
) RENAME ([FOO]) OLD_(l FOO]) 
) DELETE FOO 

Pretty handy, huh? I don't know how 
I'd get along without it. A Ii ting of a 
imple version of BUILD .CLI i shown in 

Figure 2. I picked the name BUILD be-
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------________ SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG 

cause the macro behaves similarly to 
the RDOS CLI's BUILD command, which 
for ome rea on wa n't carried through 
to AOS[NSj. 

Wnming: Do not "enhance" this 
macro by having it delete the "build" 
file automatica lly. Some afternoon, 
you'll type BUILD + .COB instead of 
BUILD FOO + .COB, and the re ult will be 
bye-bye to all your .COB files. 

Last month, Jim Siegman offered an 
"advertised specials only" dinner at the 

How often do I 
perform this little 
procedure to check 
my disks? Almost 
never. 

ADCUC conference to the first per
on to spot that DOW.CLI screwed up 

during the first two months of each 
leap year. I'll go one better: the best 
ubmission (in writing) by August 20th 

of a version of BUILD.CLI that supports 
a global IE AME switch (i.e., build a list 
of fi lename without extensions) wins a 
r al dinner at the conference for them-
elve and a significant other. Judging 

will be pretty much arbitrary on my 
part, but I can tell you that pure macros 
(no u er program invoked other than 
DC-supplied utili tie ) that execute 
p edily will get high marks. Cryptic 

elegance will get low mark . Simple 
elegance will get high marks. 

:SEARCHLISTS 
The CLI command to change the 
archli t is nece arily clumsy b cause 

any earchlist command usually in
clude [!SEAR HLlSTj, and most two
finger typi t have difficulty typing the 
exclamation point because it either re
quir s both hand or a double-jointed 
left hand . 

My olution to this dilemma is to u e 
three macros: ADDSEA.CLI, APPSEA.CLI, 
and SUBSEA. L1. ADDSEA add a direc
tory to the front of th searchli t, AP
r EA add it to the end, and SUBSEA re
move a directory from the earchli t. 
Li ting of the thr macros are hown 
in Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c. 

Implementation detail : ADDSEA and 
APPSEA function a no-op if the direc
tory i already in the earchli t. SUBSEA 
make no complaint if the directory i 

FoclIS 

Figure 3c: SUBSEA.CLI 

[ ! EQUAL ,lIo! I lit, ) 
WRIT E 
r! EQUAL, %1\,) 
WRITE Usoge: _\% dir-no~e 
WRITE 
WRITE This macros removes the specified directory from your 
WRITE searchli~t. If the specified directory does not e~ist 
WRITE then it is ignored. 

(!ELSE) 
COMMENT Care to guess why 1 didn't use \\% in the ne~t line7 
(!PATHNAME (!ENAME \\%) . CLI)/II \1% (.(!SEARCHLISr) 
WRITE 
WRITE Your new SEARCHLIST is "(!SEARCHLIST)" 

r ! END) 
WRTT E 

(!ELSE) 
[!EQUAL,\2\,) 

SEARCHLIS T/K ; COMMENT 1st time thru : reset the SEARCHLIST 
r!F.LSE) 

[!F.QUAL.(!PATHNAME \1\),%2%) 
WRITE Removing,,%2% . .. 

[!ELSE) 
WRITE R~taining %2% . .. 
ScARCHLIST [!SEARCHLIST) t2% 

(! END) 
[! END) 

( ! ENOl 

Figure 4: D400.CLI 

COMMENT 04 y,~ macro 
COMMnn 
COMMENT Usoge: 0400 
COMMENT or : 0400/WIOE {/WIOE may be abbreviated} 
CO~iMEIH 

COMMENT Bli nk enable, roll enable, un derscore off, dim Qff 
WRI TE [!ASCII 217 217 222 22S 235] 

(!NEQU AL .%/WIOE/WIO/WI/Wt,] 
WRITE [!ASCII 236]FK 
WRITE [!ASCII 236]FX0086 
CHARACTERISTICS/CPL=135 

[ ! ELSE] 
WRI TE [!ASCII 236]FJ 
WRITE (!ASC II 236]FX0047 
CHARACTERISTICS/CPL~OO 

[! END) 

COMMENi comprossed 
COMMENT set margin 

COMMENT normal 
COMMENT sot margin 

COMMENT Last but not l east : turn o n SCkEENEOIT Just in case ... 
SCKEENEOIT (IN 

Figure 5: SPAWN.CLI 

WRITE 
[IEOU AL. (%-%).(») 
WRITE Usage : \\\ eli-command 
WRITE 
W~ITE In order to detect your son's completion you should include 
W~ITE CHECKTERMS in your CLI prompt. e . g. : PROMPT DIRECTORY CHECKTERMS 

[!ELSE) 
COMMENT The Miracle of Birth . 
CREATE/2=IGNORE/OATASENSITIVE/TYPE=TXT 7t\t.[!PIO].TMP 
PROCESS/OEfAULT/iNPUT=~NULL/OUTPUT=?'\%.[!PIO].TMP/PRIORITY=3 :CLI %-% 
OELETE/2-IGNORE/V 7\\\. PROMPT . [!P IO].TMP 
WRITE Output will be in ?\\t.[!PID).TMP . .. 

I! END) 
WRIT e 

not in the searchli t. ote that SUBSEA 
recommends that CHECKTERMS be in
cluded in your CLI prompt to detect 

son completion. Because there i no 
!PROMPT pseudo-op, and because the 
PROMPT command do not ignor du-
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MEAN 
BUSINESS 

DG and MCBA. The right combination for your business. 
Now, through Westwood Systems Group, updated 

COBOlJlCOBOL versions of MCBA General Accounting 
and Distribution ~ MeBA's full Manufacturing System. 

We do mean business for you. 
DG HARDWARE FOR QUICK DELIVERY 

• MV SYSTEMS· MV 7800 UPGRADES· CRTS • PRINTERS· 

WESTWOOD • SYSTEMS • GROUP, INC. 
161 MORSE STREET · NORWOOD, MA 02062 · (617) 769-6335 

• Proven oft ware 
Packages 
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• ational Support 
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• Venical Sy terns 
• Turn-Key Solutions 
• Superior 
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Purcha ing 
Order Entry 
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Word Proce ing Electronic Mail 
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• Application Generator (Dimen ion) • Office Pr ducts Di tribution 
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Authorized •• Data General Sy tem Supplier 
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plicates, the macro cannot add it to the 
prompt etting for you . 

:CINEMAX 
I frequently find it handy to use my 

terminal to preview output destined for 
wide line printer paper or to SED docu
ments wider than 72 columns (SED use 
columns 1 through 8 for the line num
bers). Simply hitting the ORM/COMP 

key on my 0400 doesn' t solve the prob
I m for two reasons: AOS[NS] still 
think I'm in 80 column mode, and the 
0400 alway wraps at column 80 unl 
you define a larger window. 

The macro that I u e to witch back 
and forth between 35 mm and 70 mm 
takes care of the problem by notifying 
both the operating sy tern and the t r
minal. In addition, the macro ets the 
normal video attributes, in ca e I've in
advertently gotten into dim mode, 
underline mode, or page mode. 

A Ii ting of the macro is hown in 
Figure 4. 0400IWIOE witche to 135 
column mode and 0400 witches back 
to 80 column mode. ote that thi 
macro work on any DC tube that up
ports compre sed screen mode (e.g., 
0400, 0410, 0450, etc.), but not on the 
cheap tubes (e.g., 0210) . Also note that 
many utili tie like ED work just fine in 
wide mode . PED u ed to tak advantag 
of the wide creen also, until it wa re
writt n for rev 7. Yet another price of 
progres ? 

:UPSTREAM..ANTICS 
Frequently, I need to do om thing, 

and I don't want to lock up my terminal 
waiting for it to compl teo In addition, 
what I want to do isn't u ually worth 
the overhead of a batch job log onloff 
equence (which can b quite a bit). 

The olution I've adopted i to pawn 
a low priority on proces to do 
the work . 

The procedure involves PRO ing up a 
CLI as a on process, without blocking 
my elf. The input and output file for 
the CLI on are et to di k file , and a 
PROMPT CHECKTERMS takes care of I t
ting me know when the son ha com
plet d hi work . The re ults of the 
pawned on can b d t rmined by ex

amining the output file after the on 
terminate . A Ii ting of the macro i 
hown in Figure 5 . 

A typical spawning example would 
be a short COBOL compil . U ing 

PAW ,you imply type: 

) SPAWN COBOUE = FOO .ER/L= FOO .LS FOO 
PID: 91 
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Later when you get the proce ter
mination message, check the results by 
typing? PAW .91.TMP. 

The second thing that SPAW is really 
handy for is if you have a cyclical job 
that has to run periodically, and you 
don't want the overhead of the batch 
log on/off sequence or the need to dedi
cate an entire batch stream to the job 
ju t to ensure that it runs in a timely 
fa hion . I FOS file checkpoints com 
to mind . Here' an example: make a 
macro call d Y LI ALCP . LI that look 
like this: 

CHECKPOINT GONADS. DB 
PAUSE [!UMUL,%1%,60) 
CYCLICALCP 

OW type this at the ma ter con ole: 

) SPAWN CYCLICALCP 15 

The result is a on proces that 
checkpoints GO ADS . DB, goes to sleep 
for 15 minute , and then r peat itself. 
Indefinitely. In between executions, the 
only overhead i another dormant 

L1 . PR process with minimal working 
et siz . 
Here' wher our tour nd . More on 

thi topic in another column! 

:FLASHBACK:87:]UNE 
Th column on hared libraries and 

inner-ring librarie (June 1987, page 46) 
g n rated quite a few phone call . Th 
people who had problems tend d to be 
tho e with rev that were too early of 
either COBOL or LA G-RT. Ju t for th 
r cord, a ll the xampl s I publi hed 
were done with COBOL 3.20 and 
LA G_RT 3.42. 

One person called to point out that 
" ALL data-item" didn't work properly 
with inner-ring u er librarie . I indi
cated that it was probably becau e the 
LI Ker ha to be awar of all inner-ring 
ubroutine names so it can divert them 

prop rly. [hav n' t heard from th call r 
aga in, 0 I can only a ume that my 
ugge tion to u e a erie of pecific 

" ALL ' ubroutine-nam '" tatement 
mu t have worked . 

Another caller indicated that he had 
probl m u ing COBOL' new multi
ta ked, buffered VO (see Appendix H 
in th 093_000289_02 file upplied with 
COBOL 3.20) with shared and inner
ring librarie . I hav n't had time to 
identify the ourc of the problem, but 
for now, I recommend avoiding multi
ta ked, buffered VO with har d and 
inner-ring librari . My experience i 
that single-ta k, buffered I/O with nice, 
healthy buffer iz i about twic a 
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~ Delphi Data 

Your VAR/OEM Support Group 
EXPANDED DESKTOP SYSTEM 

~ NEwm 120MB for Desktop 
Standard Data General Modules & Controllers 
now can support up to four (4) 120MB disks 
under ADS_ 

CALL FOR DETAILS! 

Desktop Upgrades 
15MB - 38MB .. ........... $2,495 
15MB -71 MB .............. 3,295 
38MB - 71 MB .............. 2,995 
15MB/38MB/71MB - 120MB. CALL 

MV2000 or MV4000DC Add-on Disks 
70MB .. . $3,430 
120MB .. . 5,880 
160MB ... 6,650 

MV2000 or MV4000DC Upgrades 
70MB - 120MB .. . . $5,430 
70MB - 160MB ..... 6,200 
120MB - 160MB .... 5.430 

Transport Disk (Bundy Box) for 
Desktop/MV2000/MV4000DC 
15MB ....... $ 895 120MB ....... 5.880 
38MB ........ 1,495 
71 MB ........ 2,795 

Special Heavy-duly Aluminum carrying case lor any Transport Disk $150 

24-hour Response All Items - No Extra Cost!! 
VAR'S - OEM'S - Call for YOUR prices. 

,2155 Eo1 ~},e ~.~~:~ 2i~"~ 92503 

Circle 15 

DATA GENERAL 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 

SPECIAL MV4000 w/2MB .................... $4,900 * 
CPU's : 
MV 8000 9600 Series w/2MB .... . $9,900 
DT Mod 10 w/256KB 15MB Flpy . . . 1,900 
Eclipse S/140, w/256KB, 16 Slot .. 1,950 
Eclipse C/350 w/256KB .......... 1,900 
MV 10000 w/BBU ............... 47,000 
Nova 4, S/140, 16 Slot Chassis ... 750 
Nova 4/X w/256KB, 16 Slot . . . . . .. 1,400 

MEMORIES: 
8871 8MB MV4/MV10 Mem ....... $9,900 
8708 2MB MV 8000 Mem . . . . . . . .. 2,500 
8687 256KB S/140 Mem ......... 490 
8656 256KB MOS Eclipse Mem ... 250 
8765 2MB MV Universal Mem . . . .. 2,500 
Nova 4 356KB Mem ...... 490 

DISKS AND TAPES: 
6161 147MB Disk SIS ............ $6,900 
6061 192MB SIS ................ 1,900 
6160 73MB Disk SIS ............. 2,900 
6122 277MB Disk SIS .. ....... ... 2,900 
6026800/1600 BPI Mag Tape SIS . 3,500 
6125, 1600 BPI , SIS ............. 1,400 

CRT's : 
0214 New ............ . ......... $ 630 
6106 Dasher 0100 .............. 195 
6120 Dasher 0400 .............. 290 

COMMUNICATIONS: 
IAC16 w/TCB ................... $4,500 
SBS MUX w/TCU .................. 190 
4257 ALM 16 w /4 EIA Interface ...... 500 
4340 AMI8 ........................ 550 
4342ATI16 .. .. ............ .. .... 1,800 

PRINTERS: 
2290900LPM ................... $1 ,500 
4327 300tPM Band w/DCH . . . . . .. 2,900 
DG 4215 600LPM Drum .. . . . . . . . . 900 
6194 TP2 Enchanced ....... .. ... 950 

CONTROLLERS: 
Floating PI. for S/140 ............ $1,200 
25MB, 10MB, 20MB, Controllers ..... 400 
Comm Basic I/O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,200 
Kismit 73/147MB Controller ........ 1,100 

ircle 11 on reader ervice card. 
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fast as default buffer sizes, and only 10 
percent slower than multitasked, buff
ered VO. 

Finally, a caller from inside DC indi
cated that I should tre s a little bit 
more that shared libraries are not com
pletely "free"; the execution time and 
VO penalty will be noticeable on short 
programs, typically those of less than a 

Can you run 
your/COBOL 
programs on: 

MS-DOS, 
PC-DOS, 
XENIX, 
UN/X, 
VAX/VMSor 
PC networks? 

minute or two in duration. I agree, 0 

consider it reiterated. 
Since the column wa publi hed , 

there has been some ADCUC bulletin 
board traffic asking, "Why doesn't DC 
make all product .PR files use shared 
librarie?" Well, according to orne 
ource inside DC, there is orne hope. 

However, there ar some short-term ob-

We Can! 
Our Choice! software 
runs·your ICOBOL 
programs and data 
files totally un
modified on all types 
of computers , 
from small PC's 
to large mainframes. 

Call today! 
(303) 442-0324 

wil 
COMP U T E R SYSTEMS IN C 
po BOX 3581 BOULDER CO 60307 

Circle 48 on reader ervice card. 
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tacle tanding in the way. 
The common examples cited are 

"What if we hip a utility written in 
PUC and the user isn't licensed for 
PUP Will we have to ship him a PLI.SL 
file and .SL files for all the other lan
guages used to produce products? If 
so, what happens when the u er wants 
to use a different revision of PLI.SL?" 
Anyway, it's not as simple as it sounds, 
but I believe hared librarie for prod
ucts will happen eventually. 

Other than that, a lot of people seem 
to have tried shared librarie, and 
somewhat fewer have tried inner-ring 
libraries, but no other problems have 
b n reported 0 far. Everybody has 
noticed significantly r duced .PR file 
izes and reduced memory consump

tion with only slight increases in 
CPU consumption. Increased di k VO 
doe n't eem to be a problem; for large 
or long-running programs, the extra 
VO required to initialize the hared li
brary eem to u ually be off et by the 
decrea ed physical page-fault fre
quency due to a higher incidence of 
sharing. 

:FLASHBACK:87:JULY 
Since I wrote the July column, I have 

figured out why some PC oftware 
package tran fer binary file through 
my stat mux without hanging, while 
others hang. The on s that don't hang 
append a "launch" character to the end 
of each transmitted block. Typically, the 
launch character is a (CR) or ( EWLI E) . 

The occurrence of this launch character 
take care of the ca e when the la t 
character of the block (the CRC or 
checksum) is an XOFF. 

Launch characters are handy when 
u ing public network. They signal the 
networks to go ahead and transmit the 
packet in case they had been buffering 
it. All protocols that I'm awar of 
(XMODEM, YMODEM, KERMIT, 
BLAST, etc.) can handle launch char
acter with no problem ince their 
p c include a mandate that any 

characters occurring between the end 
of one block and the beginning of the 
next block should be discarded by the 
receiving end. /1 

B./. is tile presidellt of B.] . IIIC. , a Sail Frallcisco
based cOllsllltallcy specializillg ill systelll alldit 
illg, systelll lIIallagelllellt , alld perfo rlllallce allal
ysis. He call be reaclled at 109 M illllfl St. , SlIite 
215, Sail Frallcisco, CA 94105; 415/550-1444 , 
Telex 296544 . 

Augllst 1987 
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EXCUUUUSE ME! 
A "clean" method of 
listing errors 

One of the most important aspects of 
an application program is the correct 
and meaningful treatment of excep
tion . Unfortunately, errors are u ually 
handled in a casual or incomplete man
ner that serves only to frustrate users 
and create headaches for the developer. 

Here' a cia sic example: Years ago, 
the AZ-TEXT word processor would re
port "AOS ERROR 21" when I tried to 
print a fi le. Of course, the number 21 
meant nothing to me so I used the CLI 
MESSAGE command to show the text of 
the error message. The message was 
"FILE DOES OT EXIST." I don't know 
how many hours I spent trying to find 
out why AZ-TEXT couldn't find my 
file . (I was sti ll a novice .) I could see 
the file in the directory, I could DISPLAY 

it, and edit it- the only thing I couldn't 
do was print it! 

1 finally discovered that the fi le it 
couldn't find was not my file, but rather 
the IrC file through which it wa trying 
to communicate with the server (for
matter) . The server had died without 
me knowing it. The AZ-TEXT program 
committed two sins: it showed the error 
cod instead of looking up the error 
text, and it didn't interpret the error 
code in the context of the error. In fact, 
it hould have said, "FORMATIER OT 

RU I G, PLEASE co TACT YOUR SYSTEM 

MA AGER." 1 that too much to ask? I 
don't think o! 

Most of the AOS{NS} system calls' e
turn a completion code in accumulator 
o (ACO). If you are using the F77 ISYS 

function to make system calls, the com
pletion code is returned as the function 
value. Fortran 77 110 operations also re
turn a completion code in th variable 
(usua lly "IER") specified with the 
IOSTAT = IER option. As far a I know, all 
of the other programming languages 
work the same way. The code is 0 if the 
operation succeeded; otherwise, it is an 

FOCLlS 

error code number that is unique 
within the entire system. 

When you make system calls with 
ISYS, the completion code is automati
cally returned as the function value; 
you may choose to ignore it or process 
it. If you are using Fortran 77 110 
routines (OPE , CLOSE, READ, WRITE, 

I QUIRE, REWI 0, BACKSPACE, and E 0-

FILE), you can either retrieve the com
pletion code with the IOSTAT = IER op
tion and process it yourself: 

READ(": ,IOSTAT= IER) X 
IF(IER.NE.O) ... 

or you can let the Fortran 77 runtime 
error reporter hand le it by not using 
the IOSTAT = IER option: 
READ(":) X 

There is ab olutely no excu e for 
using the latter " unguarded" form of 
the READ statement. If an error occurs, 
the runtime error reporter for Fortran 
77 (or whatever language you are using) 
dumps a whole page of gibberish on 
the screen and terminates the program. 
For example, if "BYE" is entered from 

Figure 1 

ERROR 11343. 

the keyboard for the above free-format 
read of a REAL variable, the result is 
shown in Figure 1. 

ow I a k you, i that tacky or i that 
tacky? This hardly qualifies as a "user
friendly" program. ot only is the text 
of the error message listed twice, but 0 

is the error code number. The fp (frame 
pointer) and pc (program counter) va l
ues are meaningless unless you have 
the assembly language code generated 
by the compiler and the U K load map 
be ide you . Of cour e, if you had com
pil d with / PROCID or /u EID, the run
time error repOl ter would also list the 
subroutine name and line number for 
you (in addition to the re t of the 
r port) . 

If the code for READ/ WRITE or other 
110 operations on disk files is reason-

Invalid real or complex input form for LIST DIRECTED input 
at location: 1600172417 4 K. 

ERROR OCCURRED DURING ACCESS TO UNIT 5 
WHILE EXECUTING A LIST DIRECTED READ 

CONTENTS OF INPUT RECORD: 
BYE 
~( 2) 

TAS K .terminat e d 

ERROR 113113. 
Call Traceback: 

f rom fp=1 6 0P00064 10 . 
trom fp=16000006316. 
from fp=1600000616~. 
from fp=16000006136. 
from fp= O. 

pc=16001747003 
pc=16001725773 
pc=16001732511 
pc=16001724204 
pc=16001757410 

Invalid rea l or complex input form for LIST DIRECTED input 
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ably well debugged, you may choose 
not to retrieve the completion code 
with 10STAT= and let the runtime error 
reporter have a field day on totally un
expected (but rare) errors. However, 
you should always retrieve the comple
tion code and process it yourself for 
critica l operations such as file OPE and 
all console I/O. 

In addition to IOSTAT = IER, you may 
al 0 choose to use the E D= n and/or 
ERR = n branches. You can use ERR = n to 
go omewhere else to process the error, 
or you can simply process the error be
low the I/O statement. ERR=n without 
10STAT= IER is somewhat useless be
cause, a lthough you know an error oc
curred, you s till don't know the error 
number. E D= n can be used without 
10 TAT= IER b cau e it has only one 
meaning: end-of-file. 

ow that you have decided to pro
ce the IER or ISYS completion code 
your e lf, what are you going to do with 
it? 

The following is not very useful or 
bulletproof: 

READ(' ,', IOSTAT= IER) X 
IF(IER .NE.O) THEN 

$24.95 Test 

WRITE(',') "ERROR CODE =", IER 
STOP 

END IF 

The problem is not only that it 
doe n' t list the error text in plain En
glish, but also that it doesn' t check for 
simple and recoverable (especially for 
console I/O) errors first. Listing the 
error text or code and STopping should 
only be a last re ort for a program. 

If the I/O operation was READ, the 
first item to check for is IER =-l , e pe
dally if the read was from the console. 
A CTRL-D from the keyboard will gener
ate IER = -l or cause the READ to follow 
the E D= n branch . ote that -1 i the 
Fortran 77 standard error code for 
"end-of-file ." If you are checking for 
EOF on ?READ, the AOS{VS} code for 
EOF is 24 (EREOF). The AOS{NS} error 
codes and their mnemonic are listed in 
PARU.32.SR (AOSNS) or PARU.SR (AOS). 

If the completion code is not zero or 
-1, then you mu t do a little more work. 
The treatment of the error depend on 
the context of your program, but at the 
very least, you hould list the text of 
the error mes age. Thi can be done 

u ing the ERRCODE routine upplied 
with Fortran 77. (See the Fortran 77 
Ellvirollmellt Mallua/.) The calling e
quence is: 

Unit Action 
CALL ERRCODE(IER) program program terminates 
CALL ERRCODE(IER,O) task task continues 
CALL ERRCODE(IER,1 ) task task terminates 
CALL ERRCODE(IER,N) program program terminates 

Now if you use ERRCODE, you will 
find that regardless of which option is 
selected for argument 2, the listing of 
the error text is the same. It is shown in 
Figure 2. 

While certa inly better than the run
time error reporter, it still leave a lot to 
be desired . (It lists everything twice 
and till insists on showing fp and pc 
information .) 

AOS{NS} has a file called :ERMES, 
w hich is a huge file of a ll of the error 
code numbers and error text. The sys
te m manager creates :ERMES by combin
ing all of the error message text file 
created for each AOS{NS} product 
( PEED, SED, LI K, EXEC, L1 , DUMP_" , 
and LOAD_II) as well as each program
ming la nguage. The runtime error re
porter and ERRCODE provide the same 
function as the eLi MESSAGE command; 

Protect your software 
products with new, improved 

MACROLOCK™ 

In Less Than Two Decades, 
We've Become A World 

Leader In Problem-Solving 
Software Systems. 
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Send us you r blank tape and a check for 
$24.95 and receive a demonstration copy of 
the new MACROLOCK utility for protecting 
all your proprie ta ry programs running under 
AOS and AOS/vS. You ' ll find MACROLOCK i 
easy, fast and comprehensi ve. 

Can ider Ihese fea tures: 
• not a hardware device 
• 1 copy protects all 
• does not affect disk structure 
• allows "date-lock " for license expiration on 

renewable software 
• unlocks by password 

See it in action! 
Mail 10: INFODEX Incorporated 

7000 Bouleva rd East 
Guttenberg, J 07093-4808 
(201) 662-7020 

Allow seven days for del ivery. 

Other I 'FODEX product: Filcmax for RDOSIICOBOL tcll you 
whcn its timc to rcorganizc you r file. Automax stabli hes set up 
for running your RDOSIICOBOL rcorganization. Creatcs a com
mand filc dialoguc. 

Circle 24 on reader ervice card . 

Since 19 70, IMSL's international reputation for excellence 
in the development and distribution of scientific, engineer
ing and statistical software has made us a world leader. 
This is due, in part, to a commitment to provide IMSL's 
customers a full range of support services. At this time, we 
seek a 

Computer Services Analyst 
LOCAL AREA NETWORKING 

This individual will provide networking and systems support 
services for IMSL's Data General, VAX, and Sun computer 
systems. The qualified applicant will have a Bachelor's 
degree in computer science or a related technical discipline 
and a minimum of two years experience in a data proces
sing environment. A working knowledge of Local Area Net
works (Ethernet) and UNIX systems are required . 

IMSL is a growing company providing challenging oppor
tunities, competitive salaries and excellent benefits. Send 
resume and salary requirements to Personnel Department 
IDP017-F_ 

IMSL, Inc. 
250 0 ParkWest Tower One 
2500 CityWest Boulevard 

D~Rn __ H_ou_s_to_n_, _Te_x_as_77_0_4_2_-3_0_2_0 __ 
l.l\AJ~~ equal opportunity employer 

Circle 22 on reader ervice ca rd . 
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they just differ in their presentation . 
They all use the ? ERMSG system call to 
look up the text in the :ERM ES file for a 
particular error code number. If you see 
the error text "u K ow MESSAGE 

CODE," it means the :ERM ES file on your 
system hasn't been built or updated 
properly. 

Subroutine LISTERR shown in Figure 
3 is yet another routine that looks up 
the error text, but this one differs be
cause it allows you full control of the 
format of the error text listing. 

The ?ERMSG system ca ll uses an 
AOS{NS} channel to read from the 
:ERM ES file. Originally, if ?ERMSG failed, 
I had it look up its own error code. This 
worked fine until I had a program that 
u ed all ava ilable channels, and LISTERR 

went into an infinite loop on ?ER Me. 
You can modify LISTERR to suit your 

ta teo I usually use it after listing a con
text error message: 
OPEN(1 ,FILE= " XXX" ,IOSTAT = IER, . .. 
IF(IER .NE.O) THEN 

WRITE(' ,') "ERROR WHILE OPENING FILE 
'XXX'" 

CALL LlSTERR(IER) 
STOP 

END IF 
Variations 

1. You can also supply the contex t 
me sage text as an argument to LISTERR: 

IF(IER .NE.O) THEN 
CALL LlSTERR(IER, "ERROR WHILE OPENING 

'XXX') 
STOP 

END IF 

o that LISTERR list the context error 
mes age for you. 

2. If the error occurred on a READ or 
WRITE statement, you can pas the F77 
logica l unit number as an argument, 
and LISTE RR can look up and list the 
name of the file: 

SUBROUTINE LlSTERR(ICHANNEL,IER) 
CHARACTER ' 256 PATHNAME 
IF(ICHANNEL.GE.O) THEN 

INQUIRE(ICHANNEL,FILE= PATHNAME 
WRITE(' , T ERROR OCCURRED ON FILE 

" ,PATHNAME 
END IF 

In this ca e, if the fER error did not 
occur on VO tatement, simply call 
LISTERR with -1 instead of the F77 logi
cal unit number. 

3. You may also wish to add an argu
ment to indica te whether or not the 
error is fatal (like ERRCODE); if fa tal, 
LI TE RR doe a STOP after Ii ting the 
error text. 

Focus 

Figure 2 

ERROR 1 1342 . 
Inv~lid integer input form for LIST DIRECTE D input 

ERROR 11 342 . 

C~ll Traceback : 

from fp=16000006136, 
from fp= 0, 

pc=16001714272 
pc = 1 6 0 0 1 7 5 7 14 1 

Inva l id integer input form for LIST DIRECTED input 

BRAND NEW DATA GENERAL HARDWARE 
AT USED HARDWARE PRICES! 

BRAND NEW EQUIPMENT 

0·214 
0·215 
0·411 
0·461 

$605. 
685. 
905. 

1,135. 
Price listed includes monitor, 

keyboard and power cable. 
OEMs and volume buyers call for 

Quantity discounts. 

Data General has Introduced a new line of CRTs and Alpha·Kenco has 
them al rock bottom prices. Now you can purchase brand new Data 
General lermlnals priced lower than compatibles. This new line of Data 
General CATs features: screen·saver - lor ex/ended /tfe; soft set·up -
for easy ins/allation; blink, dim, reverse video and underscore on a 
character·t1;·character basis; alphanumeflc dispfay; low·profile, 
ergonomlcally·designed keyboard with tactile feedback; small footprint 
packaging; induslly·stancfard asynchronous communications interlace; 
Data General Oasherr" 0·200 and 0400 series compatibility. 

From cables to Desktop Generation'", from the MVI2000'" to the 
MV120000 '", from the Data GenerallOne to the Dasher/One, for printers, 
memory and communications we are the one stop source for all your 
Data General needs. All eQuipment IS brand new, in stock, fully 
warranted by Data General, eligible for a service contract and of course 
sold at the lowest price. 

For further information and FREE catalog call: 

roll FREE 800-44-KENCO 
In New YortI SIaIa (718) 417·8000 

Telex: 251554 KfNCO UR • FAX N718-417-8683 

ICENCO DATA SYSTEMS 
SYSTEMS & ELECTRONICS 

57·18 AushillQ ft.oenue, Maspeth, NY 11378 
Fonnerty Alplla·Kenco Inc. 

DasI-. D>nI/IN. DIIo __ DosIiIo9~. MVI2000 IIId MVi20000 1ft 
_~DIIoGooeo1lCoo>.I'IIoIos_~DIIo_Coo>. 

ircle 29 on reader ervice card. 
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FOR IBM PC's 

Why is the 
fastest DiOO terminal 

emulator also the 
cheapest? 

Because 
we sell a lot of 

theml 

Rhlntck's 

EMUS 
DIKOUntcd 
USA Price: "5. 

~ 
Rhlntck, Inc. 

• p.o. Box 220 
Columbia, MD 21045 
301-730-2575 

Circle 41 on reader ervice card. 

We Buy-Sell & Trade ..................... 
CPU's & MEMORIES: 

MV 2000/4000/6000/8000/10000 
MV. Eclipse & Nova Memory 
S/140, Nova 4, Nova 3/12 
Model 10/20/30 15MB 

DISIIS & TAPES: 
6070 20MB Disk SIS 
6045 & 6095 10MB Disks 
6060 96MB Disk SIS 
6101 12.5MB, 1.26 SIS 
6067 50 MB Disk SIS 
6021 800BPI TAPE SIS 
6026800/1600 BPI SIS 
6125 1600 BPI TAPE SIS 
6236354 MB 

PRINTERS: 
4034-G 300 LPM SIS 
6174 TP2 180CPS w Keyboard 
4215 600LPM SIS 
4364 600LPM SIS 

CRT'S: COMMUNICATIONS: 
6130 D-400 4255 ALM-8 
6134 D-450 4241 ULM·5 
6134 D-410 4368IAC-16 
6246 D-460 4257 ALM-16 
6108 D-200 4007/10 Cassette I/O 
6168 D-210 IAC-8 
6053 D-2 

SOFTWARE fOR: 
Construction, Distribution,Manufacturing, 
Trucking,High Technology,Video Stores, 

Professional Time & Billing 
and Retail point of sale 

.. ~II f~r pri~~ ~n'Equip';'e~t'n~t U~ed ' • 
All Equipment Guaranteed 

For Data General Maintenance. TBJ_ 
s E R V ICE SIN C. 

3220 Beta Ave., Burnaby, B.C. 
canada VSG 4114 604-291·2360 

FAX #604-291-9162 

Circle 46 on reader ervice card . 
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Figure 3 

subroutine listerr(iost~t_ier) 

include 
integer*4 
integer*4 
character*500 

"Clsym.f77.in" 
iostat ier 
isys.acO.ac1.ac2.ier 
etext 

c»>begin 
c-->check for no error 

if(iostat_ier.eCl.O) 

c-->if -1. then f77 eof 
if(iostat_ier.eCl.-1) then 

return !false alarm 

writ e (*.*) "<7><24>Error<25> -1: F77 End-of-File" 
return 

end if 

c-->if no free channels. do it manually 
if(iostat_ier.eCl.7ernmc) then 

etext="NO FREE CHAN NELS" 
acO=16 
go to 2 

end if 

c-- >l ook up text for e~ror code 
acO=iostat_ier 

~cl=len(etext)*256 + 377k 
ac2=byteaddr(etext) 
ier=isys(7ermsg.acO.acl.ac2) 
if(ier . eq.O) go to 2 

c ... if 'no free channels'. 
if(ier.eq.?ernmc) then 

etext="CAN'T LOOK UP 
acO=24 
go to 2 

else 

give up 

ERROR TEXT" 

or it will loop 

!message length 
!list it 

!read from' :ermes' 

!list it 

!message length 
!list it 

write(*,*)"CAN'T 
acO=ier 
go to 1 

GET ERROR TEXT FOR IER=".IOSTAT_IER 
!lookup ?ermsg error instead 

!try again 
end if 

c-->list error (acO=length in bytes) 
c ... re-open if record too long (ignore any error) 
2 if(acO.gt .1 36) open(*.maxrecl=acO+l.iostat=ier) 

write(* . *) "<7><24>Error<25> ".iostat_ier 
write(*.*) "<11>".etext(1:acO) 

return 

..?nd 
In the preceding examples, the error 

text is retrieved and listed by the appli
cation program (USTERR, ERRCODE, or 
the F77 runtime error reporter) . An
other method of reporting error mes
sage text is to use the ?TERM! ATE or 
?RETURN system call. 

In this case, the error code is re
turned to the program's father. If the fa
ther is the CLI, the CLI will list the 

46 

error text for you. More on that in a fu
ture article. 6. 

fohll A. Grant is a geopllysicist with the 
Geological Survey of Cal/ada. He is also system 
manager, chief cook, alld bottle washer for the 
Exploration Geophysics Subdivision's MV/4000. 
He may be cOlltacted at 601 Booth St. , Room 
591, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A OE8; 6131996-2325. 
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The Graphics Tool You Won't Outgrow. 

W hen you've got to 
turn those numbers 
into a presentation, 

turn to the SAS® System. The 
SAS System includes easy-to
use procedures for charts, 
plots, maps, and three-dimen
sional displays. At a glance, 
you can grasp detailed statistics, 
spot relationships among items, 
and trace emerging trends. 
And when your manager wants 
more, the SAS System lets you 
customize your graphs and 
present multiple displays on the 
same page for easy comparison. 
You can produce your graphs 
on terminals, plotters, trans
parencies, or slides. 

The SAS Syslem runs on Ihese 
minicompulers: Digilal Equipmenl Corp. 
VAX" 8 x"" and 11/7xx series under 
VMS!" and MicroVAX II " under MicroVMS". 

You can even use the SAS 
System to analyze your data 
before you present them. We've 
got tools for every kind of 
analysis-from simple descrip
tive statistics to advanced 
regression, analysis of variance, 

discriminant analysis, cluster
ing, scoring, and more. 

And as your needs 
grow, the SAS System 
grows with you. All the 
tools you need for full 
screen data entry, model
ing, forecasting, "what if" 

analysis, project man
agement, optimiza

tion, and quality 
control are 

Prime Compuler. Inc. Prime 50 series under PRIMOS-; and Dala General 
Corp. ECLIPSE- MV series under AOSNS. The SAS Syslem also runs on 
IBM 370130 xxJ43xx and compatible machines under OS. CMS. DOSNSE. 
SSX. and ICCF; IBM XT1370 and AT1370 under VM/PC; and IBM PC XT 
and PC AT under PC DOS. NOI all produCIS are available [or all syslems. 

SAS is the regislered Irademark of SAS Inslilule Inc .. Cary. NC. USA. 
Copyrighl C 1986 by SAS Inslilule Inc. Prinled in Ihe USA. 

available in the SAS 
System. You choose 
the products you 
need, and enjoy the 
same easy-to-use lan
guage and syntax in 
each. Whether you 
license one product 
or several, you'll enjoy 
the same high-quality 
software, training, 
documentation, and 

support we've offered for more 
than ten years. 

For details, send us your 
name and address. Or call 
a Software Sales Representa
tive today. 

The SAS System. It's 
for those who need a 
graphics package today, 
and for those who have 
an eye on tomorrow. 

1A'1 
SAS Institute Inc. 
Box 8000 0 SAS Circle 
Cary. NC 27511-8000 
(919) 467·8000 

® Fax (919) 469·3737 



BBASIC BUSINESS B Y GEORGE HEN N E 

TIPS OF THE TRADE 
A few pointers for 
good programming 

My columns in the May and June 
is ues of Focus led you through the 
BBASIC Hall of Shame, spotlighting 
the programming techniques least 
likely to succeed. This month, to 
present a more balanced picture, I'd 
like to di cuss some methods of writing 
more robust and reliable code. 

This is an area I've given a lot of at
tention to throughout the years. When 
you've got a couple of hundred installa
tion to worry about, the time you 
spend in support can be significant. It's 
worth some trouble to do whatever can 
be done to reduce this . 

Even if you're responsible for just 
one site, it's often worth taking some 
pains. Software is almo t certain to 
have bugs in it, but even if it is perfect, 
it will still mess up one day from hard
ware or operator error. (Idiot-proof 
oftware may be impossible: idiots 

s em to get smarter all the time!) 
So, let's look at ome of the tech

niques of Integrity Programming: 
1. STOP after KADD and KDEL: If add

ing or deleting a key is unsuccessful, 
the la t argument is returned as zero. 
Always place a statement after KADDS or 
KDELS to check this value and force an 
immediate STOP or error condition if it 
occurs. 

Let me stress the "always" in that 
statement. Even if I'm absolutely sure 
that there is no way the operation could 
fail , it could bomb for a reason beyond 
any possible imagination . If it does fail, 
we're sure to get a call to the help desk 
about a report that doesn't balance, or 
whatever. 

If an index operation doesn't com
plete, you want to know about it right 
away. Thi way you can figure out im
mediately what went wrong, not at the 
end of the month when all you can do 
is rebuild the file and hope it doesn't 
get messed up again. 

This test is especially useful during 
development. When software is first 
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being tested, index files constantly get 
incorrect data . It pays to get the bad 
news early. 

I'm so convinced of the importance 
of this checking that I avoid the use of 
index files with duplicate keys, prefer
ring to make the key a few bytes longer 
so it will be unique . 

2. Check after READ: Using the same 
logic, it's a good idea to check if the 
record you just read in from a file is the 
one you expected. Do it by checking 
the value of some field such as the 
order number, customer number, etc. 
If it's the right one, you use a short 
amount of time. If it's the wrong one, 
you avoid updating the wrong record, 
or even the wrong file. 

A few times when a disk drive has 
gone bad, thi checking has prevented 
bad data in one file from being updated 
to another file that was still all right. 

3. Put the key in the data record: This 
one seems obviou , but it is violated 
regularly. Sooner or later, you're going 
to have to r build an index file . Make 
sure everything you need is in the data 
file . You' ll see another reason for this 
when I discuss integrity tests . 

4. Put back pointers in records: If you 
have a record that is accessed by a 
pointer, put a pointer back to the origi
nal record. If the record is in a linked 
list, a pointer back to the header (or 
first) record will do, and is much easier 
to program. 

After you read in a record from a 
pointer, check the back pointer ( ee 
number 2 above). Pointers ar more 
likely to get messed up than index files, 
but can be much more efficient. There
fore, it's important to be careful when 
using them. 

I once saw an application that had a 
linked list to the order file. A record for 
one of the detail lines got written a few 
bytes to the left, and the cu tomer 
number was used as the pointer to the 
next line. You can imagine the mess the 
whole system was in after the order 
was updated! A simple check of a back 
pointer would have saved a lot of grief. 

5. What to do with an error: My ap
proach to an unexpected error has al
ways been to halt all further operations 
on that terminal, forCing the operator to 

contact the help desk right away. Of 
course, this means support had better 
be available quickly. The sooner the 
support people find out about a prob
lem, the smaller it will be and the easier 
it will be to fix. 

The best way to react is to have a 
global 0 ERR condition that goes to a 
standard recovery routine . This routine 
should first do an 0 ERR THE I T, 
then report the error in the creen (pro
gram name, line number, error mes
sage), tell the operator to get help, and 
SAVE the program under a different 
name. 

It is important to have the option of 
hitting a BREAK key here and getting 
into console mode. One of the great ad
vantages of BBASIC is its interactive 
nature, allowing programs and data to 
be changed by the programmer in the 
middle of execution. If an error condi
tion interrupts a complex update of 
files, the option to fix the problem and 
continue can often prevent having to 
do a complete restore of the data base. 

The root of this logic hows an im
portant reason why CHAI is better 
than SWAP. If you are sWAPped, going 
into console mode returns you to the 
original environment, losing the pro
gram and data in which the error oc
curred. ( ote that in B32, you stay 
sWAPped until th program actually ter
minates, which helps a lot.) 

If your error-handling code ha more 
statements than you care to have in
cluded with every program in the ys
tem, you might want to LIST them to a 
file. The fir t thing your rror routine 
would do i an E TER tat m nt to 
bring in the rest of the code. Thi ap
proach give you th advantag of later 
making changes to the error-handling 
procedure that will automatically take 
effect everywhere. On the other han.d, 
be careful that you still have enough 
room to E TER th new code; if you run 
out of pace, you'll be in big trouble! 

6. Integrity te t : The hard t prob
lems to fix ar not the one that give 
you a neat, concise error mes age on 
the screen. The wor t one alway eem 
to occur after the month- nd reports 
are printed, and something doe n' t add 
right. You can deduce that something 
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---_____________ BBASIC BUSINESS 

went wrong in the last month, but you 
have a hard time pinpointing when and 
what program. 

Most of our system have a great deal 
of id le time during off hours. We put 
them to work running integrity tests of 
the data in the system. We check the 
k ys against the data files (and vice 
versa), add up the outstanding in
voices, compare them against the AIR 
account, and see if the detail GIL bal
ances agree with all the levels of ac
count totals. 

Designing good integrity tests is a 
job that should be done when the rest 
of the system is designed. A simple ex
ample i to have the data file contain all 
the key fields, but other checking fea
tures can also be designed in from the 
beginning. 

Every night, our computers do all the 
checking an operator should do at each 
month end . Any problems that are 
found are reported in a one-page re
port, along with a message to call sup
port. Because the problem must have 
occurred in the previous 24 hours 
(since the last time the integrity te ts 
were run), it is relatively easy to ask 
what might have happened in between. 

If amounts are out of balance, the 
difference can often be matched with a 
specific transaction. When questioned 
about a specific situation, an operator 
might be able to remember something 
useful. 

All of our integrity tests are on a sep
arate menu. The system is chained to 
them automatically as part of the night 
processing. This approach lets us run 
individual tests at any time, or to ask 
the u er to run them. The most elusive 
problems might even demand you to 
run the tests once an hour until the 
problem occurs again . 

• In other Business BASIC news, Data 
Gen ral has found a serious problem 
that might affect some of you. If you 
have an index file that uses block num
b rs within a phy ical file higher than 
32767, you may experience some cor
ruption problems. 

A ingle index file thi large probably 
never occurs. However, if you u e logi
cal fi les, and over-allocate them in ad-

George Helllle, a cOlltriblltillg editor to Foclls, 
has worked with Bllsilless BASIC IIsers for lIearly 
a decade. He is the vice presidellt of MAXON 
COII/pllter Systellls, mId call be reached at 575 
Madisoll Avelllle, SlIite 1006, ew York, NY 
10022; 4161445-4823. 
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vance so you never need to expand 
them, you could easily end up in thi 
situation. 

A patched ver ion of OI OX .OB 

should be available now from your local 
SE for AOSNS Business BASIC. The 
patch for AOS may also be available by 
the time you read this. It will be in
cluded as part of the next release of 
Business BASIC as well. There is no 

need to install this patch if your files 
don't reach this size. 

The latest revision of B32 ha an en
hancement that's been high on many 
people's wish lists for quite some time. 
It includes a nice DO WHILE statement 
that works just like you'd expect. Does 
this mean BBASIC programmers will 
stop using COTO statements and become 
responsible structured programmers? t:. 

We're Now In The 
Big Leagues 

Be Part Of Our Winning Team 

You've Always 
Known Us 

For Our 
Technical 

Knowledge ... 
. .. Now Copley Systems has 
expanded it's product line. 

DataGeneral 
-Desktops 
-MV 
-Memory 
-lACs 
-Disks 
-OG/Ones 
-Pri nters 
-CRT's 

Hewlett Packard 
-NEW LaserJet 
Series II , 
8 pages/minute 

-NEW LaserJet 
2000, 20 pages/ 
minute 

-A thru E size 
plotters 

-HP Calculators 
-Desktop 
Publishing 

Always In Stock For 
Immedia te Delivery! 

COPLEY SYSTEMS 
CO PORATION 
185 Second Aven.ue, Needham, MA 02194 

CALL US TODAY! 
(617) 449·5566 

Outside Massachusetts 
1-800·4·CO PLEY 
1·800·426· 7539 

ervice ca rd . 
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DISCOVERIES B Y JIM SIEGMAN 

BORING? MAYBE! 
But these tips could 
save you some time 
and trouble 

Many of you might find the topic this 
month a little less than interesting. 
Mayb it is. However, I feel that most 
sy tern managers should take a good 
look at these techniques . I've extracted 
th m from variou :UP.CLI macro com
mand at a number of client sites over 
the last few years. These techniques 
have so vastly simplified bringing the 
sy tern up or down that it has cut down 
on th number of support ca lls I have 
to answer. 

You may ask, "How can you simplify 
a totally automated UP macro?" Easy. 
Most macros are designed to bring a 
sy tern completely up or completely 
down from a y tern that i in the other 
tate (i.e., down or up). I have en

hanced them so that if anything doesn't 
come up (or down) for any reason, the 
up/down macro can be rerun in it en
tir ty without omething else getting 
messed up. 

In general, my UP macros handle 
things in the following order: 

1. configuration of peripheral 
2. starting global proce servers 
3. starting application servers 
4. tarting EXEC and the u er . 
St p 1 i the configuration of p riph

erals. I di covered some time ago that it 
became asier to sysgen all lAC ports 
a tandard CRT3 type terminal and 
u CHAR/ OEF statements in the UP 

macro to make the minor adjustm nts 
needed for the different devices at
tached to th y tern. The wonderful 
advantage of this is that, if you need to 
move things around, you just change a 
few lin of the UP macro and away you 
go. 0 need to gen a new system. 
Quick and easy. Also, when I logged 
onto a sy tern, all I had to do was look 
at th fir t part of the UP macro, and 
mo t of the configuration of that y
tern was readily avai lable. 

Let's back up a step. Th macro 
:UP. LI that I had on many systems wa 
xtremely hort. It allowed a "dumb" 

operator to imply hit EWLI E, and it 
would continue on. In a recovery situa
tion, it would allow an ea y way to by-
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pass the normal boot procedure. See 
the listing below. 

UP.CLI 
write 
superu on 
write Hit N to bypass the standard boot 

procedure 
string/I= anull [!read or hit NEWLINE to 

continue ... j 
comment Next line converts lower to upper case 
[!equal , ([ !string)), (n) jstring N[!endj 
[!equal , ([ !string)), (N)) 
write 
write Bypassing standard boot procedure 
write Entering CLI 
write 
[!else) 

:UPl 
[lend) 

As you can see from the listing, upI 
does all the work. Well, that's half right. 
upl decides what needs to be done and 
calls a number of other macros to do it. 
The first thing upl does is set up the 
environment for the boot and define 
the peripherals. This is shown in Fig
ure 1. 

In defining the erial devices, I have 

Figure 1: UP1.CLI-initializalion 
[!une.[!pid).2] 
write 

done two things. I have given generic 
names to devices by naming the three 
printers and the modem. These names 
replace the co x name and will b 
used by all other macro . This will 
be demonstrated later in this column. 
(See "Start LQP BOB" in February 
'87 for an in-depth look at this tech
nique.) I also set up my printers to 
run at a slower baud rate, not so slow 
a to allow them to sit idle, but slow 
enough to smooth out the load on the 
system. (See "Overrated Overload" 
by Brian Johnson, June 86 for more 
information.) 

Mo t significant though i that, by 
u ing the generic name, you won't have 
a problem changing characteristics. The 
above example doesn't include multipl 
di k becau e that deserves a whole 
paragraph itself. Most people bring in 
the second, third, etc. disk drive by 
doing imply " I IT OPFI ," "I IT OPII," 

and so on. I still do that for a few select 
clients; however, I prefer using the 
following method. When I format the 
disks, I give the system disk the name 
and ID of "OISKO." All of the other 
drive become "OISK1," "OISK2," etc. 

write **** ERROR **** You aren't PID 2 . 
write **** I won't let you do this **** 
write 
[ !e 'lse) 
push ; prompt pop ; comment to restore things if needed 
superuser on 
dir : 
searchlist : macros :util 
comment - Tape Drives 
create/link/2=ig ~mtaO ~mtbO comm .ome applications want mtaO! 
acl/2=ignore ~mtbO + ware 
Comment - Serial Devices 
create/link ~sysprinter ~lpb Comment main printer 
create/link ~gatecon 
~con17 ; Comment modem 
create/link ~lQPl 
~con16 ; Comment daisy wheel for typing pool 
create/link Odmpl 
~con14 ; Comment dot matrix for pick lists 
Char/def/baud=19200/2=ig Ocon(2 3 4) ; comment programmer's CRTs 
Char/def/baud=4800/2=ig Ocon(7 8) ; comment upper management's 
Char/def/baud=1200/2=ig ~gatecon ; comment modem for GATE/BLAST 
Char/def/baud=600/on/ofc/nas/off/ebO/2=ig ~lqpl 
Char/def/baud=2400/on/ofc/nas/off/ebO/2=ig ~dmpl 
. ... rest of upl.cli 
[lend) ; Comment - this is for the PID=2 check 
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If your search for a reliable 
Data General source 

has you turning in all directions ... 
turn to Mcintyre's 
Mini Computers. 

We'll steer you 
in the right direction. 

Mcintyre's is the world's largest 
second source Data General dealer. 
We buy, sell and trade previously
owned Data General equipment. 

We will help you assess your 
equipment needs and, since we deal 
exclusively in Data General equip
ment, we can have the equipment 
immediately available and delivered 
just as fast. 

Equally important is the care and 
service you receive after your 
equipment is installed. We stand 

behind our products with a 30-day 
warranty. 

In addition, our staff of experienced 
engineers is readily available to 
answer your technical questions. 

So when it comes to selecting a 
Data General source, go the right 
way ... go with Mcintyre's Mini 
Computers. 

TlX: 810-232-4866 Mini-Computer 
Answer Back: MCDATAGEN TROY Sales Group Inc. 
575 E. Big Beaver Troy, Michigan 48083-1301 (313) 524-4900 

Cirel 31 on reader ervic card . 



We've got a bang-up 
solution for your 
growing pains. 
So you need more c mputer power. Your be t 
b t i to talk to u , Han on Data Sy t ms. W 'v 
go t a complete lineup of newly reconditioned 
Data General quipm nt. All type of proc -
or , p riph ral , memory, communication , 

controller - everything. And at pric a little 
a 50% of what Data General charge . 

Plu r pair rvice, d pot r pair and 
training. You can read all ab ut it in the 
next i u of th HA SO HOTLI E. 
o g t on our mailing Ii t, or call Han on 

Data Sy t m , 60 Brigham St. , 
Marlboro, MA 01752. (617) 481-3901. 

ut ideMa .:( 00)225-9215. 
FAX#: 617-460-0593. 

Data General's Only 
Single·Source Second Source. 

011111 SYSlfMS C 

Circle 21 on reader ervice ca rd . 

DATA GENERAL SYSTEMS 
SYSTEMS 

MV20000, 32 Mb, 
ADS/RTU ............ Call 

MV10000, 16 Mb, ADS .. Call 
MV8000-11 , 8Mb, ADS . .. Call 
MV8000 9300 Series, FPU, 

2MB ............. $9,000 
MV8000 9600 Series, 2Mb, 

FPU ....... . ..... $11 ,000 
MV4000, 2 Mb, ADS . ... Call 
C-350, BBU, 3 Bay ... $1 ,500 
S-20 Systems .......... Call 
Nova 4C , 64 Kb ....... Offer 
MPT 100 .. .. .. . .. . ... $400 
Model 20 , 256 Kb , SGL FPY, 

15 Mb, USAM4 ........ Call 
Model 10, 256 Kb , SGL FPY, 

15 Mb, USAM4 ........ Call 
8745 BBU-MV8000-11 ... $1 ,800 
8746-B Expansion ChaSSiS, 

BBU ....... . ...... $1 ,800 
8762 Expan. Chass., 

MV4/8/10000 ......... Call 

DISK/TAPES/PRINTERS 
6161 SIS, 147 Mb 

(New & Used) . . . . . . . .. Call 
6161-A, 147 Mb (New) .. $6,900 
6160 SIS, 73 Mb 

(New & Used) ......... Call 
6160-A, 73 Mb (New) . $5,500 
6061 SIS, 192 Mb ... $5,800 
6122 SIS, 277 Mb . .. $5,800 
6236-A, 354 Mb .... $13,800 
6236 , 354 Mb ...... $15,500 
6237, SIS, 1.06 Gb ... $44 ,500 
6239 , 592 Mb .......... Call 
6123 Streamer Micro-Nova 

(New) . . ... .. . . .. . $3 ,100 
6026 SIS, 800/1600 

(New & Used) . . . . . . . .. Call 
6026-A 800/1600 

(New & Used) . .. ...... Call 
61251600 bpi ....... $2,900 
43741200 LPM .... $15 ,000 
4373890 LPM ..... $15,500 
4327 300 LPM ......... Call 
4364600 LPM 

(New & Used) . . . . . . . .. Call 

COMM/CRTs 
D215 (New) .. .... . . . . $685 
0211 ...........•.. . . $550 
0200 .. ... .. . . . .. . ... $350 
0400 ................ $425 
IAC-16 ............. $4 ,200 
IAC-8 .............. $3 ,200 
ATI -16 ............. $1 ,900 
AMI-8 ............. $1 ,100 
ALM-16 .. .. .. .. .. .... $950 
TCB-16 ............... Call 
TCB-8 ................ Call 

MEMORIES 
MV20000, 16 Mb .. $26,000 
MV15000, 16 Mb . . $26,000 
MV10000, 2 Mb 
MV10000, 4 Mb Our 
MV10000, 8 Mb prices 
MV8000, 2 Mb b t 
MV8000, 256 Kb ea ~ny 
MV4000 2 Mb advertised 
MV4000: 4 Mb price! 
MV4000, 8 Mb Call! 
S120, 512 Kb 
Mod 20 & 30 ali sizes up to 
2 Mb boards 

International Computing Systems 
P.O. Box 343 • Hopkins, MN 55343 

Dick Olson - (612) 935-8112 
We buy, sell. trade all makes/models of computer systems 
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This naming convention allows me to 
de cribe the device a a di k drive, and 
I can handle up to 100 drives on a sys
tem before I exceed the ix character 
limit of the disk name. All disk drives 
will be I lTed into the root directory. 
All the directories on these drives that 
are used by the applications will b 
linked through the disk drive number, 
so I can use the disk ID to see if I need 
to I IT it into the sy tem as follows: 

write 
[!equal .[!file :0ISK1].] 
write Bringing 0lSK1 into the system 
init a dpj1 
[!else] 
write 0lSK1 already in system 
[lend] 
write 

For systems with only on or two 
drives, I insert the code in : UP. LI 

for each di k. For ystem with a 
lot of drive , I write a macro called 
I ILOISK.CLI with two arguments, the 
fir t being the di k number (from 1 to 
99), and the s cond i the drive name. 
Then :U P.CLI can call it like thi : 

INIT. DISK 1 ((( DPJ1 
INIT. DISK 2 @ DPJ10 
INIT. DISK 3 @ DPJ11 
INIT. DISK 4 @ DPJ20! @ DPJ21 ; com Mirrored disk! 

When each disk drive wa in tailed , 
I decided what directori would be 
stored on that driv , moved th mover, 
and created a link. For exampl , 01 K1 
might be for the CEO.FlLES. In that 
case, I would have created a link from 
:CEOJILES to :olsKl: EOJILES, leaving 
:CEOJILES in the root a a link. CEO 
will be happy; it doesn't care that its 
directory i actually on anoth r di k. 
Even if it looked for a file :CEOJILE: 

OUMMYJILLA, it would till b found 
on OISK1. It's not that unusual for an 
application to assume a certain direc
tory structure from th root, but if it' 
written well, all file are opened in 
such a way that AOS/vS can re olve 
the link. 

At this point, all the periph ral are 
defined, and the di k initiated . It's time 
to tart up the oftware. Unfortunately, 
I've run out of space for thi month. 
We'll get to that next time. 6 

/illl Sieglllal/ i a cOl/trilllltil/g editor to FoCl/s, 
cllnirlllal/ of the ADGUG pull/icatiol/s 
COlli III ittee, nlld treasurer of the Chicago Area 
Data Gel/ernl User Group. Sel/d COl/l/l/fl/tS or 
questiol/s to Ililll clo of Focus Magazille, 5332 
Thlll/der Creek Road, Suite 105, Allstil/ , TX 
78759-4022. 
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------------___ PRoDUCT SPOniGHT 

DG announces PC 
integration products 

Data General has announced several 
new hardware and software products 
for the integration of IBM and IBM
compatible personal computers with 
Data General MY fami ly departmental 
computers. 

DGfPC*I i an integrated platform of 
hardware and oftware products con
sisting of industry-standard LA 
choices, distributed operating system, 
and data communications services. 
Thi platform i designed to support spe
cific network-ready applications such a 
the new CEOwrite word proces ing 
package and other Micro oft MS-DOS 
applications. 

Another product, call d PXA (Profs 
Exchange Architecture), provide elec
tronic mail and document exchang 
connections between th IBM ~rofe -
sional Office System (Profs) and Data 
General' CEO office automation 
y tem . 

DG/PC*I offer the user a choice of 
three different LA 0 physical wiring 
chemes already in tailed can be used . 

The LA ar: DG/StarLA (IEEE 802.3 
IBase5), Thin Ethernet (IEEE 802.3 
lOBase2), and Ethernet (IEEE802.3 
lOBa e5) . 

DG/StarLA has a data tran fer rate 
of 1 megabit per econd. It u e exi t
ing vOice-grade twisted pair telephone 
wiring, so it can b configured within 
exi ting telephone wiring cheme . 

Thin Ethernet has a transfer rate of 
10 megabits per second . It uses com
mon RG-5 coaxial cable, the same type 
u ed for cable televi ion programs, so it 
i Ie s expen ive and ea ier to install 
than tandard Ethernet. It also incorpo
rate an on-board tran c iver. 

Ethernet aloha a tran fer rate of 
10 megabits per econd . However, it 
upports connection of 500 meters, 

compared to 15m ter for Thin Eth
rnet. Ethernet u e an RG-9 coaxial 

cable, the tandard cable u ed for Eth
rn t LA s. 
The LA can link per onal comput-

er directly to d partm ntal minicom
puters, which can function a commu
nication, file , or print erver. Server 
give the u er acces to har d peri ph-

ral quipment and data files. LA e-
lection is ba ed on cost and perfor
mance requirements of th pecific 
application environment. 

DCfPC*1 upport all Data Cen ral 

MY family computer systems and 
05/7000 series engineering worksta
tions, along with a range of per onal 
computer including DG/One, Da herl 
One, Dasher/286 a well as IBM pc, 
IBM PC-XT, IBM PC-AT, and specific 
IBM PC compatibles. 

DGfPC*! support was announced for 

a networking version of the Micro oft 
Corporation MS-DOS operating . sys
tem . MS- ET enable network-ready 
MS-DOS application software packages 
such as dBase III + and MS-WORD to 
run with the DGfPC*I platform. 

Part of the platform also includes th 
Workstation Transport System (WTS), a 

Management Information Systems 
Integrated, Real-Time Application Modules 

Let JAI Unlock Your Company ' s True Potential 

YOUR KEY TO SUCCESS 
PROVEN SOFTWARE-SUPPORT 

Each of the application modules are deSigned to function Independenlly with 

• 
automatic Interfaces to other modules as they are added Thus a cltent can start 
with a selective system and expand eaSily as required The software operates on 

I 
Oala General Echpse ' C ' or 'MV' senes hardware which allows a Wide range 01 
expansion without change In the operating system For the smaller manufactUring 
company a modified software package IS available lor Ihe Dala General DeskloP 
Generation • 

JAI software may be leased or purchased and IS fully warranted with full 
maintenance conlracts available at a nominal lee COBOL Source Code IS available 
Should Ihe chenl choose 10 modify and or malnlaln hiS own soltware 

JACOBSEN & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

(818) 575-7504 • (213) 283-5347 

10229 LOWER AZUSA ROAD, TEMPLE CITY, CA 91780 

Circle 28 on reader rvic ca rd . 
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NETBIOS- and ISO-compatible inter
face between application programs and 
the physical network. WTS allows for 
linking with ystems and applications 
from vendors complying with these 
standards. 

Lastly, DG introduced new func
tionality to CEOwrite, the MS-DOS 
word proce sing program. Through 
CEO Connection, a file transfer pro
gram, C~Owrite u ers have acce s to a 
range of CEO functions such as elec
tronic mail, calendaring, document ex
change, and scheduling. 

ew CEOwrite 2.00 features include: 
sp lIing corrector, automatic hyphen
ation, column editing, snaking, and 
scientific and math functions. 

The price for CEOwrite 2.00 is $450. 
6. 

Rational Data 
Systems announces 
DG/PC*I add-on 

Corte Madera, CA- Rational Data 

Systems (RDS) announced Netlink, 
the fir t add-on product to Data Gen
eral's PC integration platform, DG/PC*1. 

Based on their earlier micro-mini 
product, PCNS, Netlink provides a va
riety of minicomputer-ba ed services 
for PC-compatible workstations, includ
ing virtual disk and print service, file 
transfer, remote command execution, 
and electronic mail notification. 

RDS and Data General have agreed 
to offer current PCNS users licenses for 
DG/PC*I and NetLink at no charge. 

According to Doug Kaye, pre ident of 
RDS, "Many customers have requested 
Micro oft MS-NET-compatible file er
vice along with PCNS." 

"We prefer to call thi a migration 
rather than an upgrade," he aid, refer
ring to the fact that although PCNS 
users who switch to etLink and DG/ 
PC*I gain file service and ETBIOS 
compatibility, they also give up more 
PC memory and lose certain PCNS fea
tures such as LA -based terminal 
emulation (PopTerm). 

etLink includes software for both 

the minicomputer and the work tation, 
but unlike PCNS, which comes with 
Ethernet hardware, Netlink u es the 
Ethernet or StarLAN hardware already 
in u e for the DG/PC*I network. 

Netlink is in final testing and will be 
shipped in August. 

Rational Data Systems, 5725 Paradise 
Dr., Corte Madera , CA 94925; 415/924-
0840. 6. 

CPI offers digital and 
analog input/output 
equipment 

Pompano Beach, FL- The Mea ure
ment and Control Divi ion of Com
puter Products Inc. (CPI) offers digital 
and analog input/output equipment 
that is compatible with Data General 
32-bit computers through the u e of a 
CPI-designed Input/Output Bus Con
verter (I0BC). Both programmed I/O 
and DMA mode of operation are 
upported . 

MEMORY EXPANSION 1/0 PERFORMANCE 
MVI0000 
MV4000, & 
S280 

MV410-4MB 
$3950 

To 16MB 

NOVA 4& 
ECLIPSE S140 

MS140-1MB 
$2450 

DESKTOP & 
ECLIPSE S20 

M0023-1MB 
$890 

To 2MB 

NOVA 
DISK 

~ , • I .~"'.-l 

.,-J."tf'·:-'-,- ",- .~. " 
'.' ' .. ·,;· .. :.· .. \, ·1 '" 

.... !-' \ •• II , •• I ~ ~ \ I \ • , 

.. - IIIIIII~\II'I.··. 

" : tf ;: ::~~::~~~~~~~~~~', 
, .. ?~; :;::~~!~~~t~\~~;" 

. 1S...r -J: llnHn~~1nH~ . 
-<:; -

CD019-2MB 
$2150 

To 4MB 

PAGING 
DISK 

CD063-4MB 
$6900 

To 8MB 

Compatible and affordable memory from SCIP can immediately increase response time, serve more users without degrading perfor· 
mance or allow an updated operating system or application to be added. SCiP's reliable and convenient to set up memories fully 
support all Data General system diagnostics without modifications. 
Whether main memory expansion or I 0 performance boost, from the Desktop thru the MVlOOOO we have a solution that will ad· 
dress your p~rformance problem including being within budget. Unqualified satisfaction guaranty, 30 day return full refund. 
Call us today at (213) 282·8700, we'll dispatch a spec sheet or elaborate on the benefits of SCIP memory beyond being compatible 
. ... ..... .. .... Boost your system's response, not your cash flow. 

Quantity discounts assured 

~~~~~~~SCIP 
449 SO BEVERLY DRIVE • BEVERLY HILLS . CALIFORNIA 90212 • 213 836 -4426 

Circle 42 on reader ervice card . 
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of CPr's Real-Time Products (RTP), 1/0 
subsystems, and chassis in conjunction 
with the DC AOSNS operating system. 
RTP is also compatible with Edipse, 
Nova, and micro ova computers. 

Digital inputs feature 16 discrete 
channels on a single card (with or with
out filtering), change-of-state inter
rupts, and interrupt expansion . Signal 

conditioning is provided for AC, DC, 
and optically isolated inputs. Digital 
outputs offer 16 steady-state or pulsed 
channels per card, 8-bit AC, 16-bit op
tical isolation, and relay contact clo
sure. DIs and DOs can be on a com
mon card. 

Analog inputs feature 12- or 14-bit 
AID conversion at up to 50,000 samples 

EAGLE Software, Inc. 
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p.o. Box 16 / 169 E. Cloud 
Salina, Kansas 67402-0016 

(913) 823-7257 

Circle 18 on reader service card. 

SOFTWARE, INC. 

per second. Analog output D/A con
verters have full-scale ranges of up to 
± 10.24 V. Current outputs satisfy in
dustry standard 4 to 20 mAmp ranges. 
An 8-channel AUAO card is also 
offered . 

Special function cards include: pro
grammable delay, pulse and frequency 
counters, custom interface, program
mable pulse train output, duplex serial 
communication, battery backed-up 
time-of- year, quad 16-bit pulse, digital
to-synchro/resolver output, and syn
chro/resolver-to-digital input. 

Computer Products Inc., 2900 Gateway 
Dr., Pompano Beach, FL 33069; 3051974-
5500. ~ 

GCS offers modular 
control system 
software 

Houston- CeoControl Systems, Inc. 
(CCS) has announced the availability 
of its Flexcon modular control system 
software on DC Eclipse MY computer 
systems. The software can be config
ured to provide functions ranging from 
simple data acquisition to fully auto
mated closed loop control and factory 
automation. 

Flexcon's modular architecture allows 
users to design control systems to meet 
specific functional requirements. Flex
con systems are used in industries 
such as petroleum/gas pipelines, elec
tric utilities, aerospace materials test
ing, food processing, and operator 
training simulation. 

Remote terminal units, program
mable logic controllers, intelligent in
struments, measuring devices, or stand
alone process control systems can be 
used for data acquisition with the soft
ware. The architecture can be con
figured for standalone computers, 
multiple computer master/submaster 
systems, and independent computer 
systems communicating with each 
other. Flexcon can communicate with 
remote devices via local links, LA s, 
and wide area networks based on dedi
cated communication lines or micro
wave/satellite links. 

The operator interfaces with Flex
con through keyboards, light pens, or 
touch-sensitive screens. Standard fea 
tures include dedicated alarm zones 
on displays and touch-sensitive poke 
points on specially adapted color 
graphic CRTs. 

Flexcon software is available from 
CCS for any data acquisition or control 
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application, or GCS can provide turnkey 
configuration and installation of com
plex hardware/software configurations. 

GeoControl Systems, Inc., 1100 Her
cules, Suite 200, Houston , TX 77058; 
713/488-8571. !l 

CIMPAC offers 
inventory and 
production control 
software 

Concord, MA- CIMPAC Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing Systems now 
offers an inventory and production 
control system called CIMPAL Manu
facturing that has been designed within 
Oracle's relational data base system. 
The system uses Oracle's utilities and 
fourth generation language. 

The CIMPAL Manufacturing MRP 
module contains: 

• screen functionality for the main
tenance of master schedule infor
mation 

• the ability to pass this schedule 
against product structure informa
tion maintained in bills of material 

• an MRP explosion that identifies 
component and subassembly de
mands. These MRP produced de
mands are visible in various formats 
including on-line supply/demand 
inquiries as well as vertical and 
bucketed reports. 

A separate BOM (Bill Of Material) 
module provides for documentation 
con trol of parts (item ma ter) and prod
uct structure (bill of material). This 
module also includes standard report
ing features including: indented, sum
marized, and cos ted bills of material; 
indented where used; and parts listing. 

The purchaSing module permits the 
en try and printing of purchase orders 
and the tracking of open orders. In ad
dition to a master vendor file, the sys
tem maintains information identifying 
qualified vendors for each part and his
torical information on vendor perfor
mance. The MRP module produces 
purchase action recommendations that 
can be translated by the user into 
sy tem-generated purchase orders. 

The stockroom module provides for 
the receipt of material needed for manu
facturing aga inst purchase orders, the 
receipt of built assemblies from the fac
tory on shop orders, cycle counting 
and inventory adjustment, the move
m nt of stock between stockroom or 
warehouse locations, and the shipment 

Focus 

of finished goods against sales orders. 
The Work In Progress (WIP) module 

permits the release of shop orders 
ba ed on MRP recommendation, the is
suance of kits, and the release of shop 
orders. Material released on kits is 
tracked and cos ted to WIP until the 
work order is received back into in
ventory as an assembled component. 

The sales order module permits the 
entry and printing of sales orders and 
provides visibility to open orders. 

The package runs on MY machines 
under AOSNS or DG/UX. The runtime 
license for CIMPAL Manufacturing on 
an MY/2000 costs $25,000. 

ClMPAC, Damonmill Sq. , Suite 5C, 
Concord, MA 01742; 617/369-0015. !l 

HEADED FOR A SYSTEM 
CRASH? 

WHO WILL PUT IT 
Essex' personnel have over a century TOGETHER Similar savings and prompt service are 
o( combined experience re~airing and also available (or all hardware (rom the 
mai ntaining Data General Corpnra . i<ln AGAIN? Desk.op Generation .hrough .he Eclipse MV 
computers and related peripherals. The expansi<ln • line. including all communica.ion. storage and 
of our National Product Repair Center in hard cupy devices with their associated 
Roselle. N.j. has enabled us '0 pmvide t<> .he Da.a I c<lntr<lllers. If Y<lur si tu".i<ln requires replacemen. 
General user a su~rior repair ahemative. e4uipment. immediate delivery is available (rom our 

For only $99.00 we will extensive sales invenwry. 
guarantee · a 48~hour repair of ~ lnsrallatinn suppurr and nn#sire 

0100 0200 0400 0460 r, ~ Field Service network. 
your D.O. tenninals: ~;7"~~ service is avai lable through our 

0210 0211 0410 0461 Call (or an RMA .oday. and Ie. 
D214 D215 0411 Essex put it together. 

On"si(e repair and emergency COM PUT E R ~:hl!,::~n::: ;~~s~aru~3~3~:h~~: 
loaners can also be provided. S E R VIC E . 1 C . ,nc .... """d. 

263 Cox Stree •• Roselle. Nj 07203. 201·245·8300 

Circle 19 on reader service card. 
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(from pnge 25) 

It is worth noting that AOSNS is very tolerant of interrupt 
handlers consuming a lot of time. When capturing experi
mental data, we can allow our system to sit at interrupt level 
locking out all other interrupts for many minutes in order to 
maximize data throughput. The consequences are that termi
nal VO is lost and the time-of-day clock isn't updated. The 
code fragment that clears our device is shown in Figure 4. 
This example shows how straightforward it can be in AOSNS 
to define an interrupt handler. 

Data rate limits 
One of the important considerations for a real-time system 

is the maximum average data throughput rate. This is gener
ally a complicated value to project, and is usually well below 
the maximum computer bus speeds of about 2 MB/sec for the 
MV data channel or 10 MB/sec for the burst multiplexor chan
nel. For example, a typical fast tape drive can only transfer 
about 200 KB/sec, and it is difficult to tran fer more than 
1 MB/sec to most disk drives. 

I recently made some measurements on a complex system 
to determine whether an MVIlOOOO could accept a continuous 
data tream and process it at a rate of 800 KB/sec (or 1.25 
microsecondslbyte) . My conclusion was that it could be 
handled with a few modifications to our present data acquisi
tion software. 

First, I have to describe how we plan to take this data . Fig
ure 5 shows schematically the CAMAC hardware for this ex-
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more than 

• memorIes 
alive. 

THE AMERICAN HEART 
ASSCD::IATION 

MEMORIAL PR<ERAM. 

~~ 
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American Heart • 
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Figure 5: A simple CAMAC configuration 

MV/l0000 
CAMAC 
interface n 

Parallel 
highway 

A A A F U D D D event I controller 
C C C handler F 
1 2 8 0 

periment. It shows a simple CAMAC configuration with eight 
ADCs, a dedicated processor, and memory in a crate attached 
to a controller on an MVIlOOOO. The data source is a collec
tion of detectors to be used for a measurement of a physical 
principle called time-reversal violation, which is basically the 
statement that the laws of physics are the same if time flows 
forward or backward. We plan to run 50,000 events per sec
ond into eight detectors, each producing a 16-bit data word, 
giving the 800 KB/sec rate mentioned above. 

The CAMAC analog to digital converters (ADCs) take only 
5 microseconds to digitize the pulses. A specialized byte slice 
processor module, called an event handler, performs the 
CAMAC read operations and store the values from each 
event in a first-in , first-out (FIFO) memory. This processor is 
capable of reading the data at about 2 MB/sec, and doesn't 
contribute much to the system speed limitation . 

The MVIlOOOO receives an interrupt when the FIFO is one
quarter full, and a direct memory access (DMA) transfer 
is initiated . The time from the interrupt until the interrupt
handling software starts to act was 120 microseconds on 
an MVIlOOOO (155 microseconds on an MV/4000). The DMA 
rate that the CAMAC interface can support was measured as 
430 KB/sec (faster on an MV/4000 at 580 KB/sec). This rate 
limit can be tackled by tuning the CAMAC interface hardware 
for faster cycles, plus compacting data by the event handler 
to reduce the required byte rate . If this weren't possible, we 
couldn't meet the experimental requirements. The time it 
takes to analyze and dispose of one event of data is about 
15 microseconds. 

If this sequence were to happen in a serial fashion , we 
couldn't handle data at the required rate. But by grouping 
data in the FIFO at an optimal level, the interrupt latency, 
DMA transfers, and event processing can be overlapped in 
time. We predict that a maximum rate of 55,000 events per 
second (which is effectively 880 KBI ec) can be handled. Even 
so, the experiment will last several months and fill hundreds 
of tapes with data. I:l 

Dr. Richard T. KOllzes is a research physicist at Prillcetoll Ulliversity where 
he cOlldllCts research ill IIlIclear physics alld illstmlllelltatioll . He is a lIIelllber 
of the IEEE Tecllllical COllllllittee 011 COlllp"ter Applicatiolls ill Nllclear alld 
Plasllla Sciellces. He lIIay be reached at Prillcetoll Ulliversity, Departlllellt of 
Physics, Jadwin Hall, P.O. Box 708, Prillcetoll , J 08544; 6091452-4425, or 
at 0457523(a PUCC 011 BIT fT. 
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MEX-PC™ 
D-200 Emulator 

Communications software 
with terminal emulators for 

DG, DEC and others. 
XMODEM Error·free industry standard 
SPEED Written entirely in Assembler 
PRICE 599 
SYSTEM All MS· DOS 

(815) 229·0189 
Applied computer Solutions, 2606 Broadway. 

P.O. BOx 7902. Rockford. IL 61126 

• Fully DG Business Basic Compatible 
• 32 Bit Implementation 
• Greatly Improved Performance 
• Powerful New Features 
• Up to 512K Program Size 

~ =-~A "~==f 
;: . .,~..,.-

COMPUTER Srs7EM$ INCORPORATED 

575 MADISON AVENUE 
SUITE "006 
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 
1()()22 

227-1922 

85 SCARSDALE ROAD 
SUITE -200 
TORONTO CANADA 
M3B2R2 

(416) 445-4823 

For information on placing classified 
ads, call 512/345-5316 today. 

Com."."y 
Algoma University 
Ames Sciences, Inc. 
Applied Computer Solutions 
Applied Computer Solutions 
Butler Computer Graphics 
catalina Computers, Inc. 
Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 
CMSIOATA 
CommercIal Data Systems 
Commercial Data Systems 
Computek Ltd. 
Computer Engineering Associates, Inc. 
Computer Technology Inc. 
Computer Wholesalers 
Copley Systems Corporation 
CRC 
Data General Corporation 
Dataram Corporation 
Delphi Data 
OMS Systems, Inc. 
OMS Systems, Inc. 
Eagle Software, Inc. 
Essex Computer Service, Inc. 
Fast Track Systems 
Fast Track Systems 
Hanson Data Systems, Inc. 
IMSL,lnc. 
INFOOEX Incorporated 
INFODEX Incorporated 
Integrad Technologies Inc. 

Focus 

Communicate 
DC to DC DC to PC DC to ?? 

Convert, upgrade, and 
share data Quickly and easily-

use BREAKTHROUCH. 
XMODEM Error·free industry standard. 
SPEED Wri t ten entirely in Assembler. 
PRICE 5195 to 5345. 
SYSTEMS AOSIVS. ADS, RODS, DOS, ICOS. 

(815) 229·0189 
APplied Computer Solutions, 2606 Broadway. 

P.O. Box 7902. Rockford. Il 61126 

s~""'41~'*~ 
J " ~~'!i"':~ 

~ h r",li, 

For Sale MV 110000 

+ 4MB, d ual 1M cabinet, 6026 mag 
tape, 4368 IACI16, 6236 354MB 
disk, Dasher 0211, In terlan Ether
net card, ~CS411 CommSwitch, 
(215) 898-8752 asking $80,000 

Data General Programmer! 
Technical Support 

Individual must have experience with 
ICOBOL, CEO, C!SCRIPT, and INFOS. 
Salary up to 50,000 plu excellent bene· 
fits . Call Omni Computer, 1440 Broadway, 
New York, NY, 10018, (212) 944·9230. 

W ORDPERFECT. MADE EASY 
WITH PERFECTTEACf fER. 

This 8-10 hr. Video Program features: 

130·page workbook · 159 procedures 
2 video casseHes 

1 Learning Document diskette 
VHS, Beta, and U·Matic format availability 

187 Office Plaza' Tallahassee. Fl32301 • (904) 878·5155 

TIMESHARING SERVICES 
ON MV / 10000 CPU S 

• Remote Processing Thru Dial-Up 
Access 

• 1600 & 6250 BPI Tape Drives 
• Local or Remote Printing 
• Complete Data Security 
• Modems & Multiplexors 
• 24 Hour, 7 Days a Week -

Full Operator Service 

FAST TRACK SYSTEMS 
61 Broadway, New York, NY 10006 

(212) 422·9880 

D INDEX 
PG# RS# CQmpany PG# RS# 

8 1 Interface Electronics 31 26 
36 2 International Computing Systems 52 27 
59 Jacobsen & Associates, Inc. 53 28 
59 Kenco Data Systems 45 29 
29 3 MAXON Computer Systems Incorporated C2 30 
1 4 MAXON Computer Systems Incorporated 59 

12 5 MCintyre's Mini-Computer Sales Group Inc. 51 31 
59 MegaTape Corporation 19 32 
40 6 Minicomputer Exchange 21 33 
36 7 NADGUG Conference 87 11 34 
33 8 NPA Systems, Inc. 55 36 
30 9 Omni Computer 59 
38 10 Peregrine Data Systems, Inc. 37 37 
41 11 Qualstar 25 38 
49 12 Rational Data Systems 33 40 
35 13 Rhintek, Inc. 46 41 
14 R.J. & Associates, Inc. 29 39 
7 14 SAS Institute Inc. 47 

41 15 SCIP 54 42 
9 16 Security Computer Sales, Inc. 23 43 

36 17 Sysgen Data Ltd. 8 51 
56 18 :SYSMGR 12 44 
57 19 Threshold, Inc. 5 45 
C3 20 TRI-DATA Services Inc. 46 46 
59 University of Pennsylvania 59 
52 21 Westwood Systems Group, Inc. 40 47 
44 22 Wild Hare Computer Systems Inc. 42 48 
25 23 WordPerfect Corporation 3 49 
44 24 Zetaco C4 50 

9 25 
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Some of the biggest news comes 
from little (and unobtrusive) press re
leases. In one of the most recent an
nouncements, DG has expanded its 
On-call Support Services to include 
additional selected non-DG hardware 
products integrated into customers' DG 
computer systems. 

This announcement follows another 
one made earlier this month that said 
DG was extending support to the IBM 
family of personal computers, along 
with popular peripherals and options 
cards that are part of DG's new DGI 
PC"I integration network. This ex
emplifies DG's move to support mixed
vendor environments, providing cus
tomers with a single source for service. 
Among the hardware products that DG 
will support are Genicom, Dataprod
ucts, and EC printers; Urix interac
tive voice processors; and Micom com
munications equipment. During the 
coming months, DG will continue to 
add more non-Data General printers, 
plotters, drives, controllers, and other 
hardware products to the list. 

• 
Don't MIS out! Conference 87 is put

ting new emphasis on end-user and 
management concerns. Addressing the 
latter category, James C. Wetherbe, di
rector of the MIS Research Center at 
the University of Minnesota, will lead 
two seminars at the ADGUG con
ference. He stresses that information 
systems are powerful and competitive 
tools . According to Dr. Wetherbe, MIS 
managers must constantly be looking to 
update their systems, or else become 
outdated. But in order to attend these 
sessions, you must first register to at
tend. Packets are in the mail. Sign up 
early and you may be eligible to win a 
DG/One! 

• 
As noted here last month, the strains 

of Data General "In Concert" culmi
nated in the announcement of several 
new products, including the DGIPC*1. 
This assemblage of products addresses 
those buzzwords "information manage
ment" with a three-tier model that inte
grates corporate mainframes, personal 
computers, and mid-range supermini
computers. For details, see page 53. 

• 
Lobster and butter are just two rea-

sons to attend Access Technology's third 
annual 20/20 user group meeting held 
in Boston's Marriott Copley Place from 

60 

August 12 to 14. 20/20 is the company's 
integrated spreadsheet program for DG 
and other machines. The 1986 meet
ing brought 226 attendees from 163 
organizations. 

The two-day schedule includes tech
nical sessions; an applications panel 
discussion; and sessions with topics in
cluding teaching 20/20, macros, 20/20 
and Lotus 1-2-3, and 20/20 and OA 
systems. 

The $190 attendance fee covers semi
nar sessions, handouts, conference ma
terials, the opening night reception, two 
continental breakfasts, two lunches, 
and, of course, a lobster dinner. For 
more information, contact Access Tech
nology, 6 Pleasant St., South Natick, 
MA 01760; 617/655-9191. 

• 
Citicorp Information Resources 

(CIR) has selected Data Assurance Cor
poration (DAC), a Colorado-based dis
aster recovery firm, to provide on-line 
alternate data processing facilities for 
CIR's DG-equipped data centers that 
operate the Galaxy 2000 Credit Union 
System. Equipped with an MV 120000, 
DAC will subcontract similar ervices to 
CIR bank and credit union customers 
that use in-house Data General com
puter systems. 

According to Marshall Burton, CIR 
spokesman, the selection of DAC was 
made shortly after CIR bought an MV 1 
20000 to be used as the primary com
puter at CIR's four large data centers. 

• 
The people at Interscience Computer 

Services, Inc. used a lot of ink lately, 
having recently signed several agree
ments with other companies. They en
tered an agreement with Interface Elec
tronics to sell and service Interface's 
DG-compatible products in the south
western United States. 

Two of the new Interface products 
that Interscience (based in Augora 
Hills, California) will distribute are 
SLIM, a 16-line intelligent multiplex
or, and SLAM, a 16-line asynchronous 
multiplexor. 

In two separate deals, Interscience 
has also acquired the line and band 
printer division of BDS. They signed a 
similar agreement with Zetaco to dis
tribute the Zetaco line of DG-compatible 
products. Interscience will sell and ser
vice all Zetaco's DG-compatible disk, 
tape, and printer products as well as the 
new memories. 

• 
In a move to strengthen user support 

and distribution, the authors of SM 
BASIC, Yermac Data Systems of Can
ada; have appOinted DI/Systems as ex
clusive marketing representatives for 
U.S. and international markets . 

SM BASIC is a programming lan
guage with several hundred installa
tions on Data General's 16- and 32-bit 
products under their RDOS and AOSI 
VS operating systems. SM BASIC was 
originally developed to provide an easy 
migration path for MAIIBASIC Four 
users . 

As part of this development, CIISys
terns is offering new licenses to current 
users, along with a set of system utili
ties and a year of support. CIISystems' 
support facility provides experienced 
BBASIC programmers to answer field 
problems by mail or telephone. 

• 
" Ideas in Action" is the theme for 

the 9th Annual Reseller Conference to 
be held September 20 to 23 at the Hotel 
Meridien in New Orleans. More than 
150 DG Value-Added Resellers from 
around the world are expected to 
attend. 

The workshops and panel sessions 
will emphasize practical facts and tech
niques that VARs can apply to better 
operate and grow their business. 

The agenda, covering marketing, 
sales, business, and technical topics, 
will be conducted by VARs, industry 
experts, and Data General staff. A new 
addition to the program, a VAR-to-VAR 

etworking Breakfast, will give VARs 
the opportunity to make business con
tacts and exchange ideas. 

Those registered by August 19 are 
eligible for reduced registration fees as 
well as the grand prize drawing for a 
DG/One Model 2T. For more informa
tion or for a registration package, con
tact Data General Marketing Communi
cations at 617/898-4086 or 617/898-4088. 

• 
"Wake up and smell the coffee," is 

some advice from a disgruntled Paul 
Duck via a Quick Connect card. In the 
abridged version, he writes, "Regard
ing the May letters section and the 
gentleman who thinks that the IBM I 
38 will 'outperform any Data General 
equipment on the market,' I'll bet that's 
what your IBM rep would like to 
have you think. Statistically, the MV 1 
20000 Model II runs circles around the 
System/38." A 
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ow you can make a ~gh ~Ifomiance system even 
faster: Zetaco' . Argu emulating disk controUer, Model 

. ARZ-!, will improve the through:put of your .Data 
General Eclipse/ MY. 

ARZ-! isn't just another pretty 
interface. It i the most intelli
gent controller ever designed 
for th DG world. It acts as a co
processor, off-loading the data com
mand functions from the CP so that 
your MY can do other tasks while the 
controUer manages the d.i k The result 
is significantly faster system performance. 

ARZ-l offers greater formatted 
torage capacity, too. The controUer, instead 

pf th software drive.r, maps the disk, thereby 
obtaining maximum u of the available capacity. . . 

o longer doe the drive need to fit a specific head/ 
cylinder/sector configuration to work with 

your DG system. The ARZ-! does tho work'::' 
witliout patching, without hassle. Any four 

. MD. HSMD or SMDE disk drives, with data 
transfer rat up to 3 MB/sec, can inter
fa~ the ARZ-! via the high-speed BM<:;. 

The ARZ-l Di k Control
ler. Fa t. Efficient. De igned to 

reach new horizon of higher 
performance. . 

Call or write for complete 
specifications: Z taco, Inc., 6850 • 

hady Oak Road, Eden Prairie, MN 55344 
. A , (612) 941-9480, telex 290975. European 

Office: 9 High treet, Tring, Hertfordshire HP23 5AH 
England, (44)44282-7011, telex 827557. 


